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Executive summary
There is a need for hearing aid solutions to evolve such that they can understand the audio and take
user behavior into account. In order to provide the best experience for the hearing aid user, simply
collecting, processing, and amplifying input audio does not suffice. Hearing aid users are not created
equally, and there is a need to provide solutions that adapt to the preferences of the individual. Some
solutions already do provide customizability, however, not in an intelligent and reusable manner. This
report presents a solution for providing a personalized listening experience based on the current sound
environments for hearing aid users. The project takes a starting point in the ReSound Smart 3D application which provides an interface for controlling hearing aids for users of a range of ReSound hearing
aids. The Smart 3D application does provide users with various options for adjusting their hearing aids
to cope with challenging situations. As an example, users can adjust noise reduction and speech focus
levels. Furthermore, more advanced functionality is also provided allowing the user to adjust the amplification of bass, midrange, and treble with ±6 dB. However, this presents two problems: Firstly, the
adjustments are limited in reusability meaning the user has to take action to adjust the parameters each
time the environment changes. Secondly, not all hearing aid users are comfortable with making such
adjustments. By developing a solution which is capable of learning the user’s preferences and correlating
them with acoustic features of the environment, adjustments can be provided automatically. The user no
longer needs to make the decision that an adjustment is needed to achieve a better listening experience.
Moreover, the user no longer has to determine what the specific adjustments should be.
The project considers the speech focus, noise reduction, and wind noise reduction features from the
ReSound Smart 3D application as well as the bass, midrange, and treble amplification adjustments. These
parameters are treated as numerical values, and the report presents research on Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) and reinforcement learning algorithms in order to determine how to learn and predict
user specific adjustments. By analyzing the research, it is found that the two techniques complement each
other. A multi-task branched CNN architecture is chosen for environment analysis and for predicting
general hearing aid adjustments. Such a network architecture allows for one network to perform both classification and regression. As a result, the environment can be labeled while also predicting adjustments.
Furthermore, the architecture ensures that learnings are shared within the network such that information about how to predict the environment class can also benefit adjustment predictions. However, this
approach is not appropriate by itself as training CNN models with such capabilities should not be done
on a smartphone. Therefore, the reinforcement learning algorithm Sarsa(λ) is used to interact with the
user and learn preferences. Sarsa(λ) is chosen due to its ability to utilize input data efficiently such that
less user interactions are necessary. Furthermore, it is less prone to remembering user preferences that

v

might no longer be valid.
A design consisting of a smartphone application and a cloud entity is created. The application has
an instance of a CNN model which is used to analyze the environment. However, in order to perform the
analysis, an environment representation must exist. The project relies on a prestudy which found that
a sound environment can be represented by Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrograms,
and that such a representation can be well understood by CNNs. The application collects audio samples
of the user’s environment, creates spectrograms, and performs an analysis using the CNN model.
In order for the solution to learn a user’s preferences, training sessions are carried out. During these
sessions, Sarsa(λ) defines a state-space based on the user’s input. Some states will be rated higher than
others, and highly rated states indicate user preferences. Furthermore, the findings resulting from a
training session are sent to the cloud entity together with a sample of the current environment such that
a CNN model biased towards the user’s preferences can be created. This adjusted model can then be
downloaded to the smartphone application and used for later environment analysis. The output of the
environment analysis performed by the CNN model acts as a pointer into the state-space that allows for
locating highly rated states. When such a state has been found, appropriate hearing aid adjustments for
the environment weighted by the user’s personal preference has been determined.
A prototype following the above design is implemented and documented in the report. Due to complexity, only a subset of the hearing aid parameters is considered. The prototype focuses on being able
to predict bass, midrange, and treble in three high-level environments.
Testing of the prototype reveals that the CNN model has a high classification accuracy (F1 Score of
99%). Furthermore, it predicts hearing aid configuration within ±0.14 dB and ±0.77 dB from the target
depending on the environment and the parameter. Unfortunately, this accuracy is not reflected when
bringing the prototype into real environments. It is found that an inconsistency in how spectrograms are
generated on the cloud entity (during CNN model training) and on the smartphone (during environment
analysis) is the likely cause of the discrepancy. It is expected that resolving the inconsistency will increase
the accuracy. Further assessment of the prototype revels issues with recalling user preferences from the
state-space and with the ability of the CNN model and Sarsa(λ) to learn. Results show that new learnings
negatively affect the CNN model resulting in less accurate predictions without significantly adapting to
the user’s preferences. For Sarsa(λ), the training processes seems to have self-destructive characterizes
resulting in long training sessions. The report suggests that these issues are due to incorrect configuration
of the CNN architecture and the Sarsa(λ) algorithm. It is suggested that a deeper analysis is performed
to determine the appropriate configurations for this solution.
The project aims to provide a proof-of-concept prototype to show that it is feasible to develop an environment dependent personalized hearing aid solution. Even though the prototype has some deficiencies
it is still believed to be a valid design. However, more development is needed in order to prove that it is
viable. Furthermore, the project is aware that user intent is an important aspect, however, due to the
complexity of the problem, it is only treated on a conceptual design level.
To validate the idea, four hearing aid users are interviewed. It is determined that the majority is
satisfied with the current solution. However, they all show interest in a solution like the one developed
in this project. One interviewee even suggested such a solution himself unprovoked by the interviewer.
Based on the four interviews, it can be concluded that these four people have a need for adjustments (to
varying degree) and that they find a solution like this appealing.

vi

The project does not aim to replace the ordinary fitting process that takes place at an audiologist.
Only fine-tuning is of interest for the project. However, adding intelligence like this is a step towards
self-fitting hearing aids. Such capabilities can be needed in the future when Over-The-Counter (OTC)
hearing aids enter the market. This category describes hearing aids which can be obtained without having
to see a hearing care professional. Hence, there is a need for guidance and intelligent procedures to ensure
that the user gets the appropriate treatment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The hearing care industry keeps innovating to create better and more advanced solutions to continuously
provide an optimal experience for the hearing aid users. Companies such as GN Hearing [35], Oticon [75],
and Widex [111] are incorporating artificial intelligence and bundling their hearing aids with smartphone
applications. These applications provide the user with an interface that makes it possible to control the
hearing aids. Such control is beneficial as the user can modify the configuration of the hearing aids to suit
their preferences or a specific situation. Not all situations are alike and, as an example, noisy environments
can present a challenge to a hearing aid user [86]. To limit the unwanted effect, some applications, e.g.
the ReSound Smart 3D application, provide a number of listening programs and fine-tuning capabilities.
A listening program is a collection of settings that changes the hearing aid configurations to combat the
specific challenge [86]. Selecting the appropriate program can e.g. increase the hearing aid user’s ability
to understand speech or provide better comfort and sound quality. On top of the listening programs,
the fine-tuning features allows the user to adjust specific parameters (e.g. amplification level of bass,
midrange, and treble) to achieve a more fine-grained controller of how the problem is alleviated and the
resulting listening experience. However, it requires knowledge and motivation from the user to evaluate
and pick the best suited listening program or perform fine-tuning [86].
A prestudy to this project [23] found that only very few users actively utilize the listening programs,
and that the programs are only available to a subset of the hearing aid users. Not all users can comprehend
having to choose between multiple programs, however, 80% of the people can benefit from it [86]. It
is acknowledged that there is a lack of automation in current hearing aid solutions which creates an
inconvenience for the users [86]. As a response, artificial intelligence is becoming increasingly integrated
into hearing aid solutions [102]. This results in products that automatically adapt to various environments
and even provide a personalized experience. It is no longer just about processing the sound. Now, the
hearing aids have to understand the environment and process the audio accordingly.
The prestudy [23] employed the ReSound Smart 3D application to prototype a solution that can
understand and adapt to the environment. The purpose was to find a solution for automating the process
of selecting the optimal listening program for a given environment. This facilitates a hearing aid solution
that is less intrusive and hereby increases the level of satisfaction. Furthermore, it makes it possible to
provide multiple listening programs to customers that are currently limited. However, it does not consider
the important aspect of personalization. Not all users are equal [20]. Therefore, they might benefit from
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different listening programs or prefer different fine-tuning configurations in specific situations. This
project builds on top of the prestudy [23] with the objective to incorporate the personalization aspect.
Instead of predicting a suitable listening program, the project focuses on how to provide user specific
fine-tuning configurations. This requires an additional layer of intelligence. The project aims to construct
this layer by utilizing machine learning techniques that are capable of learning a user’s preferences in
a given sound environment. The objective is to design a solution which can utilize this knowledge and
provide the user with hearing aid adjustments that are appropriate for the current sound environment
while taking the user’s preferences into account.
Based on this, the following problem formulation can be extracted:
– How can machine learning be utilized to learn and predict a user’s preferred hearing aid configurations for a given environment?
With the following sub-questions:
– How can a machine learning architecture be designed to accommodate prediction of multiple values
from one input?
– How can personalized machine learning models be created and made accessible to a user?
The knowledge gained throughout the project is put into practice as a prototype. To make this
possible, GN Hearing has provided a set of ReSound LiNX 3D hearing aids and a Software Development
Kit (SDK) which facilitates the communication between a smartphone application and the hearing aids.
The project uses the ReSound brand as a foundation to conceptualize the idea. However, the research
and conclusions in this report are not bound to the ReSound brand and can be applied to other similar
cases.
This report describes the project from start to finish. The structure is as follows:
Chapter 2 elaborates on the problem faced in this project. The chapter presents the prestudy [23]
and outlines how hearing aid configuration preferences can vary between users. The chapter is
concluded with sections discussing the expected outcome and the scope of the project.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology followed through the project. This covers the process model,
how information is collected, and how the solution is specified, designed, and tested.
Chapter 4 presents research on machine learning techniques that can be used to learn and predict
a user’s preferred hearing aid configurations.
Chapter 5 discusses the findings from the research and determines the appropriate technological
choices for this project. Apart from the technical aspect, two types of hearing aid users are characterized, the risk and assumptions which this project is working under are presented, and solution
requirements are defined.
Chapter 6 presents the design of the proposed solution. This includes the layout of the user interface
as well as the solution architecture and how to represent the sound environment and hearing aid
configurations.
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Chapter 7 documents the prototype implementation. The chapter outlines the implementation
specific details and deviations from the design.
Chapter 8 describes the results of the prototype testing. The chapter assesses all machine learning
components and their ability to learn and predict user preferences.
Chapter 9 presents prototype and solution improvements. This chapter utilizes the findings from
the testing chapter.
Chapter 10 discusses the readiness of the prototype and any issues that might be encountered.
Hereafter, user interviews are presented which validates the need for a solution like the one developed
in this project. Furthermore, the interviews are used to reevaluate a subset of the risks. Finally,
the current and future development in the hearing industry is presented.
Chapter 11 concludes on the findings and observations made throughout the project and outlines
whether the problem formulations has been answered.

3

Chapter 2

Problem field
Firstly, the Problem field presents the research done leading up to this project. Hereafter, the chapter
outlines why there is a need for personalization in hearing aid solutions as well as how current products
are tackling the problem. This is followed by a description of the process of developing machine learning
solutions and the stages this project considers. As concluding remarks, the expected outcome and scope
of the project are presented.

2.1

Introducing the prestudy

Prior to this project, a prestudy [23] was conducted with the purpose of being able to map a specific
environment to a predefined listening program in the ReSound Smart 3D application. This section
introduces the problem faced in the prestudy [23] and outlines the findings and conclusions which this
master’s thesis project builds upon. The prestudy report [23] has been handed in separately as part of
an earlier project. For completeness, a copy of the prestudy report [23] has been distributed through
different channels to the appropriate parties evaluating this master’s thesis.

4

Figure 2.1: The ReSound Smart 3D application. A user interface for managing and adjusting ReSound
hearing aids.
Figure 2.1 depicts the ReSound Smart 3D application with ”Restaurant” as the selected listening
program. The application contains multiple of these programs and the prestudy [23] worked with three
of them: All-Around, Restaurant, and Outdoor . From a meeting with GN Hearing Audiology, it was
discovered that the various programs do not necessarily map to one particular environment. Instead,
the programs are designed to help the user when encountering challenging situations. The All-Around
program is a multi-purpose program that equips the user with spatial awareness and is made to fit most
situations. However, if a hearing aid user is in a very noisy environment, the Restaurant program is the
best choice. This program tries to remove the noise and narrows the auditory field making it easier to
have a conversation despite the noise. If the user is in a windy environment, the wind can get caught in
the microphones of the hearing aid. This reduces comfort as well as the user’s ability to hear other more
important sources of sound. The Outdoor program has been designed to improve the experience in such
situations. These three listening programs were chosen as it was found that multiple sources of speech,
natural sounds (e.g. wind and walking on gravel), and cutlery are among the most often mentioned
annoyances for hearing aid users [89]. The annoyance can either be due to the noise being unpleasant
(acoustic annoyance such as nails on a blackboard) or because it is masking other desirable sources of
sound (informative annoyance such as speech from the person you are having a conversation with being
masked by other people speaking) [89].
The problem faced in the prestudy [23] was that the user has to make a conscious decision about
the best suited program and needs to interact with either the hearing aids or the smartphone to make
the change. The research utilized machine learning to find a solution capable of making this decision
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without the user. It is a two-fold problem. Firstly, it requires a method for representing the audio from
the environment in a meaningful format. Secondly, a way of analyzing this representation and making
a mapping between the important features in the audio and the corresponding listening program has to
be found. Succeeding in this would make the hearing aid solution less visible to the user and provide a
better experience.
The prestudy [23] was successful and showed good results. Using Short-Time Fourier Transformation
(STFT) spectrograms and a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), a prototype capable of automatically
determining the appropriate listening program for the current environment was developed. A CNN
architecture is often used for image processing and has an ability to find and learn the important features
of an input [18]. This makes it more dynamic and the developer does not have to make the decision of what
specific acoustic features define the sound environment. As the computer can process more information
than a human, the computer might be able to find patterns that a human cannot. To find a representation
of audio that would also suit the sort of input a CNN is designed for, the STFT spectrogram was chosen.
This makes it possible to represent the magnitude of each frequency component of an audio signal over
time [19]. Multiple types of spectrograms exist, but the STFT variant was chosen for its simplicity and
unbiased representation [19, 23].
The prototype performed particularly well when assessing environments that would fit the Restaurant
and Outdoor listening program. On top of this, many situations were correctly classified in the All-Around
program, however, some inconsistencies were observed. Based on the research and the prototype testing,
a number of improvements were listed including the lack of personalization. Defining listening programs
and suggesting them to a user based on generalized assumptions might not provide the best possible
experience. All users are different and might try to accomplish various things that are outside the
ordinary. This is not necessarily wrong as sound experience is a subjective concept, but it is something
the prestudy prototype did not consider. Personalization becomes the objective of this project which
builds on top of the prestudy [23] and aims to ensure that personal preferences, not a predefined listening
program, are suggested for a given environment. The hearing aid personalization aspect is further explored
in Section 2.3 (page 8).

2.2

Acquiring and fitting a hearing aid

This section outlines the process of getting a hearing aid including the procedure of adjusting it according
to the specific hearing loss of the hearing impaired individual. The section does not give a detailed account
of the entire process, but aims to provide a basic foundation for understanding how hearing loss is treated.
Before getting a hearing aid, the individual should be examined. This examination can be medical or
audiological [105]. The medical examination ensure that the loss of hearing is not due to other problems
such as infections or ear wax. The audiological examination is used to evaluate the degree and cause of
the hearing loss [105]. This examination can be performed by a hearing aid dispenser or an audiologist
who can then determine the appropriate hearing aid to treat the hearing disability [105]. After a hearing
aid has been found, a fitting procedure must be performed.
The fitting process ensures that the hearing aids are adjusted to the specific individual’s hearing loss
and is based on rules and formulas. These rules and formulas provides a starting point which can then
be used to tweak the fitting to the specific individual [53]. These rules and formulas can either be generic
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and based on research (e.g. from universities), or they can be proprietary and defined by the hearing aid
manufacturer [53]. Different fitting formulas might try to achieve different outcomes. As an example,
the NAL-NL2 generic fitting formula tries to maximize speech intelligibility. Proprietary formulas might
focus on providing comfortable audio such that people are less inclined to reject the hearing aids [53].
Furthermore, proprietary fitting formulas can take product specific features into account which generic
fitting formulas cannot [53].

Figure 2.2: An audiogram of an individual with moderate hearing loss on the left and the appropriate
frequency specific amplification based on input sound level as suggested by the NAL-NL2 fitting formula
on the right. The suggested amplification is shown with dots. In reality, the amplification dynamics are
described by a continuous curve. The images are recreated based on Keidser and Dillon [52]. Made with
draw.io online tool.
Figure 2.2 depicts an audiogram on the left showing the hearing characteristics of a person with
moderate hearing loss [52]. On the right is the suggested gain which the hearing aids should provide
according to the NAL-NL2 formula [52]. The audiogram describes the threshold for when the individual
can hear specific frequencies. As an example, based on Figure 2.2, it requires a sound pressure of 40 dB
for the individual to detect a 500 Hz sound, but it requires 70 dB of sound pressure to detect a sound at
4000 Hz. An average conversation is between 10 dB and 50 dB across the frequency range [9].
On the right of Figure 2.2, the suggested amplification needed according to the NAL-NL2 formula
is depicted. Three different suggestions are presented: The blue dots are for soft sounds (50 dB), the
purple dots are for medium sounds (65 dB), and the green dots are for loud sounds (80 dB). This is
needed as the perception of what is too load does not necessarily change. Only the lower-bound is shifted
upwards meaning soft sound should be amplified, but loud sounds should not. Hence, the range from
audible to uncomfortable is smaller for a person suffering from hearing loss compared to a person that
is not hearing impaired [9]. The blue dots on the right of Figure 2.2 shows that soft sounds should
be amplified more than loud sounds and the high frequencies needs more amplification than the low
frequencies. This correlates with the audiogram on the left showing a bigger loss of hearing for high
frequencies. Even though the amplification suggestions are shown with dots in this examples, they are
defined as continuous lines in a real scenario.
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This example simplifies the process of finding and fitting the correct hearing aid. The process can be
affected by the characteristics and sort of hearing loss [53] as well as age, gender, experience with hearing
aids etc. [52]. More work than outlined here is needed to providing a good fitting for a hearing aid user.
As an example, tests must be carried to ensure the hearing aid is performing as expected. Keidser and
Dillon [52] are hoping that trainable hearing aids can move some of the responsibility of providing the
perfect fitting away from the audiologist into the hearing aid and the hands of the consumer. Over time,
the hearing aid should learn the optimal fit based on how the user interacts with it (e.g. adjusting the
volume) [52].
As mentioned, this presentation of the hearing aid process provides a simplified view. However, it
should suffice for following this project. When the project mentions gain, amplification, and hearing
aid adjustments, it should now be clear how it relates to the user’s hearing and what is actually being
adjusted.

2.3

Hearing aid users’ listening preferences

This section provides deeper understanding of the differences in preferences among hearing aid users and
why this is the case. Furthermore, the purpose of this section is to gain a better understanding of what
parameters a hearing aid user will adjust in order to achieve a better listening experience in a given
scenario. This information is used to align the expected outcome (Section 2.6, page 14), and to ensure
that the project is dealing with the appropriate parameters.
Researchers have agreed that a generalized fitting does not provide an optimal experience for the
individual patient [4, 20, 54]. Firstly, how pleasant various sounds are and if the sound quality is good
is a subjective evaluation. Furthermore, this evaluation is not static as a user’s mood, cognitive fatigue,
time of the day, and the specific scenario can affect it [76]. Secondly, even people with the same level
of hearing loss can have different ability to separate out e.g. speech from a noisy environment [54].
Hence, there is a need for personalization. This is recognized by hearing care solution companies who are
bundling their hearing aids with smartphone applications allowing the users to interact with the hearing
aids to make personal and environment specific adjustments. However, researchers argue that current
hearing care solutions need more automation [47, 86]. The motivation behind this project is to provide
a hearing aid solution that is easier to live with and which the user does not have to worry about.
Korzepa et al. [54] have been observing the behavior of hearing aid users. They found behavioral
patterns in how and when the users change listening programs. However, they also found that sometimes
the environment changes without the users responding to it. Korzepa et at. [54] speculate that this can
be due to the users not being willing to put in the effort to change the program. Getting a suboptimal
experience because the effort is to high might reduces the user’s satisfaction. This shows that there is a
need to automate the process such that the optimal experience can be achieved without putting effort
into it.
By observing the behavior of the hearing aid users, Korzepa et al. [54] found that they have different
approaches and different intents when personalizing their hearing aid configurations. Comparing two
individuals, it was found that one would try to suppress background noise to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio in a noisy environment with speech whereas the other test subject would increase the gain of the
higher frequencies and increase the volume [54].
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Similar results were found by Johansen et al. [47]. Five test subjects were followed over nine months
to observe their hearing aid usage behavior and patterns. The study focused on brightness and noise
reduction. Brightness is related to the gain in mostly high frequency components of the audio, and noise
reduction is the detection and removal of non-voice sound. Increasing the brightness of a sound makes
it possible to more easily separate out sound sources and can emphasize consonants. This increases the
ability to understand speech but lowers the sound quality [47]. Increasing noise reduction provides a
better signal-to-noise ratio making it easier to hear speech but unnaturally dampens the ambient sound
[47].
Noise reduction can be achieved with a variety of methods. As an example, assume the purpose is to
enhance speech. By detecting pauses in the speech, snippets of pure noise can be collected. When the
noise signal is known, it can simply be subtracted from the signal that contains both speech and noise
[58]. If an array of microphones is used, filtering can happen by adding the signals from each microphone.
A slight time delay is required for this to work, and the delay has to be chosen such that the speech signal
is added in phase and the noise signal out of phase [58]. A different approach is to place the microphones
such that one is used to collect a noise signal and the other is used to collect a signal with noise and
speech. As a result, the noise can be removed from the speech signal [58]. These techniques might make
the noise removal process sound easy, however, the world is often not ideal and removing noise is hindered
by events like reverberation and fluctuations [58].
Johansen et al. [47] concluded that one listening program is not sufficient to cope with various environments and that coping strategies varies between people [47]. Three of five test subjects chose programs
with noise reduction and more directionality when encountering a challenging environment whereas the
remaining two subjects increased the brightness of the sound [47]. It was found that patterns of behavior
would depend on time, fatigue, context, and preferences. As an example, three of the test subjects often
found themselves in work related meeting scenarios. Two of them preferred to increase the brightness,
and the third one was in the group of people who tended to use noise reduction instead [47]. So, similar
context does not necessarily yield the same hearing aid settings for different individuals emphasizing the
need for personalization. Moreover, increasing the brightness does not provide a pleasant experience as
sound quality is traded for speech intelligibility and the audio becomes harsh [47]. Furthermore, one
of the test subjects changed preference during the study leading to the conclusion that personalization
should take place continuously and adapt to the user [47].
Based on the two studies, it can be concluded that people try to adapt their hearing aid experience
in various situations such as: Work related meetings, restaurants, bars, driving car and bus, and going
for a walk in nature settings [47, 54]. In these scenarios, the users try to achieve a better ability to
understand speech, to suppress unwanted background noise, or to be emerged in nature sounds such as
leaves and ocean waves [47, 54]. The adjustments are made by changing the directionality of the hearing
aid microphones, eliminating non-voice sound with noise reduction, or increasing the brightness of the
sound [47, 54]. From this, the important environments, objectives, and parameters which this project
should focus on can be extracted.
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2.4

Trainable hearing aids

As outlined in Section 2.3, a generalized fitting is not satisfactory for the individual hearing aid user.
This section explores the possibility of having trainable hearing aids. A trainable hearing aid learns a
user’s preferences over time. Such learnability can range from basic memory that will simply remember
prior settings to environment classification which predicts the user specific environment preferences [20].
The need for trainable hearing aids arise both due to the need for personalization, but also because the
audiologists in the clinics can benefit from it. The trainability enables the user to correct the settings in
the hearing aid when they are in a challenging situation. The challenging scenario might have played out
a long time prior to a session with an audiologist. In this time, the patient can loss detailed memory of the
environment and what specifically made it annoying. Moreover, even if all the details are remembered,
the patient might still find it difficult to describe the soundscape and the audiologist might have trouble
understanding [20]. As a result, valuable information will be lost in translation. Furthermore, the
audiologist has to translate the patient’s description into what hearing aid parameters to adjust and by
how much [20]. This is all avoided if the user can train the hearing aids in the specific scenario.
This can lead to questions regarding the user’s capability of adjusting the appropriate settings. However, the user does not have to. The trainability can be hidden behind a graphical interface just asking
the user if the audio is getting better and worse [20]. Behind the interface, specific parameters are being
adjusted but this does not need to be visible to the user. However, such interface has to be intelligently
designed. As an example, if the use is simply presented with a number of options (similar to the listening
programs mentioned in Section 2.1, page 5) and asked to pick the preferred one, the user might not
get the optimal setting. Though such approach has been found to be successful, it might also be too
slow for any practical implementation [4, 59]. Therefore, the user interface could be made continuous to
more easily allow the user to find the optimum. What exactly is meant by a ”continuous interface” is
exemplified later in this section.
The interface also links to the ease of use. As mentioned in the Introduction (Chapter 1), not all
patients have multiple listening programs available in their hearing care solution as it can be too much
for them to comprehend. A trainable hearing aid may not be for all patients either [20], but an intuitive
and simple interface might help. However, the solution should still understand the user’s current context
and accommodate adjustment of settings such as frequency specific amplification [20].
Introducing smartphones provides hearing care solutions with less restrictive interfaces and more
capabilities in terms of sensor, memory, and computing power [4]. This makes it possible to move into a
new realm of hearing care that provides auditory cognition.
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Figure 2.3: The four elements of the hearing process. A framework by Widex. Source: [46].
Consider Figure 2.3 which is a hearing process framework by Widex that describe the elements of the
listening process [46]:
– Acoustic Scene is made up of all the individual sources of audio in the environment. All the
sounds get aggregated into one signal that is received by the ear.
– Auditory Processing describes what the ears do to the received audio prior to it reaching the
brain.
– Auditory Cognition is the process in the brain where the audio is decomposed and understood.
As an example, speech understanding takes place at this stage.
– Evaluation & Behavior describes if the audio is perceived negatively or positively and how the
listener acts based on it.
This framework outlines the direction in which Widex wants to evolve [46]. It also outline what
is needed for trainable hearing aids to be successful. Previously, hearing aid solutions have been very
focused on the auditory processing [46]. However, to provide personalization, the listening environment
must be understood [4, 20]. This changes the focus to the auditory cognition stage where the hearing aid
solution is trying to understand the audio input such that it can be intelligently processed.
Hearing care solutions from e.g. Widex and GN Hearing are moving into auditory cognition with the
SoundSense Learn solution from Widex [111] and GN Hearing’s newly announced Siri1 integration [36].
The SoundSense Learn solution makes it possible for the user to compare two sound profiles (i.e. hearing
aid configurations) and pick the preferred one. Using this information, the solution can learn the user’s
preferences [111]. As mentioned, such comparisons can require a lot of iterations to find the optimum.
However, Widex has provided the user with a slider such that it does not become a binary decision.
1 Siri

is Apple’s virtual personal assistant which tries to help the user accomplish objectives such as making phone calls,
finding information, and controlling their smart home [8].
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Figure 2.4: Snippet of the SoundSense Learn feature from the Widex Evoke application. The user can
compare two sound profiles (A and B) and indicate preference using the slider.
The slider is depicted in Figure 2.4 and allows the user to indicate which configuration (A or B) they
prefer and by how much. This is an example of the continuous interface mentioned earlier and might
make it easier for the underlying algorithm to distinguish what parameters to adjust without having to
expose the complexity to the user.
This section has presented why there is need for trainable hearing aids. Furthermore, a brief review of
the current solutions and where the are heading to provide superior experiences through personalization
has been presented. This outlines that there is a problem and what the industry is trying to do in order
to solve it.

2.5

Machine learning development process

This section serves the purpose of presenting the process of developing machine learning solutions and
where this project fits in. Furthermore, the category of machine learning which this project is dealing
with is outlined. This is put in relation to the prestudy [23] and why the focus has shifted.

Figure 2.5: The machine learning solution development process. Inspired by: [14].
Figure 2.5 depicts the a slightly modified version of McKinsey’s [63] data science approach to allow
for explanation of how this project maps into it. Initially, the business objectives and use cases must
be understood to determine how data science can be an enabler [63]. The following stage is about
collecting the desired data. This might also have been done prior to determining the use cases, however,
it is important to ensure the data quality and structure [63]. As mentioned by Hazel Clarke, a Senior
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Data Scientist at the Microsoft partner Bluefragments, during her Tech Talk about recent deep learning
solutions at Microsoft Development Center Copenhagen, a lack of data quality and structure can limit
a company’s possibilities. Therefore, this stage feeds into the business objectives as the company has to
understand the limitations and possibly reevaluate.
When a realistic outcome has been determined and the data has been properly collected and stored,
the data preparation can start. This stage applies human knowledge in order to extract the important
features from the data [63]. The preparation stage can get affected by the modeling stage which covers
the choice of technologies, the design of machine learning architectures, and the training. To exemplify,
the prestudy [23] designed a solution where audio data must be prepared as an image to suit the chosen
machine learning architecture.
After the modeling is finished, the resulting model is evaluated to determine if any changes are needed.
This evaluation links to the business objectives. More development iterations might be needed before
deployment can take place [113].
The prestudy [23] went through the process of understanding the user and the business objectives of
GN Hearing. This was followed by data collection and preparation for the machine learning architecture.
Hereafter, the solution was evaluated, and a number of improvements were found. The prestudy [23]
ended in the evaluation stage and this project has to pickup and modify the project to once again align
with GN Hearing’s business objectives.
Through a meeting with Morten Lunde, a Product Manager at GN Hearing, the personalization
objective arose. Furthermore, previous sections have outline why personalization is important in hearing
aids and that some solutions already implement it. Moreover, from a business perspective, McKinsey
states that personalization can increase the value of the customer to the business [63]. The business
objective has been understood which puts this project in the data collection stage. Knowledge from
the prestudy [23] facilitates progress through the data collection and preparation stages. However, for
this project, the modeling has to change, and the data collection process will become a continuous task
contrary to what is depicted in Figure 2.5.
Machine learning can be divided into various categories two of which are [49]:
– Supervised learning defines the process of training a model using labeled data. Such data
contains both the input and what the desired output should be. Providing the model with labeled
data enables the process of finding patterns between a given input and an output. After the training
process, the model is capable of applying the learned patterns to new unseen inputs to predict an
output.
– Reinforcement learning describes the process of teaching a system how to act on an input based
on feedback from an environment. The feedback can be positive or negative depending on whether
or not the system is achieving the desired objective. The system will correct accordingly and learn,
over time, how to optimally achieve the objective from a given input.
The prestudy [23] collected training data (input) and manually classified each sample into a specific
listening program (”All-Around”, ”Restaurant”, or ”Outdoor”) from the ReSound Smart 3D application
(output). Hence, the prestudy [23] utilized supervised learning to determine appropriate mappings between inputs and outputs. However, for this project, the learning process takes place based on input
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from the user. The machine learning system will act on the soundscape by predicting a set of appropriate
hearing aid configurations. If the prediction is suboptimal, the user will give feedback to the system.
Therefore, the field of reinforcement learning is of interest to the project and it is discussed more in detail
in the Research (Section 4.3).

2.6

Expected outcome

The section presents a preliminary architecture that serves to explain the expected outcome of the project.
Furthermore, the specific settings from the ReSound Smart 3D application that are of interest to the
project are presented.

Figure 2.6: Preliminary prototype architecture.
The high-level preliminary prototype architecture is depicted in Figure 2.6 and contains a hearing
aid, the ReSound Smart 3D application, and user preference input. The connection between Smart 3D
and the hearing aid is bidirectional as the application acts as a remote control. Furthermore, the project
assumes that sound can be collected and streamed from the hearing aid to the smartphone application.
However, this assumption is known to be incorrect from the outset. Streaming from the hearing aid is
not possible with the ReSound LiNX 3D hearing aids available for prototype development. To handle
this limitation, Brian Dam Pedersen, the Chief Technology Officer (CTO) of GN Hearing, has suggested
to use a small microphone. Alternatively, the audio could be collected by the internal microphone of the
smartphone.
The user preference input is presented as the gear-icon in the top right of Figure 2.6. This knowledge
is processed by the application in order to learn hearing aid configuration preferences in specific environments. These environments are depicted below the ReSound Smart 3D icon: The two trees symbolize
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Outdoor, and the fork and the knife symbolize Restaurant. All-Around is not depicted, but also an
environment of interest to the project.
Even though All-Around, Restaurant, and Outdoor is used to refer to listening programs in the
ReSound Smart 3D application, this project also uses the naming to denote associated environments. As
an example, an environment with challenging amounts of wind is denoted as an Outdoor environment.
Throughout the report, the context of the mentioning should make it clear whether the specific text refers
to the environment or the listening program.

Figure 2.7: Sound Enhancer feature for the Restaurant listening program in ReSound Smart 3D.
The ReSound Smart 3D application has a feature called ”Sound Enhancer” which makes it possible
for the user to fine-tune a listening program for their specific situation and preference. As a minimum,
the Sound Enhancer allows the user to adjust ±6 dB for bass, midrange, and treble. Figure 2.7 shows
the Sound Enhancer for the Restaurant program. This program also allows adjustments to the level of
noise reduction and the speech focus. For the Outdoor program, the speech focus adjustment is replaced
with a wind noise reduction.
Adjustments can help the user achieve various goals. As an example, the Restaurant program has
a predefined suggestion called ”Hear everyone” which increases the gain 5 dB for bass, midrange, and
treble as well as lowering the noise reduction and widening the speech focus. On the other hand, the
predefined suggestion called ”Noise filter” decreases the gain with 5 dB for bass, midrange, and treble as
well as increases the noise reduction and ensures a narrow speech focus.
The expected outcome of the project is a prototype capable of predicting bass, midrange, treble,
noise reduction, wind noise reduction, and speech focus for the individual environments based on the
user’s preferences and apply the changes to the hearing aids. This will ensure a dynamically changing
experience that is always optimal and to the user’s liking.
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2.7

Scope

This section outlines what is within the scope of the project to create a clear understanding of what can
be expected throughout the report and the functionality of the prototype. The following points list what
is included in the project:
– Section 2.3 presents two studies focused on personalization. Both studies work with noise reducing
parameters and frequency dependent gains. Therefore, it has been chosen that this project focuses
on the bass, midrange, treble, noise reduction, wind noise reduction, and speech focus settings from
the ReSound Smart 3D application. Furthermore, it has been verified with Brian Dam Pedersen,
the CTO of GN Hearing, that these are appropriate parameters to work with. However, due
to complexity (see Section 5.1.3, page 44), only bass, midrange, and treble are included in the
developed prototype.
– Research on machine learning architectures for audio analysis which can be used for numerical
predictions. Furthermore, the final solution must be capable of predicting multiple values from one
input. Research is devoted to discovering how this is best done for the particular application.
– Research on how to include user preferences in the machine learning model. This covers both the
aspect of how to represent user input as well as how to continuously include it in the model.
– A prototype is developed to verify the theoretical conclusion in the real world. The prototype serves
as a proof-of-concept and is implemented as an Android application. Furthermore, having a mobile
application facilitates testing which is carried out to ensure a satisfactory result and to discover
potential improvements.

2.7.1

Limitations

The following list presents the elements that are considered out of scope for this project. Each element
is excluded to either keep the project focused and within the time frame or due to technical limitations
of the tools and devices utilized for the project.
– A set of ReSound LiNX 3D hearing aids is made available for the development of a prototype. It
is currently not possible to stream sound from the hearing aids to a smartphone. For this reason,
the prototype must be implemented to collect audio recordings from an alternative source.
– In an actual implementation, the product will have an end-user. Hence, the user aspect should
be considered. However, no user testing is performed as this requires a high level of maturity.
The prototype of this project served as a proof-of-concept and is not likely to reach that level of
maturity. The User Experience department of GN Hearing is consulted to get insights about the
user. Interviews with actual hearing aid users are carried out as well.
– To gain more knowledge about a user’s preferences and intentions, having more inputs such as
movement, time, and location can be beneficial to consider as well [47, 54]. However, to keep the
focus of the project, only the soundscape and the explicit feedback from the user is within the scope
of the project.
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– The General Data Protection Regulation is relevant to consider when developing a solution like this
which is capturing user data. A product that reaches the end-user should be compliant. However,
GDPR is a major aspect to consider and it is beyond the scope of this project. It is the responsibility
of anyone adopting this research to ensure that their solution is GDPR compliant.
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Chapter 3

Methodology
This chapter describes the various methods and tools used throughout the project. The following sections
outline the method of gathering information and how the project is managed. This is followed by a
description of how users are modeled, and how the prototype is defined and documented. Lastly, the
testing methodology is presented.

3.1

Information gathering

Multiple approaches are used throughout the project to collect the necessary information. The method of
choice depends on the purpose and what sort of information that is to be collected. This section describes
the methods and when each of them is used.
Literature review
To understand the technical aspect, literature review is primarily used in this project. Literature
can give insights into the various methods and important technical details needed in order to solve the
problem at hand. Research covering trainable hearing aids and personalization is of interest as it can
give insights into limitations and already existing solutions. This can be combined with how the learning
process can be achieved using machine learning in order to design an appropriate solution for this project.
In the search for literature, Google Scholar and Primo1 are the most used search engines in this project.
Public events
To assess the current state of solutions trying to archive an automated and personalized experience
for the hearing aid user, the literature review is combined with event attendance. During the period of
the project, a career fair arranged by DSE2 will take place as well as a project exposition arranged by
1 Primo is the search engine used for the online library of Aalborg University. Primo collects literature from a broad
range of more than 200 databases.
2 DSE is a student association trying to bridge the gap between students and companies. They aim to facilitate the
contact between these two parties to ease the process of creating relations in the hope that internships, projects, and job
opportunities arise [21].
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Neural3 . GN Hearing, Oticon, and Widex all have a booth at the career fair, and Eriksholm Research
Centre (which is a part of Oticon [28]) is at the project exposition. Apart from gaining insights into the
current and the future, attending events where the manufactures are present makes it possible to discuss
specific technical aspects which can be brought into this project. The discussions with the companies
are treated as unstructured interviews allowing for a dynamic interview structure such that the company
representative can speak freely [24]. This is done to create a comfortable and natural discussion similar
to what is found at such events. However, topics are prepared in advanced to ensure that the discussions
are relevant for the project. Furthermore, it is speculated that Widex will display their SoundSense Learn
solution (see Section 5.1.3, page 49) at the career fair. Therefore, a performance test of the solution is
planned in advance hoping that the solution will at the event and possible to try out by visitors.
Specialist meetings
Apart from the unstructured interview at public events, meetings are arranged with GN Hearing
employees from the Connected Apps team, Algorithm department, as well as the User Experience department. These meetings are all carried out as semi-structured interviews allowing for flexibility while
being topic-centered [25]. Furthermore, they are formatted as meetings, and not interviews, to make the
interviewee comfortable with the situations. To get the meetings started, the project is presented using
a couple of slides to create a common ground and set the scope. Furthermore, the topic of the meeting is
outlined in a few bullet points in the meeting invitation. This is both to ensure no surprises and to allow
the interviewee to prepare if needed. All this is done in an effort to limit misunderstanding and improve
the quality of the answers. A list of questions is prepared in advance, however, a conversational style
of meeting is encouraged. The interviewee is more knowledgeable on the specific topic and might bring
up new information and aspects that cannot be taken into account when preparing the list of questions.
The information gathered from these meetings feed into the technical aspect of the project as well as the
user modeling and prototype design.
User interviews
As the problem being solved in this project revolves around actual users, the user aspect should
be taken into account too. To gather information related to what users think about the solution, four
telephone user interviews are carried out (see Appendix H). The telephone approach is chosen due to
convenience. Furthermore, some user are more comfortable talking about sensitive subject over the phone
instead of face-to-face [26]. Hearing impairment is a disability and possibly a sensitive area for some.
Each user is specifically selected with the help from GN Hearing’s User Experience department. They
have a panel of users that have been equipped with ReSound LiNX Quattro hearing aids and the ReSound
Smart 3D smartphone application. These users are ideal to interview for this project as they are familiar
with the same smartphone application which this project is based upon. Hence, there is a common
starting point which makes it possible to discuss specific features and improvements.
A list of questions is designed prior to the interviews and is kept consistent for all four users. The
users all fit in the user types discussed in this project (see Section 5.2.2, page 58). Even though four
3 Neural is a newly started community for students interested in artificial intelligence aiming to create a good environment
for researchers and professionals. They arrange monthly events and annual symposiums and hackathons to facilitate
knowledge sharing and networking [64].
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interviews are not sufficient to make any statistically sound conclusions, the input can still bring feedback
either confirming the project or indicate a need to pivot the idea.

3.2

Process model

This section presents the project management and software development methodology utilized in this
project. They both aim to be flexible such that changes and new findings can be easily integrated into
the project. Furthermore, the project management methodology tries to visualize work, and the software
development methodology encourages a learn-by-doing approach in order to get early feedback.

3.2.1

Project management

The main project management methodology used in this project is Scrum [84]. However, as the project
is carried out by a single student, only a subset of the Scrum components are used. The project has
chosen to adopt the concept of a Product Backlog, Sprint, and Sprint Backlog as well as Sprint Planning,
Review, and Retrospective. At the very beginning of the project, all the anticipated work was put into
a Product Backlog. Furthermore, an initial prioritization was made and it was divided into Sprints.
However, the Product Backlog is reviewed throughout the project and reprioritized as needed (see the
final edition in Appendix I).

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the project Sprints (black circles) and associated Scrum events (red lines).
This project has an identical structure to the prestudy [23] so the same illustration has been reused.
Figure 3.1 presents the timeline of the project which is divided into nine Sprints represented by the
black circular arrows. Each Sprint is two weeks long except for the last one which is cut short by a few
days to align with the thesis deadline. A Sprint can contain research, analysis, design, implementation,
testing, or a combination of these. Between Sprints, the red lines indicate the Sprint related activities:
Planning, Review and Retrospective takes place. These activities ensure that the Product Backlog is
up-to-date and correctly prioritized, and that new tasks are pulled into the Sprint Backlog [84].
Apart from using this adjusted version of Scrum, the project also utilizes a Gantt chart (see Appendix
I.1) and Kanban boards. The Gantt chart provides a visual representation of the entire timeline from
start to finish. The aim of adopting the Kanban board is to manage and visualize the tasks defined by the
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Sprint Backlog. The Kanban boards are created such that each Sprint has one. The Kanban methodology
enforces Work in Progress Limits [6] which is not explicitly defined for this project. With that said, an
effort is made to limit the amount of active work such that a flow is created. The Kanban board is made
up of five columns: Sprint Backlog, Prioritized, Started, Done, Re-visit later. This structure highlights
what has to be done, highly prioritized tasks, active work, and finished work.
With this combination of components and tools from different methodologies, the aim is to efficiently
manage the project.

3.2.2

Software development – Rapid Prototyping

The project has many unknown variables as it tries to combine the two fields of hearing aids and machine
learning. In order to allow for unknown, changing, or vague requirements, a prototyping approach is
taken for the software development. Using Rapid Prototyping is favorable in unfamiliar situations as
information can be gained from developing and evaluating a prototype [103]. These findings can then
be utilized to formulate a better definition of the objective, requirements, or design. This makes it
possible to discover issues earlier in the development process which would otherwise be expensive to fix
[103, 48]. For this project, the cost is measured in time. The purpose is to avoid time-consuming changes
late in the project due to unsuitable decision as a result of lack of knowledge earlier in the process. The
simplicity and flexibility of the Rapid Prototyping methodology is desirable which is why it is the software
development methodology of choice.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of the Rapid Prototype methodology followed for the software development in
this project. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure 3.2 illustrates how Rapid Prototyping is carried out in the project. Initially, the desired
capabilities of the prototype are defined. Hereafter, requirements can be gathered and the implementation
can be started. As implementation finishes, testing is performed. If the testing results are adequate, the
prototype is delivered meaning whatever has been prototyped is ready for going into the process of
becoming an actual product. If the testing shows that the prototype does not fulfill the objective, it is
evaluated and the loop starts over.
The aim of the project is to do two loop iterations. After having done the majority of the research,
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an exploratory prototype is developed in order to better understand the capabilities of the methods
researched (see Appendix B for the documentation of the exploratory prototype). This makes it possible to
gain a better understanding of the technical details which can then be used to specify the requirements for
the next prototype. The second iteration develops and evaluates a prototype which has more functionality
and aims to fulfill the objective. The prototype is presented and evaluated throughout the Design chapter
(Chapter 6), Implementation chapter (Chapter 7), and Testing chapter (Chapter 8).
Due to the technical focus of the project, the aim is to make a vertical prototype. This defines a
prototype with a narrow feature set, but a high level of functionality for the supported feature [65]. The
purpose is to make a good technical solution which can then be delivered and integrated into already
existing or future hearing care solutions.

3.3

User modeling

The user modeling performed in this project is based on two meetings with GN Hearing’s User Experience
department. The first meeting is used to understand what characterizes a user. This includes simple
elements such as age and hearing loss, but it also consist of how they feel about hearing aids and their
usage patterns. Hereafter, this information is compiled into personas, empathy maps, and scenarios which
are then presented at the second meeting. At the second meeting, mistakes or misunderstands can be
corrected to ensure the user model does reflect an average hearing aid user.
The first element of the modeling is the personas (see Section 5.2.1, page 57) which are based on an
aggregate of data from the first meeting described above. Hence, one persona consists of an aggregate
of information about multiple real users [41]. This information is used as input to the design process to
ensure that a user actually exists in the receiving end of the solution being developed. Furthermore, the
persona is used as a tool for communicating the characteristics of a hearing aid user and who the solution
is being developed for.
The personas are followed by empathy maps (see Section 5.2.2, page 58) which are used to understand
a user’s behavior, pains, and possible gains [31]. These build upon the personas and, in this project, try to
gain a deeper understanding of the user with the current solution (i.e. the ReSound Smart 3D application
without any intelligent personalization). This makes it possible to highlight what the user is currently
struggling with as well as what they currently like. This is used as input to the design such that the
developed solution fits the user and possibly eases some of the pains that have been determined.
To finalize the user modeling, scenarios are used (see Section 5.2.3, page 62). The scenarios do not
describe the user, but the user with the solution being developed [32]. Hence, the scenarios are utilized
to make use examples more concrete. The aim is to make the solution less abstract and shows what it
must be capable of. Hence, the scenarios are used to uncover requirements [32]. This information feeds
into the requirement specification process and hereby affects the solution design.

3.4

Requirement specification

The project utilizes multiple inputs and iterations to define the requirements. An initial list of requirements is derived from the research, the technical analysis, and the user modeling. In order to verify the
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validity and prioritization of this list, a meeting is arranged with a management individual from GN Hearing’s Connected Apps team. During the meeting, additional requirements are added and reprioritization
performed to reflect the needs seen from a company’s perspective.
Both functional and non-functional requirements are defined (see Section 5.4, page 72 and Appendix
D). The non-functional requirements are categorized using FURPS to underline what elements of the
system they support [27]. Furthermore, both functional and non-functional requirements are prioritized
according to the MoSCoW model to describe the level of importance for each requirement [2]. The
model divides the requirements into “Must”, “Should”, “Could”, and “Won’t” have. “Must” defines
requirements that must be fulfilled for the solution to be deliverable. “Should” states that the requirement
is important but not vital or a workaround can be made. “Could” requirements are desired but can be
left out. Finally, “Won’t” defines requirements that are not going to be fulfilled in the current time frame
[2]. This project applies this prioritization twice. First, it is done in relation to the prototype being
developed in this project. Then, the same requirements are prioritized but as if it was a minimum viable
product (MVP), not a prototype, being developed. Only the prototype prioritization is followed by this
project, however, by also listing an MVP prioritization it shows how much extra work must be put into
the solution to bring it to the next state. Furthermore, it provides a foundation for anyone adopting the
idea of this project.

3.5

Prototype documentation

The prototype being developed in the project is mainly documented in the Design and Implementation
chapters. The Design chapter (Chapter 6) specifies how the solution should be constructed. The Implementation chapter (Chapter 7) outlines the details of the actual implementation and discusses processes,
constraints, and deviation from the design in details. The type of documentation utilized in the two chapters is a combination of standardized UML diagrams and other illustrations. From the UML standard,
the following diagrams are utilized:
– Use case diagrams [70] are used to describe system functionality and interactions with an actor.
The project utilizes this type of diagram as a requirement specification and visualization tool.
– Sequence diagrams [71] outline flows between system entities. The diagrams specify the order of
messages as well as the content.
– Class diagrams [72] are used to describe the components which the system is made of as well as
how they are structured and linked.
– Activity diagrams [73] are utilized to describe steps taken along a process flow in order to complete
a task. The activity diagrams used in this project purposely deviates slightly from the UML
specification. UML defines Fork and Join nodes which have the purpose of modeling splitting and
merging flows [73]. These nodes are implicitly assumed in the diagrams used throughout this report
when a flow splits or merges. Furthermore, UML defines Initial and Final nodes [73]. In this report,
they are replaced with more informative and explicit oblong shapes containing the process name.
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Apart from the UML diagrams, other diagrams are used to describe high-level system structures and
communicate machine learning architectures. These diagrams are not based on a specific standard or
naming but are simply created to fit the purpose and illustrate the context.

3.6

Prototype testing

Three different tests are carried out with the prototype to evaluate it. The testing is focus on the machine
learning aspect as this is the main focus of the project. Firstly, the accuracy of the prototype is assessed
(Section 8.1, page 117). As the prototype deals with both classification and regression, each aspect is
assessed independently. In order to evaluate the regression accuracy, Mean Absolute Error (MAE). MAE
is chosen as the resulting number is relatable and easy to interpret as no squaring etc. is done as seen in
other error measures for regression problems [92].
In order to determine what measure to use for evaluating the classification accuracy, it must first be
understood what sort of classification is being performed. The project works with multiple environments
of which only one is assumed to describe the user’s current environment. This is a multi-class classification
problem [91] and the only important aspect is the model’s ability to determine true positives (i.e. correctly
predicting a certain environment to fit in a specific class).
Sokolova and Lapalme [91] present a number of measure adapted from binary classification such that
they can used for multi-class classification. This project utilizes the Average Accuracy, Macro Precision,
Macro Recall, and Macro F1 Score (the equations defining these measures are listed in Appendix G.1).
– Average Accuracy describes the ratio between correctly and incorrectly classified samples, but is
affected by true negatives [91]. It is included to show the impact of true negatives.
– Precision describes how many of the samples evaluated to belong to a specific class actually do fit
in that class [91].
– Recall describes how many of the samples from a specific class where recognized as belonging to
that class [91].
– The F Score is a weighted measure combining Precision and Recall into one accuracy measure that
does not include true negatives [91]. The weight can put more emphasis on either Precision or
Recall. For this project, the weight is kept as 1 resulting in the F1 Score which is biased towards
neither precision nor recall.
These measures also exist in a micro-variant, but those a less desirable for the project as they get
biased if the evaluated classes do not contain the same number of samples [91].
The accuracy test is supplemented with a learnability test (Section 8.3, page 130). The same accuracy
measure can be used for this test. Essentially, the learnability test just evaluates how much data must be
provided to the machine learning in order to make it predict new values. These new values just become
the new target values. Hence, the test methodology from the accuracy test can be utilized.
Finally, a third test is carried out to verify if the findings from the accuracy and learnability test
are reflected in the real world. This test brings the prototype to a number of common environments in
order to observe its behavior. If the prototype has shown a high accuracy and good learnability, this is
expected to be confirmed by this test.
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Chapter 4

Research
This chapter presents the technical background knowledge needed to design and develop a solution which
is able to determine a user’s preferences and predict the appropriate hearing aid adjustments based on
the environment. The focus of the research is split between two possible approaches (neural networks
and reinforcement reinforcement algorithms) and presents different designs and configuration techniques
for both. The findings from the research goes into the analysis (Chapter 5) with the aim of determining
the most suitable solution for the specific problem faced in this project

4.1

Activation and cost functions

An objective of the project is to perform regression such that an audio input in the form of a spectrogram
can be turned into numerical predictions. For classification, Glauner [33] describes that a sigmoidal
activation function combined with cross-entropy as cost function is often used. This is indeed what was
utilized in the prestudy [23], but this now has to be replaced with an activation function and a cost
function that is appropriate for multivariate regression.
This section delves into the common options that exist for activation [69] and cost functions [92]. This
information is used in the Analysis chapter (Section 5.1.1, page 41) to make an appropriate choice for
the prototype.

4.1.1

Activation functions

An activation function determines the output of a neuron in a neural network and what transformation is
performed on the neuron’s inputs [69]. Activation functions can either be linear or non-linear. Choosing
a non-linear activation function enables the network to discover non-linear mappings from input data to
output data [69].
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Figure 4.1: The building blocks of a neural network neuron. Source: [23].
Consider Figure 4.1 to understand how a single neuron in a neural network functions. The neuron
takes in multiple weighted inputs which are summed up, and a bias is added as an activation threshold
[23, 69]. The resulting value is processed by the activation function symbolized by σ in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: Common activation functions: Sigmoid, tanh, ReLU, and softmax. Source: [23].
Figure 4.2 depicts four activation functions: Sigmoid, tanh, ReLU, and softmax which are now briefly
introduced:
Sigmoid ranges from zero to one. For this reason, it works well in the output layers of neural
networks solving probability-based problems such as binary classification [69]. However, drawbacks
include risk of saturation. Due to the function’s shape, if the neuron’s activation gets too close to
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either tail, the learning procedure becomes slow and the neuron saturates [17].
Tanh (Hyperbolic Tangent) ranges from negative one to positive one and improves on the sigmoid function by being centered around zero which improves training of the network [69]. However,
like sigmoid, tanh suffers from the saturation issue too due to the shape of the function [69].
ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) is the most common activation function. It is commonly found
in the hidden layer of a neural network combined with a different activation function in the output
layer [69]. From Figure 4.2 it can be seen that ReLU is close to being linear. This provides good
training characteristics due to easy optimization. Furthermore, it is easy to compute and does not
suffer from the saturation problem [69]. However, regularization techniques might be needed as
ReLU neurons have a tendency to overfit. Also, neurons can become inactive if the training process
is too aggressive. This can cause an irreversible update in the neuron’s weights pushing it to a state
where activation will never occur [17].
Softmax was utilized in the prestudy [23] as it can be used for probability problems where multiple
probabilities should sum up to one. This makes it appropriate in the output layer of neural networks
for multi-class classification tasks [69].
Identity is not depicted in Figure 4.2 but is also a function to considered. The identity function is
a linear function that simply returns the same value as it was inputted [88]. This makes it possible
to get a continuous value as output which is not range limited. Shimobaba et al. [88] have used the
ReLU activation function in the hidden layers of a Convolutional Neural Network combined with
the identity function in the output layer in order to solve a regression problem [88].
The above list is not exhaustive. Multiple other activation functions exist as well as variations [69].
The variations have been made to offer less computationally heavy alternatives, introduce learnable
parameters, or to fix a limitation of the original activation function. This should serve as a good basis
for picking a suitable activation function for the regression problem faced in this project. The Analysis
chapter (Section 5.1.1, page 41) argues and decides for the appropriate function to use.

4.1.2

Cost functions

Whereas the activation function modifies the output of a single neuron, the cost function describes the
entire network’s prediction error. The following text list the following common cost functions [92]: Mean
Absolute Error (MSE), Mean Squared Error (MSE), and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). However,
first, consider Figure 4.3 to understand the functionality of a cost function.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the error a cost function is trying to minimize.
A regression problem tries to find a model that approximates a set of data points [92]. This model
can then be utilized for predictions of new data points. The purpose is to find a good approximation
with minimal deviation between predictions and actual data [92]. The purpose of the cost function is to
describe this deviation such that a model with smallest deviation can be determined. Figure 4.3 depicts
a model (the blue line) that tries to approximate a set of data (the black points). The red lines between
the data points and the approximated function is the deviation, i.e. the error that should be minimized.

M AE =

k
1X
yj − h(xj )
k j=1

(4.1)

Equation 4.1 describes how to determine the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [92]. k denotes the number
of samples being assessed, yj is the jth data sample (actual value), and h(xj ) is the predicted value.
The measure sums up all the absolute differences between the actual values and the predicted values
and divides with the number of samples to create an average. By design, the MAE measure is not
penalizing outliers [92]. As a result, a model that is accurate most of the time but has high error for a
few predictions can have the same Mean Absolute Error as a model that often deviates but only by a
little [92]. To penalize rare but high error, the Mean Square Error (MSE) can be considered.

M SE =

k
1X
(yj − h(xj ))2
k j=1

(4.2)

As can be seen in Equation 4.2, the MSE measure looks similar to MEA. However, instead of summing
absolute deviation, MSE finds the squared difference between actual values and predicted values [92].
Squaring the differences makes it possible to penalize outliers. Big differences are emphasized more than
smaller distances. However, interpretation of the measure can be difficult due to the squaring [92]. This
can be exemplified by using Figure 4.3 which has MAE = 4, MSE = 24.75, and RMSE = 4.97.
√
RM SE =

v
u k
u1 X
M SE = t
(yj − h(xj ))2
k j=1

(4.3)

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is similar to MSE but takes the square root of the final result [92]
as shown in Equation 4.3. As can be seen from the above exemplification, the RMSE values is closer to
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the MAE value. RMSE keeps the emphasis on the outliers because it is based in MSE, but it is easy to
interpret like MAE [92].
Determining what measure is appropriate depends on the application. If outliers are known to be
present in the data samples, RMSE and MSE might not give a good indication of the model quality [92].
Furthermore, Willmott and Matsuura have published research describing why RMSE should be avoided
[112]. They argue that MAE is the natural measure of error because it reflects the actual average error
present in the model. RMSE models both average error and variance, hence, it is difficult to know what
the underlying reason for a given RMSE value is [112]. As the RMSE measure is just a scaled version of
MSE, their arguments must apply to MSE as well. However, with that said, a study tackling a problem
using Convolutional Neural Networks for regression utilized the MSE measure with good results [88].
Furthermore, Ghosh et al. [30] did a study on the robustness of cost functions including MAE and MSE.
The study was based on a classification problem but, nevertheless, showed that models created using the
MSE measured performs marginally better than models created using the MAE measure in conditions
with clean data samples [30]. So, Willmott and Matsuura might not like the RMSE (and hence the MSE)
measure, however, the MSE measure appears to perform well.
The above list of cost functions is not exhaustive, but it does outline the three most common cost functions used for function approximation [92]. Hence, one of the presented functions should suit this project.
The Analysis chapter (Section 5.1.1, page 41) presents which is used for the prototype development.

4.2

Multivariate regression with neural networks

The prestudy [23] was trying to solve a single task: Based on a spectrogram formatted audio input,
predict what listening program is the most appropriate. This was modeled as a classification problem.
However, as the objective is no longer to determine a listening program, but to determine the values
of the underlying settings, multiple numerical predictions are need. This is a multivariate regression
problem which can be solved in a variety of ways [22, 82]. The prestudy [23] found a solution using
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), and in order to benefit from the knowledge of the prestudy
[23], the project further explores the realm of neural networks. This section presents ways in which the
multivariate regression problem can be modeled using neural networks.
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Figure 4.4: Simple neural network model for multivariate regression. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure 4.4 depicts one way in which multivariate regression can be model using neural networks [22].
The green and the blue node are the input data given to the network. These inputs are processed by
the purple neurons which make up the hidden layers. Figure 4.4 has two hidden layers: The first layer
consists of three purple neurons and the second hidden layer consists of two neurons. The purpose of
the hidden layers is to learn a mapping between the input and the output. If such mapping is learned,
sensible predictions are outputted, and the multivariate regression is successful. However, this model
assumes that all the neurons in the hidden layers are responsible for producing both outputs i.e. just one
mapping from input to output is needed. This can be a challenging task for the network as the different
outputs might actually require different input processing that is not closely related [22]. Hence, modeling
the problem as depicted in Figure 4.4 can lead to a suboptimal regression model [22].

Figure 4.5: Single-task neural network for doing part of a multivariate regression. Made with draw.io
online tool.
To avoid limiting a neural network to learn one mapping between multiple inputs and multiple outputs,
an approach like depicted in Figure 4.5 can be employed [12]. Figure 4.5 is simply showing one neural
network where multiple inputs produce a single output. Assuming that the multivariate regression would
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require two outputs (like depicted in Figure 4.4), two separate networks would be trained. Having one
network for each output variable makes it possible for each network to create its own mapping from input
to output. The entire solution is no longer limited by one network having to create one mapping for
multiple outputs.
The methods presented in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 are known as multi-task learning and single-task
learning respectively [12]. Even though, as mentioned, multi-task learning limits the neural network’s
ability to create specialized mappings for each of the outputs, this can serve as a benefit [12]. A neural
network can become too good at representing the input data during the training process. This is known
as overfitting and results in a less generalized model that preforms poorly on unseen data [38]. Using
multi-task learning, the network has to find a mapping that satisfies multiple outputs which reduces the
risk of overfitting [82].
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the overfitting problem.
Figure 4.6 depicts the overfitting problem and visualizes why it is a problem. Relating Figure 4.6 to
the neural network, the black points are input data and the red and the blue line is the function (or the
mapping) the neurons are trying to learn from the input. The red function resemble the case of possible
overfitting: The function fits most of the input points sublimely, however, fails to predict the new unseen
green point. The blue function does not fit all the black points as well, however, it does a better job a
generalizing the problem as it has a lower error when predicting the new green point.
Another advantage of the multi-task structure is that one task (the prediction of one output) can
help the learning of another task [82]. Just like humans, the network can use the experience it has for
solving one task to solve a related task. This also means that features or patterns in the data that benefit
multiple of the outputs are emphasized which facilitates a more generalized model too [82]. However,
this brings back the issue with the network having to find one mapping for multiple outputs which was
stated as a negative thing in the beginning of the section.
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Figure 4.7: A branched multi-task neural network for multivariate regression. Made with draw.io online
tool.
In order to find the balance between a very specialized model that has a high risk of overfitting and
a model that is unable to represent the real world because a single mapping is not sufficient to represent
the multiple outputs, the single-task and multi-task learning models can be combined [12, 82]. Such
combination is exemplified in Figure 4.7 which depicts a branched neural network. The green and the
blue nodes represent the inputs which are fed to the first hidden layer. This is a shared layer as it
will contribute to solving both tasks (prediction of both outputs). This is followed by another hidden
layer which is split in two private branches. The branches are private because the upper branch only
contributes to the first output and the lower branch only contributes to the second output. Having
a shared layer makes it possible for the network to learn some pattern in the data that benefits both
outputs. Combining this with the private layers makes it possible for the network to also learn patterns
that are specific to the two outputs [82]. In this way, not only one general mapping is learned. The
mapping from input to output is slightly specialized which can be beneficial in scenarios where the tasks
are not highly related [12].
When to make a branch in a network depends on the tasks at hand [82]. Sebastian Ruder [82]
presents a computer vision research that utilizes a series of convolutional layers followed by a series of
fully connected layers. The network splits into one branch of fully connected layers for each task after
the convolutional layers [82]. This is possibly because all the tasks rely on the same feature extraction
by the convolutional layers, but requires a different mapping from these features to the outputs. This
individual mapping is created by the fully connected layers.
As presented, multi-task learning is interesting from a model quality perspective, but apart from this,
it can also be interesting from an efficiency standpoint. One multi-task network is likely to be bigger and
more complex than one single-task network, however, often not as computationally heavy as computing
all the individual single-task networks [12].
This section has outlined how a multivariate regression problem can be modeled using neural networks.
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.7 have focused on what is known as hard parameter sharing [82]. In hard
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parameter sharing, all tasks share parameters as they are part of the same network. Alternatively, the
multi-task learning can be done with soft parameter sharing. In that case, each task has its own network
like indicated in Figure 4.5, however, a knowledge sharing mechanism is put in place such that the
networks can still share their findings.
Whether this project should treat the multivariate regression as a single-task or a multi-task problem,
and what type of branching and parameter sharing strategy should be employed is discussed in the
Analysis chapter (Section 5.1.1, page 39).

4.3

Reinforcement learning

The section explores reinforcement learning as a possible solution to learning a hearing aid user’s preferences. This type of learning differentiates itself from other machine learning approaches by incorporating
aspects of exploration and exploitation [93]. Learning approaches such as supervised learning (which
Section 4.2, Figure 4.6, page 31 presents an example of) tries to achieve a generalization from a set
of labeled data [93]. This generalization can then be used later to treat new unseen data appropriately.
However, this project aims to find a solution than is personalized and can learn preferences. This requires
interaction with the specific environment and it is unrealistic to collect training samples in advance for all
users in all environments. Reinforcement learning fills the gap by providing mechanisms that can learn
from experience [93].

Figure 4.8: Basic reinforcement learning principle showing an agent moving between states and receiving
rewards. Made with draw.io online tool.
Reinforcement learning terminology introduces agents taking actions based on policies to change states
in order to maximize the agent’s reward. The agent does not necessarily have to be a robot. It can be
any component of a system that evaluates its current perceived environment and makes changes (takes
actions) in order to influence the state of the environment [93]. As depicted in Figure 4.8, based on the
current state and the chosen action, the agent reaches a new state and then receives a reward. Figure
4.8 only depicts one path, but the agent may have to choose between multiple actions bringing it to
different states which all may return different rewards. Maximizing the total reward is the goal of the
agent making reinforcement learning a goal-oriented problem [93, 80] and a close representation of how
humans and animals learn too [93].
Learning from experience (instead of pre-collected data) and being goal-oriented leads to the inherent
problem in reinforcement learning of balancing exploitation and exploration [93]. The learning agent
wants to maximize the reward and to achieve this, it can take the actions that it knows will return the
largest reward. This is exploitation [93]. However, the environment might change and, hence, the optimal
choice of actions might change as well. The agent will never realize that the environment has changed
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and that new actions are more optimal if it does not explore new actions and states. Furthermore, when
the agent is first initialized, exploration is needed to gain the first understanding of the actions and what
rewards they return [93].

Figure 4.9: A reinforcement learning agent needs to adapt to changing conditions by exploration. Made
with draw.io online tool.
Figure 4.9 depicts the need for exploration. Each square represents a state, the grey squares represent
states that cannot be visited, the stick figure represents the agent, and ”G” represents what the agent is
trying to reach. This can be put into context of hearing aids: A state represents hearing aid configurations
in a current environment and the goal is to take actions (i.e. make adjustments) to reach state G. State G
then represents the user’s preferred configuration for the environment. Figure 4.9 then shows a transition
in user preferences as G has moved. The agent must encompass a level of exploration to learn where the
new goal is. Otherwise, it would end up in the old goal location leading to suboptimal reward for the
agent and a suboptimal experience for the hearing aid user.
Reinforcement learning techniques can be divided into an evaluation problem and a control problem
[94]. The agent is said to follow a policy which determines its behavior [93] i.e. define what action to
take based on a current state. The evaluation problem assesses the current policy and determines a value
function [94]. The value function describes how much reward can be expected in the long run when being
in a specific state and following the given policy [80]. The control problem aims to determine the optimal
policy [94] i.e. determine how the agent should act. This describes how much reward can be expected
when taking a certain action in a specific state and hereafter following a given policy [80]. The evaluation
problem focuses on a value function for the states (state-value function) whereas the control problem
focuses on a value function of the actions (action-value function) [94]. For this project, the interesting
aspect is the control problem as the prototype solution being developed should learn how to act based on
the current environment including the user preferences. The remaining of this section presents well-known
and widely used algorithms which can be utilized to solve the learning problem faced in this project.

4.3.1

Q-learning

The following text introduces Q-learning which is one of the early reinforcement learning algorithms [94].
Even though it is one of the early methods, Q-learning and variations of it are widely used and found
in systems ranging from communication networks to financial systems [107, 114]. Q-learning has also
proven useful as a component for a user preference based indoor environment control systems. Cheng et
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al. [13] developed a system for increasing comfort while decreasing energy consumption in an office space.
The system was able to control the lights and the blinds to adjust the level of light in the room. The
goal of the system was to use the sunlight instead of the electrical light while keeping the office worker
comfortable. If the worker was blinded by the sun or if the room was too dark, this could be given as
an input to the system. Using these inputs, the system learned the worker’s preferences over time. It
was found that the system behaved well, and that the users only needed to correct the system in the
beginning of the usage period [13]. This is an example of Q-learning being used to learn user preferences
and illustrates why it is an interesting approach to consider for this project.
As mentioned, reinforcement learning can be divided into evaluation and control problems. Q-learning
is an interesting method to consider as it is a specific implementation of Temporal-Difference (TD) learning
for solving the control problem [94]. TD is out of scope for the report, but it is one of the fundamentals
for the theory of reinforcement learning [94]. It should suffice to say that TD is advantageous over the
alternatives as it can evaluate the value of a state while exploring, and it does not require a model of
the environment dynamics [94]. Returning to Figure 4.9 this means that TD methods can adjust the
estimated state values based on the estimate of the coming state before reaching the final goal, G. As a
result, learning is faster and problems that do not have a specific termination state can still be solved [94].
Furthermore, no model is required meaning the agent does not need to know the relationship between
the states or the rewards [94]. Both Q-learning described in this section and Sarsa presented in Section
4.3.2 (page 36) are TD control problem algorithms [94].
A characteristic of Q-learning is the fact that it is an off-policy learning method [94]. Off-policy
refers to how the method tries to approximate the optimal policy [95]. As mentioned, there must be
a balance between exploitation and exploration. However, exploration is likely not going to yield the
optimal behavior. As a solution, the algorithm can employ one policy to follow while learning about the
second policy [95]. This is off-policy learning.

Figure 4.10: Backup diagram of Q-learning. Made with draw.io online tool. Inspired by: [94].
Figure 4.10 depicts how Q-learning works and can also serve as a visual representation of what makes
it off-policy learning. The agent is initially in a state (S). In this state, a number of actions are available
and the agent picks one (A) based on a behavior policy (which can allow for exploration through random
actions). This brings the agent to a new state (S 0 ) and returns a reward (R). In the new state, the
agent has to decide from a new set of actions ({A0 x, A0 y, A0 z}) and picks one based on the target policy.
For Q-learning, the target policy is to choose the action with the highest value (maxA0 ) [94]. From this
explanation, it can be seen that the behavior policy can be different from the target policy allowing for
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exploratory behavior while learning what actions are best in a certain state.
Q(S, A) ← Q(S, A) + α ∗ (R + γ ∗ maxa (Q(S 0 , a)) − Q(S, A))

(4.4)

Figure 4.10 does not directly reflect how the algorithm learns. To understand this, consider Equation
4.4 [94]. Q(S, A) estimates the action-value function as it describes the value of taking action A in state
S. This should become as close as possible to the actual action-value function. To achieve this, the error
between the current estimate and a better estimate must be found. The idea of an error is similar to
what is presented in Section 4.1.2 (page 28). However, for Q-learning, the error is defined by the reward,
the best action in state S 0 , and the current estimate of the value of action A in state S [94]. The α
value is a learning rate and it determines how quickly the current state-action estimate (Q(S, A)) should
be adjusted by the error [80]. The γ value determines how much emphasis should be put on the value
estimate of the current best action in state S 0 [80]. These two values are adjustable and together with
the error determines how much the Q(S, A) estimate is corrected. Next time the algorithm visits the
same state S, it will have a new value for action A. As a result, A might no longer be the best choice,
and the agent will change its behavior by taking a different action. On the contrary, A could also be
further emphasized as the correct choice. In conclusion, updating Q(S, A) allows the agent to learn how
to behave optimally [94]. The full Q-learning algorithm presented by Sutton and Barto in chapter 6 of
their reinforcement learning book [94] can be found in Appendix A.4. For a numerical example of how
the action-value function estimates are updated, see Appendix A.1.
Equation 4.4 also demonstrate the need for exploration. The target policy focuses on actions returning
the highest value. If only the highest valued actions are taken, Q(S, A) is only updated for a subset of
the states and actions [95]. As a result, the remaining states and actions are unknown territory and never
get visited even though they might resolve in a better solution.

4.3.2

Sarsa

As an alternative to Q-learning, the following text presents the Sarsa algorithm which can also be used to
solve the control problem. Sarsa can be found utilized in recommendation systems as well as in electric
vehicles. In recommendation systems, Sarsa can be used to improve the exploratory aspect of the system
[81] and find a balance between exploration and exploitation. In the electric vehicle project, Brusey et
al. [10] successfully used a variation of Sarsa (Sarsa(λ) presented in Appendix A.3) to keep a comfortable
temperature in a vehicle cabin while being energy efficient. The project did not directly include user
input as it was argued that initial learning should be done with simulations. Hereafter, the system could
be implemented into an actual vehicle and learn user preferences based on the inputs given to the climate
control by the user [10]. Like Q-learning, Sarsa seems to be applicable in a variety of problems.
Sarsa gets its name from the events it takes into account during the action-value function estimation:
State, Action, Reward, next State, next Action. Unlike Q-learning, Sarsa is an on-policy learning method
[94]. Unlike off-policy learning, on-policy learning uses the same policy for the target policy as well as for
the behavior policy [95]. This means that the policy which determines how the agent should act is also
the policy that is being optimized. This creates a problem since just one policy then must allow the agent
to explore the environment while being optimal. Exploration is not guaranteed to be optimal, hence,
one might think that this requires two different policies like seen with Q-learning (Section 4.3.1, page
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35). However, Sarsa gets around this issue by not promising an optimal policy, but a close to optimal
policy which then allows for some level of exploration [95]. From this, the advantages and disadvantages
of Q-learning and Sarsa can be extracted: On-policy approaches in general are simpler as they only need
one policy, and they tend to converge faster [95]. However, for Sarsa to provide an optimal policy, the
level of exploration must be reduced as learning takes place [94]. Off-policy approaches are said to have
more uses and be better at generalizing [95].

Figure 4.11: Backup diagram of Sarsa. Made with draw.io online tool. Inspired by: [94].
Figure 4.11 depicts how Sarsa incrementally works through states and actions. The agent is in an
initial state (S) and picks an action (A) based on the policy. This brings the agent to the new state (S 0 ),
and the agent receives the appropriate reward (R) which is later used to adjust how well the choice of
S and A was. Since Sarsa is on-policy learning, the agent again follows the same policy and determines
a new action (A0 ) to take [94]. Comparing with Q-learning depicted in Figure 4.10, the two approaches
seems similar but differ in how they choose the next appropriate action (A0 ). This is also reflected in the
action-value function estimation equation (Equation 4.5 [94]).
Q(S, A) ← Q(S, A) + α ∗ (R + γ ∗ Q(S 0 , A0 ) − Q(S, A))

(4.5)

Equation 4.5 describes how the action-value updates are performed in Sarsa [94]. Q(S, A) denotes
the current estimated value of taking action A in state S, and R is the received reward when taking A
in S. How much emphasis should be given to the error term is determined by the adjustable learning
rate (α), and the importance of the value of the following state-action pair (Q(S 0 , A0 )) is dependent on
the discounting factor (γ) [80]. Like Q-learning (see Equation 4.4, Section 4.3.1, page 36), the error is
determined by the reward, the estimated value of the action in the next state, and the estimated value
of the action in the current state [94]. However, Sarsa differs from Q-learning as follows: Q-learning
determines the estimated value of the next state-action pair using maxa (Q(S 0 , a)) as a policy. This
always picks the action resulting in the largest state-action pair value for state S 0 . Sarsa simply uses the
same policy to determine A0 as it did to find A (which is not necessarily the action with the highest value)
[94]. This underlines what is meant by on-policy and off-policy, and how Q-learning is using two separate
policies whereas Sarsa is using just one. The full Sarsa algorithm presented by Sutton and Barto in
chapter 6 of their reinforcement learning book [94] can be found in Appendix A.5. A numerical example
of how the action-value function estimates are updated is presented in Appendix A.1. The example is
based on Q-learning, however, serves as an example for Sarsa as well.
The differences between Q-learning and Sarsa might seem minute, but the advantages and disadvantages of on-policy and off-policy listed earlier in this section shows that it does make a significant
difference.
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4.3.3

Q-learning and Sarsa variations

Both Q-learning and Sarsa exist in different variations which are also of interest to the project. The
following text briefly introduces the advantages and disadvantages to Dyna-Q (a Q-learning variation) and
Sarsa(λ) (a Sarsa variation). The details can be found in Appendix A.2 and Appendix A.3 respectively.
Dyna-Q and Sarsa(λ) are more complex and computationally costly compared to the more basic
approaches. However, on the other hand, they both have the advantage of being able to learn faster and
extract more information from the available data [96]. Dyna-Q accomplishes this by creating a model of
the environment which contains information about what actions must be taken to reach specific states
and where rewards are located [97]. By creating such a model, Dyna-Q is able to create simulated data.
As a result, an agent can be trained on few interactions with the real world. These few interactions
are the basis for the model which then creates more simulated interaction for the agent to learn from
[97]. Sarsa(λ) does not require a model but utilizes eligibility traces instead. This is a technique for
keeping track of what states and actions have contributed to receiving a reward or reaching a goal [96].
Such information can be used to update multiple state-action pairs whereas the traditional Q-learning
and Sarsa only update one state-action pair at a time [97, 96]. Furthermore, keeping track makes it
possible to assign updates based on how much a specific state-action pair contributed to reaching that
goal. Hence, an action taken in a state just before receiving a reward is valued higher than the actions
taken multiple steps prior to this event.

Figure 4.12: Comparison of Q-learning and Sarsa, Dyna-Q, and Sarsa(λ). Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure 4.12 visually presents how the methods are different. The image illustrates what an agent could
have learned in two episodes. For Q-learning and Sarsa (the basic approaches), the agent has learned
how to act in two states prior to the goal, ”G”. In the same time span, the Dyna-Q agent has, based on
its model, realized what action to take in many of the states. This also makes the weakness of Dyna-Q
apparent: If Dyna-Q learns an incorrect model or the environment changes, this might not be picked up
by the algorithm and the agent can behave suboptimally as a result [97]. The Sarsa(λ) agent has not
learned as much as Dyna-Q yet, but it has an idea of what path to take to get from the starting state to
the goal. The varying sizes of the arrows in the Sarsa(λ) example illustrates that the state-action pairs
closer to the goal are higher valued.
The fact that Dyna-Q and Sarsa(λ) can learn quicker and need less interactions with the real environment makes them both interesting approaches for this project. The Analysis chapter (Section 5.1.2,
page 41) presents a discussion that aims to conclude which technological choices are best for this project.
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Chapter 5

Analysis
This chapter utilizes the knowledge gained from the Research chapter by considering advantages and
disadvantages in order to arrive at a technical solution that fits this project. This is combined with
considerations regarding the scalability of the state-space, how to assess user context and intent, and how
to determine an optimal hearing aid adjustment. This is followed by an assessment of who the typical
user is for such a solution. All this information is used to evaluate the risks and assumptions of this
project and to determine the requirements needed for the solution being developed.

5.1

Technical analysis

The technical analysis discusses the various machine learning techniques considered in this project to
determine which is most appropriate. Neural network architectures and reinforcement learning algorithms
are discussed separately, however, it is found that they can possibly benefit from each other. The section
also presents solutions from Widex and Eriksholm Research Centre which have already been developed
or are in the processing of being developed. The section dives into these two solutions to see what their
approach is. This is followed up with a discussion regarding how to determine that a user’s preference has
been found. This is important as it can set the termination criterion for a training session. Hereafter, the
section presents thoughts on how to collect environment information which is needed to reliably predict
user preference. Lastly, all the findings are collected in a conclusion of the technical analysis.

5.1.1

Learning architecture - Neural networks

The Research chapter presents multiple approaches which can help solve the problem of predicting the
preferred hearing aid settings of a hearing impaired user in a given environment. Among the discussed
solutions are neural networks with a focus on multivariate regression (Section 4.2, page 29). Such networks
have the ability to create a mapping between an input to a continuous numerical output [22]. The
prestudy [23] used a certain type of neural networks (Convolutional Neural Networks) to create a mapping
between an image (a spectrogram) and a class label. Combining the knowledge that a neural network
can analyze spectrograms and that it is capable of producing a numerical output, makes it possible to
predict numbers from spectrograms. This is interesting as these numbers can represent the hearing aid
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configurations. This, of course, assumes that the neural network is capable of finding a relationship
between patterns in spectrograms and the configurations. Hearing aid configurations consist of multiple
parameters in this project: Gain of bass, midrange, and treble as well as speech focus, noise reduction,
and wind noise reduction levels. The similarity between these parameters can affect how the neural
network architecture should be designed [82]. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the problem can be solved
with a rather simple architecture (see Figure 4.4, page 30) if only one mapping between the input (a
spectrogram) and all output parameters is required. However, this assumes that the information used to
predict one parameter can also be used to predict the remaining parameters [82]. If this is not the case, a
more complex architecture is needed (as an example, see Figure 4.7, page 32). To make the problem more
comprehendible, consider the problem of determining the area of a circle and a rectangle. Finding the
area of a circle is a function that takes the radius and outputs the area. In other words, it is a mapping
between the radius and the area. Using the same mapping to determine the area of a rectangle will not
produce accurate results. In the same way, a neural network is a function approximation that creates a
mapping [22], however, one mapping might not be suitable to predict the value of multiple parameters.
Whether a simple multi-task neural network architecture is preferable over multiple single-task networks or a branched multi-task network depends on the scenario. In terms of this project, there is a need
to predict the value of six different parameters. Using multiple single-task architectures, the solution
can focus on one parameter at a time. However, even though each individual single-task network can be
smaller and simpler than one multi-task network, using multiple networks increases the complexity. More
networks must be designed, and they might not be created equally. Furthermore, as single-task networks
do not have the same regularization element built in by design [82], great care is needed for the design
of each individual network. Moreover, they all have to be trained from scratch which might increase
total training time compared to other architectures. The added complexity might not be justifiable when
considering the type of parameters which will be predicted in this project. As an example, the ReSound
Smart 3D application has a ”Speech focus” mode for the Restaurant program. Enabling this feature
makes changes to multiple parameters including an increase in both treble and noise reduction. A similar
relationship between treble and noise reduction is found when choosing ”Speech clarity” which is a mode
available in the Outdoor program. Having the intent to focus on speech seems to be connected to an
increase in both treble and noise reduction [98] meaning the algorithm might also benefit from knowing
this relationship and take that into account in a combined mapping. This argues for this project to utilize
a type of multi-tasking architecture.
Another argument for not choosing multiple single-tasked networks is the fact that the prestudy [23]
demonstrated the suitability of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for audio analysis on spectrograms. The initial layers of a CNN are used to perform feature extraction on the input [18]. If multiple
single-task CNNs are created, they each have to learn how to interpret a spectrogram and do the feature
extraction. Using a multi-task CNN, the feature extraction knowledge can be shared. Alternatively,
a branched multi-task CNN can allow for shared feature extraction while having individual mappings
between features found in the spectrogram and parameter predictions.
A knowledge sharing mechanism could be put in place if multiple single-task networks were desired.
However, this would further increase the complexity of having multiple single-task networks. This might
be beneficial as the networks can be trained individually while still benefiting from shared knowledge.
However, it is not believed that this project will benefit from training individual networks. With the
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reasoning presented above, multi-task networks are advantageous compared to the single-task networks.
Hence, this project should utilize the multi-task approach and limit branching to create a simpler network
which shares as much knowledge as possible. The network has to adapt to the user over time. The data
generated by the user might be scarce. Therefore, it is determined that the data available should be
utilized thoroughly.
Activation and cost function
In order for the neural network to create the complex mappings and learn, an activation function and a
cost function must be determined. The Research chapter listed a number of popular activation functions
(Section 4.1.1, page 25) and cost functions (Section 4.1.2, page 27).
In the hidden layers of the neural network, a suitable choice seems to be the Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) activation function. It is widely used and proven, but can cause overfitting [69]. However, by
utilizing the multi-tasking neural network architecture, there is already made an effort to minimize this
problem. In the output layer, the activation function must make it possible to create both positive and
negative numbers as the bass, midrange, and treble parameters have a range from negative six to positive
six. The Identity activation function is not limited to a specific range of numbers, and it has proven
useful in other CNN regression problems [88]. It seems suitable for this project as well.
In terms of cost function, three were presented (Section 4.1.2, page 27): Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
Mean Squared Error (MSE), and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). The MSE measure was found to
perform well and has the benefit of punishing big mistakes more than small mistakes [92]. This is found
beneficial to this project as being off by one decibel might not be noticeable to the user. However,
being off by multiple decibels is noticeable and should be punished considerably more than something
unnoticeable (more on when a change become noticeable in Section 5.1.4, page 55). Alternatively, RMSE
could be used, however, it adds unwanted computational complexity. Hence, the cost function of choice
is the MSE measure.

5.1.2

Learning architecture - Reinforcement learning

Discussing single-task and multi-task architectures does not necessarily lead to a suitable solution as the
learning aspect has not been covered. This can be added by considering continuous learning techniques.
Continuous learning covers a multitude of scenarios including the addition of new data that should be
used as training data after an initial training has already finished [56]. However, this project is aiming
to develop the solution as a smartphone application, and it might be infeasible to train neural networks
on a smartphone. This issue was researched by Ran et al. [77] who recognize the limitation of a modern
smartphones and determined that there is a need for a backend server to take the load when machine
learning tasks become too demanding. Their study focused on labeling of content in a video stream using
a CNN. It was found that the tested smartphones were not capable of processing and labeling the frames
quickly enough. Depending on the image resolution and the machine learning model used, processing a
frame took between 200 and 4500 milliseconds [77]. Similarly, they also recognized that services from
companies like Google and Apple often do not run in real time or off-load the processing to more powerful
backend servers [77]. This is backed up by reviewing some of the current machine learning frameworks
such as TensorFlow Lite [99], Core ML [7], and Caffe2 [11] which enables a developer to deploy pretrained
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machine learning models to smartphones. However, only being able to deploy pretrained models limits
the smartphone to doing predictions only. With that said, Deeplearning4J is a deep learning library
which does allow for training neural networks on Android devices [90]. However, the documentation of
this functionality does state that such training is supposed to be done on powerful computers and will
be slow on smartphones [90].
From this it can be argued that the neural network architectures presented in the Research chapter
(Section 4.2, page 29) are not a suitable choice for this project as learning on the smartphone seems
unviable. Not being able to learn on the smartphone can complicate the aspect of learning the user
preferences. As an alternative, the Research chapter also presents reinforcement learning techniques
(Section 4.3, page 33). These are rather simple approaches compared to a neural network and might be
suited better for implementation in a smartphone. To verify this claim, an exploratory prototype has
been developed and documented in Appendix B.
The reinforcement learning technique of choice must be able to quickly grasp what the user is trying
to achieve (more on how quickly a training session should finish in Section 5.1.3, page 47). The research
shows that Sarsa(λ) and Dyna-Q are capable of estimating the value of multiple state-action pairs at a
time [96, 97]. This makes it possible to more quickly realize what the user is trying to achieve. Hence,
this eliminates the more basic Q-learning and Sarsa methods as they require more data and more time to
achieve a personalized result. Sarsa(λ) is advantageous as it does not develop a model of the environment.
Such model can become outdated over time and not truly represent the actual environment. Because
the model does not represent the actual environment, the agent behaves suboptimally and might never
realize it [97]. Sarsa(λ) uses the eligibility traces instead, but they are not persistent in the same way as
the model. Hence, this might allow Sarsa(λ) to learn a changing environment and generalize better. On
the other hand, Dyna-Q is an off-policy approach allowing for learning about the optimal behavior policy
while following a more exploratory policy. Exploration is needed in order to learn about the environment,
but it does not guarantee that the optimal solution is found. Controlling the exploration factor might be
needed for Sarsa(λ) as it only utilizes one policy.
Dyna-Q is capable of generating simulated data using its model and needs fewer interactions with the
user as a result. As mentioned, if the user changes preferences, the model will become incorrect. This
might happen, but probably not during one training period. The issue of changing preferences over longer
time periods can possibly be solved by implementing the model such that it forgets over time or makes
actions that have not been tried in a while more likely (like the Dyna-Q+ algorithm [97]). However, this
might still not be sufficient in the short run. Even though the user preference does not change in the
short run, users are not as consistent as computers. During a training period, the user might accidentally
return an incorrect reward. If a model records such a mistake and tries to create simulated training data,
this data will not be representative of the user’s real opinion. All the training data is incorrect, but the
system will not know that and will adjust according to it. This might become difficult to clean up and
require many interactions with the user to correct. This is not to say that a similar mistake will not
affect a Sarsa(λ) system, but Sarsa(λ) does not create simulated data and, hence, might be less affected
by such a user mistake. The user interface should try to minimize such mistakes from happening, but a
fault tolerant algorithm is desirable.
Both Sarsa(λ) and Dyna-Q have advantages and disadvantages. However, from the discussion above
it can be concluded that Sarsa(λ) is favorable for this project. It is designed to utilize the training data
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(i.e. user inputs) well without going to the degree of creating simulated data. However, there might be
a need to control its exploration behavior at some point during a training process to ensure convergence
towards an optimal state. How this is handled in the solution designed in this project is presented in
the Design chapter (Section 6.3.2, page 85). Furthermore, the Design chapter covers how the states and
actions required for Sarsa(λ) are defined (Section 6.3.2, page 84).

5.1.3

Comprehending the state-space

The state-space for the reinforcement learning has yet to be designed, however, it is safe to assume that
it must represent the hearing aid configuration parameters: Bass, midrange, treble, speech focus, noise
reduction, and wind noise reduction.

Figure 5.1: An illustration of how to translate the reinforcement learning game environment analogy to
hearing aid configurations. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure 5.1 depicts how the environments used for exemplification throughout the research on reinforcement learning (Section 4.3, page 33) translates to hearing aid configurations. The left of the figure
illustrates that a user’s (or a reinforcement learning agent’s) location in a game environment can be described using a coordinate system. The optimal state can be described in a similar fashion. The agent can
then change state in the search of the optimal state by changing location in the coordinate system. This
can be used as an analogy for the hearing aid configurations too: The state-space can still be described
as a coordinate system, however, with different dimensions. On the right of Figure 5.1, the stickman
represents the current configuration state for the user’s hearing aids. A state is no longer described by a
pair of X and Y coordinates, but by bass and treble instead. Hence, the stickman represents a bass value
of 6 and a treble value of 5 with the optimal state in this example being a bass value of 2 and a treble
value of 4.
From this it can be seen that the game environment is a reasonable analogy for the hearing aid
configurations. However, this project is working with six parameters, and not just bass and treble.
As a result, the state-space becomes six-dimensional. Furthermore, in order to understand how the
user preferences link to a specific sound environment, the state-space must also contain environment
information which increases the dimensionality even more. Six dimensions might not be a problem in
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itself, however, it quickly scales the number of possible states making it more difficult for the stickman
in Figure 5.1 to find the optimal state.
Feature

Possible states

Bass

A gain from -6 dB to +6 dB = 13 states

Midrange

A gain from -6 dB to +6 dB = 13 states

Treble

A gain from -6 dB to +6 dB = 13 states

Speech focus

Narrow, medium, wide = 3 states

Noise reduction

Off, mild, moderate, considerable, strong = 5 states

Wind noise reduction

Off, mild, medium, strong = 4 states

Table 5.1: The possible states for each of the dimensions (parameters) considered in this project.
Table 5.1 presents the six parameters (dimensions) this project considers. Individually, the number of
states seem low and manageable. However, assuming that all six parameters are available in any sound
environment, each environment has 13 ∗ 13 ∗ 13 ∗ 3 ∗ 5 ∗ 4 = 131820 possible states.
131820
Number of states
100,000

50,000

32955
13

169

2197

6591

Bass

Midrange

Treble

SF

Parameters
NR

WNR

Figure 5.2: Illustration of the state-space growth as more dimensions (parameters) are considered.
This rapid growth in state-space as a result of increasing the number of parameters to learn, is depicted
in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that even though bass, midrange, and treble are the parameters with most
possible states, considering only those three parameters limits the space to 2197 states. Of course, a
similar calculation can be made if only considering Speech focus (SF), Noise reduction (NR), and Wind
noise reduction (WNR) which leaves only 60 states to be explored. This shows that adding dimensions
scales very poorly and it should be considered if it is feasible to find the optimal state among 131820
possibilities based on user input.
User context and intent
The size of the state-space could be limited by considering the current context and what the user’s intent
is. Specific hearing aid adjustments might not be applicable in certain environments, and a user’s intent
might indicate what sort of adjustment the user is likely to prefer.
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Parameter

Speech clarity functionality

Noise filter functionality

Bass

-2 dB

-5 dB

Midrange

+4 dB

-5 dB

Treble

+5 dB

-5 dB

Noise reduction

Strong

Strong

Wind noise reduction

Strong

Strong

Table 5.2: Comparing Speech clarity and Noise filter functionality from the Outdoor listening program in
the ReSound Smart 3D application. These two features are predefined and apply the listed adjustments
to make it easy for the user to achieve a certain goal. These predefined features are known as ”Smart
Buttons” which is elaborated in Section 5.2.1 (page 57).
As an example, if the user of the ReSound Smart 3D application has selected the Outdoor listening
program and enables a predefined feature named ”Speech clarity”, the application applies the hearing
aid adjustments presented in the second column of Table 5.2. If the user enables ”Noise filter”, the
adjustments listed in the third column of Table 5.2 are applied. It can be seen that there are some
tendencies: Both scenarios require significant noise reduction with a negative gain on low frequencies,
but for Speech clarity the gain for midrange and treble is increased while it is decreased for Noise filter.
Furthermore, it can be found that the Speech focus parameter is not available in the Outdoor environment.
Hence, the state-space can be limited by disregarding the Speech focus parameter when the user is in an
Outdoor environment.
An example provided by Brian Dam Pedersen, the CTO of GN Hearing, outlines the importance of
capturing the user intent when fine-tuning hearing aid parameters: Consider going to a jazz venue with
your wife to listen to the music. Then consider going to a jazz venue with your wife but with the intention
of enjoy the evening and have a chat. The context is the same, but the intent is very different. In the
first scenario, the hearing aids should be adjusted for listening to music where as in the second case, they
should be adjusted for conversation and have music as a secondary.
Similarly, Korzepa et al. [55] argue that it is necessary to capture the intention of the user in order
to ensure optimal hearing aid configuration. Correctly classifying the environment is not sufficient [115].
However, a hearing aid is no longer just a hearing aid, but part of a bigger solution. By utilizing the
smartphone, more information about the users and their context is available [55]. Yet, it is still difficult
to extract the intention as it requires explicit feedback from the user. Instead, Korzepa et al. [55] propose
a guideline of contextual clues that can help infer the user’s intention. These clues include how the user
is moving, what time it is, and what acoustic scene the user is in (e.g. party, supermarket, or forest)
[55]. Some of the information can be extracted from the hearing aids themselves and other information
can be provided by sensors in the smartphones as well as location and motion services [55]. However,
this still does not provide a solution to the jazz venue example presented earlier. To solve such a case,
Korzepa et al. [55] suggest making a solution that is ”voice-aware” and able to recognize familiar voices.
The research followed a number of hearing aid users and was able to conclude that being able to predict
the intent depends on the user and if they have preferences which can be explain by the context [55]. In
some cases, such as lunch in a noisy company canteen, it would be possible to infer an intent based on the
acoustic scene, location, and time. However, in other cases the user preferences might be unexplainable
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or contain only weak patterns [55]. More thoughts on user intent is provided in Chapter 9 (page 140).
Among the authors of that research [55] are two representatives from Eriksholm Research Centre
which is a part of Oticon [28]. Michael Kai Petersen, Senior Scientist Augmented Hearing at Eriksholm
Research Centre, is one of these two representatives, and he also took part in a student project exposition
event by Neural on the 2nd of April 2019 to present current work and make people interested in doing
projects with Eriksholm Research Centre.

Figure 5.3: Determining user preferences based on environment and speech input. A project by Eriksholm
Research Centre. The figure is recreated based on a slideshow from the stand of Eriksholm Research
Centre at the Neural event.
Figure 5.3 depicts a project Eriksholm Research Centre is currently working on in order to determine
what hearing aid adjustments a user would like in a specific environment. The details on the project were
a bit vague and no publications of the research were to be found. However, from Figure 5.3 it can be
seen that the system tries to estimate the intent of a user based on context information and speech input.
The inferred intent is then used to suggest new hearing aid adjustments which can then be presented to
the user as an A/B test. According to Michael Kai Petersen, the context is defined by a classification
performed by the hearing aid (using information such as the noise floor, signal-to-noise ratio, and sound
pressure level) and motion information from a smartphone. He also emphasized the need for intelligent
solutions as these can allow a change in focus for the future audiologist. Furthermore, a solution that
tries to adjust to the user, can convince people, who need a hearing aid, that they can benefit from it,
according to Michael Kai Petersen.
Being able to infer as user’s intent seems like a complicated and error prone task based on the research
by Korzepa et al. [55]. However, inspiration could be taken from the SoundSense Learn solution available
in the Widex Evoke application. SoundSense Learn allows a user to perform A/B testing of multiple
different sound profiles such that the system can learn the user’s preferences in the current environment.
The output of a training session makes it possible for the user to apply the settings temporarily to the
current listening program or to save the settings as a separate listening program such that the user can
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apply the adjustments again on-demand at a later time.

Figure 5.4: Widex SoundSense Learn screen prior to training. The user is asked to input what environment they are in and what intent they have.
Figure 5.4 shows the initial screen a user of the SoundSense Learn feature is met with. The screen
asks the user to pick what sort of environment they are in (the white buttons at the top) followed by
what intent they have (the darker greyed out buttons at the bottom). This solution was presented by
Anders Trier Poulsen, Machine Learning Specialist at Widex, at the DSE career fair on the 10th of April
2019. According to him, the learning algorithm can benefit from knowing this information.
It can be concluded that researchers and hearing care companies emphasize the need for knowing both
context and intent. They are aware that it impacts how the hearing aid configurations should be adjusted.
Hence, user context and intent are also important in this project and should, therefore, be taken into
account as well. However, inferring the intent might be too unreliable, complicated, and require a study
on its own. Therefore, the solution developed in this project should find a different way of dealing with
user intent and possibly draw inspiration from the SoundSense Learn solution.
Determining when optimum has been reached
During a training session, the solution should converge towards a set of hearing aid adjustments which
are optimal. When this optimal point has been found, the training session can terminate. However, this
requires the solution to determine when it has reached this point. Using the word ”converge” carries
some of the explanation of what to look for: A definitive limit or a meeting point. Such a point would
be where all the hearing aid parameters meet at maximum user satisfaction.
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of the global and local maximization problem.
A meeting point like this is illustrated by point GM in Figure 5.5. The figure shows hearing aid
parameters aggregated into one dimension on the horizontal axis and satisfaction on the vertical axis.
This makes it possible to illustrate the problem but also simplifies it greatly as more dimensions are needed
for the actual solution. Visually finding point GM is not difficult. It can be described as the point with
highest satisfaction value. If the hearing aid parameters are adjusted right or left, the satisfaction will
decrease making it easy to detect that an optimal point has been found. However, consider point LM
which can be described in a similar fashion: If hearing aid parameters are adjusted either left or right,
the satisfaction value will decrease. However, that does not make LM to an optimal solution. Hence, this
way of defining optimal only promises as local optimization and not a global optimization. In the case
of Figure 5.5, checking the full range might be feasible as it is rather limited. However, as the system
scales to more dimensions and larger ranges, more points have to be tested in order to ensure a global
optimization which might not be feasible.
This problem is not unique to this project, Anders Trier Poulsen gave a similar explanation to what
Widex is trying to achieve with their solution: Adjust the hearing aid parameters such that one of these
optimal points are found. He did not state it as being a necessity to find the global maximum satisfaction.
The SoundSense Learn solution is a commercial implementation of a Ph.D. thesis written by Jens Brehm
Nielsen [66]. The thesis emphasizes that global optimization is more important than good generalization.
Having a model that is good at predicting global optimal solutions has a higher value than a general
solution as the general model would try to describe other regions too. However, these other regions
are not of interest as they provide suboptimal hearing aid adjustments [66]. With that said, Nielsen
[66] also points out the computational complexity linked with finding the global maximum. Therefore,
he employs a method that assesses the gradients like exemplified with the local and global maximum in
Figure 5.5. As mentioned, this does not promise that the global maximum is found. However, performing
the same gradient assessment with different starting points ensures that multiple local maximums can be
considered when trying to find the global one [66].
The work presented by Nielsen [66] uses Gaussian Process Regression (which has not been considered
in this project) to find the optimal hearing aid configuration. The work claims that between 10 and 20
iterations are needed in order to determine the optimal configuration. This project shares, apart from
the global maximization problem, a dimensionality problem with Nielsen’s research [66]. Figure 5.2 (page
44) showed the rapid growth in state-space as dimensions are added. Nielsen [66] reports that scalability
issues ”occur somewhat above four dimension” [66]. Once again, the methods applied are different and
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the dimensions might not be comparable, but a scaling issue has been noticed. To get input on how the
SoundSense Learn solution functions, and if it is able to find an optimal hearing aid configuration in 10
to 20 iterations, an experiment was conducted.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.6: Test run of SoundSense Learn in the Widex Evoke application. Context is set to be a ”Noisy
venue” and the intent is set to ”Conversation” (a). Multiple sound profiles are compared and rated (b)
to determine user preference. During training, the user gets feedback in the progress (c). Upon training
session termination, the preference prediction is applied to the Equalizer (d).
A set of Widex Evoke Fusion 2 hearing aids were made available to the author of this project for
a short period of time at the DSE career fair. The environment was an open area with lots of people
having conversations making it very noisy. The ”Noisy venue” environment was selected with the intent
of having a conversation as shown in Figure 5.6a. This initiates the training session as depicted in Figure
5.6b where the user is asked multiple times to compare two sound profiles and rate the better one. The
user can pick from ”Neither is better”, ”X is slightly better”, ”X is moderately better”, and ”X is much
better” where X can be either profile A or B. As shown in Figure 5.6c, during the training session, the
user is made aware of the progress indicating how much more SoundSense Learn has to learn in order
to suggest a new hearing aid configuration. The user can at any time terminate the session, and the
best preference guess at that time is applied to the hearing aids. Furthermore, the adjustments are
reflected in the Widex Evoke Equalizer where Figure 5.6d shows that the preferences of the author of
this project in a noisy venue with the intent of having a conversation is a gain of +4 dB for bass, +1 dB
for midrange, and +6 dB for treble. However, it should be mentioned that the author of this project is
not hearing impaired. Furthermore, according to Anders Trier Poulsen, the hearing aids were not fitted
to any particular person. Instead they had a flat gain curve adding slight amplification across the entire
frequency range.
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Figure 5.7: Sound profile rating at each iteration during the SoundSense Learn test in the ”Noisy venue”
context with a ”Conversation” intent.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the changes in sound profile preferences over the course of a training session
initiated as depicted in Figure 5.6a. It can be concluded that the training session finished in 12 iterations
(which is within the range of 10 to 20 iterations stated by Nielsen [66]) and that some major preferences
changes were made during the training. As an example, at iteration four, sound profile A was determined
to be much better than the alternative, but at iteration five, sound profile B was rated as much better.
Appendix C presents more sound profile rating plots like Figure 5.7 (one for context: ”Noisy venue”
with intent: ”Conversation” and ”Reduce noise”, and one for context: ”Nature” with intent: ”Relax”)
and similar behavior is found. The learning algorithm finishes in 12 iterations and the preferences varies
significantly. Anders Trier Poulsen explained that the implementation requires a minimum of 12 iterations
before SoundSense Learn can claim to have determined the user’s preference, however, it can continue
with more iterations if needed. All the training sessions were done in the same environment and were
based on the ”Universal” listening program from the Widex Evoke application as a starting point. As
mentioned, the author of the project is not hearing impaired, however, tried to achieve a bright and
”open” sound during all the training session to ensure consistency.
Context

Intent

Adjustments
Bass: +4 dB

Noisy venue

Conversation

Midrange: +1 dB
Treble: +6 dB
Bass: +4 dB

Noisy venue

Conversation, reduce noise

Midrange: -2 dB
Treble: +6 dB
Bass: -5 dB

Nature

Relax

Midrange: +2 dB
Treble: +2 dB

Table 5.3: Hearing aid configuration adjustments made upon finishing SoundSense Learn training session
with various contexts and intents.
Table 5.3 lists the adjustments applied to the hearing aids after each of the SoundSense Learn training
sessions. All three tests where carried out in the same sound environment, but the context and intent
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provided to SoundSense Learn varied. It can be found that the goal of reaching a bright and ”open”
sound produced similar adjustments when the context and intents were kept similar. However, if the
context and intent was changed, it also affected the resulting adjustments made to the hearing aids. This
can indicate that Widex might be limiting or biasing the algorithm to search among specific adjustments.
However, no conclusion can be made in relation to this as test data is sparse.
This, however, does not outline how the SoundSense Learn approach decides that an optimum has
been reached. Moreover, the gradient assessment method described earlier does not necessarily provide
an accurate representation of the optimal hearing aid settings. The method will find a current maximum
(possibly a global one), however, new training input from a user can possibly shift these maximums. In
fact, Nielsen [66] does not state that the gradient assessment method is used to determine the optimal
hearing aid adjustment. Instead, the method is utilized to determine what data point needs to be
examined in order to provide the most useful input to the algorithm [66]. This is due to the approach taken
by Widex (Gaussian Process Regression) and does not apply to the reinforcement learning techniques
discussed in this report as a state selection mechanism is already in place.

Figure 5.8: Example of Gaussian Process Regression. New data limits the possible functions. Source:
[78].
The Gaussian Process Regression approach is illustrated in Figure 5.8. On the left, no data has been
collected yet, and all sorts of functions can be used for prediction. Furthermore, the grey area shows
the uncertainty which is huge before data is collected. On the right of Figure 5.8, the crosses illustrate
collected data points. As not all functions can be used to describe these data points, the function-space
is reduced, and the uncertainty is less [78]. The right of Figure 5.8 still shows high uncertainty for x = 5.
This might be the data point that will provide the most valuable input resulting in the greatest reduction
in uncertainty. Finding these points is how Nielsen’s [66] work is utilizing the gradient assessment method.
It can be speculated that SoundSense Learn decides that an optimal solution has been found and training
can be terminated whenever the uncertain is below a certain threshold. However, as the reinforcement
learning approaches does not model uncertainty, it is difficult to apply this thinking to this project.
Even though that exact uncertainty thinking does not apply to this project, statistics could be utilized.
Assume that the reinforcement learning is able to determine what states a user does not like by visiting
the particular states only one time. Furthermore, assume that to determine the optimal state, the solution
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has to circle around the optimal state presenting the user with close-to-optimal states. As a result, the
optimal state and the close-to-optimal states around it are visited more. Many states will be visited once,
and a few states will be visited multiple time. Counting state visits makes it possible to calculate the
average visits for any state as well as the variance. This information can be used to calculate a z-score
which is a measure that indicates how far an observation is from the mean [3]. However, the z-scores
can be misleading for small sample sizes [67] which is the aim of the solution (it should learn the user’s
preferences based on as few interactions as possible). Moreover, an outlier test using the z-score assumes
that the data is normally distributed [3] (i.e. has a bell shape) meaning few states are visited only few
time, most states are visited a number of times, and few states are visited a lot of times. This assumption
might not hold true for a training session with the solution being developed in this project. Alternatively,
the interquartile range can be used as a measure of when an observation is an outlier [3]. If an observation
is more than one and a half times above the upper quartile or below the lower quartile, it can be classified
as an outlier [3]. Imagine having a set of observations (a list of states that have been visited) ordered
by value (how many times each state has been visited), split the observations into two data sets at the
median, and then find the median of the two data sets. The median of the data set containing the low
values is the lower quartile, and the median of the data set with the high values is the upper quartile.
The interquartile range defines the distance between the upper and lower quartiles [3].
The idea of keeping track of state count and estimating outliers, however, might not be a robust
approach. Firstly, the user should not have to visit very many states before reaching an optimal state.
Few interactions with the user (which is desirable) leads to few observations to base the statistics on
(which is undesirable). Secondly, a high visit count for a few states might be caused if a user, by
accident, indicates a preference for those states. The reinforcement learning solution will think that
the user is about to reach an optimal state while, in truth, the user is trying to correct the accidental
preference indication.

Figure 5.9: Illustration of state-action values around a possibly optimal state. Made with draw.io online
tool.
Instead of relying on statistics, each state can be evaluated by the state-action values of itself and
its neighbors. Consider Figure 5.9 depicting nine states and the value of the state-actions concerning
the center state. The red arrows indicate that a negative reward is given to an agent making such a
transition, and green arrows indicate a positive reward associated with the transition. It can be seen in
Figure 5.9 that an agent leaving the center state would receive a negative reward no matter what action
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is taken but receives a reward for any of the actions leading into the center state. This idea can be used to
assess the entire state-space giving an indication of areas that are potential candidates for optimal states.
Based on this, it could be evaluated if the user is currently in such a state. If that is the case, the training
session can be terminated. Outlining the entire state-space in this manner might not be computationally
viable so focusing on a subset of the state-space where the user is currently located might be favorable.
However, focusing on a subset will not guarantee global maximization.
Instead of focusing on state-action values, state value could be a measure to determine if an optimal
state has been reached. The value of a state can be estimated as defined in Equation 5.1 [94].
V (S) ← V (S) + α ∗ (R + γ ∗ V (S 0 ) − V (S))

(5.1)

V (S) defines the state-value estimate of state S which can be updated using the current estimate
(V (S)), the value estimate of the following state (V (S 0 )), the reward received by transitioning to the
next state (R) as well as a discounting factor (γ) and a step size (α). This can be performed as an
iterative approach giving all states a value of zero initially [94]. The reward is determined based on user
input and the remaining parameters are implementation details. This would make it possible to evaluate
the value of a state given a specific policy (derived from user input) and the user reward input. This
approach is known as Temporal-Difference Prediction [94] and is similar to the approach presented in
Figure 5.9, but instead of evaluating individual state-action values it focuses on the rewards received
upon transitioning between states by following a policy. However, since this approach follows a policy,
it might not get global coverage. Furthermore, there is a trade-off between exploration and exploitation.
Not allowing for exploration would resolve in greedy optimization and find the nearest optimum just
like the problem exemplified with Figure 5.5 (page 48). Allowing for exploration makes it possible to
determine that more than one highly valued state exists. All the highly valued states can then be taken
into account before evaluating which one is the best and whether the user is in that state currently. If
yes, the training session can be terminated. However, in order to achieve this, a high exploration factor
might be needed making state value evaluation slow due to the high number of states. Furthermore, it
just moves the issue: The initial problem was to decide when to terminate the training session. Now, it
is how to determine that a sufficient amount of states have been explored. Alternatively, less exploration
combined with multiple evaluation runs could solve this problem. An evaluation has to start in some
state. Starting multiple evaluation runs each from different states makes it possible to discover multiple
local optimal states while keeping exploration. An evaluation run would then simply terminate when a
state with high value has been found and the states around it all have lower values. A highly valued
states is a local optimal state, and this can be compared with the outcome of the other evaluation runs.
Possibly a combination of the above suggestions can be used, or the users can simply be asked to
terminate the session themselves whenever they are happy with the hearing aid configuration as seen in
a study concerned with self-fitting by Mackersie et al. [60]. However, asking the user to determine this
increases the effort a user needs to put into a training session. Nielsen [66] puts emphasis on developing
an intuitive system and to not impose a high load on the user. Making the user terminate a training
session by clicking a button might not seem like it can impose an additional load on the user. However,
the care seeker who is not comfortable with new technology (see Section 5.2.2, page 59), might not be
comfortable making that decision either.
This section has been focused on finding a global optimization, however, it can be argued whether
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this is even necessary. As indicated in Figure 5.2 (page 44), the entire state-space is large even when
only adjusting a few parameters. It is not feasible to develop a solution where the user has to visit
all states to find the optimal state. For this reason, it does not make sense to search globally for an
optimal state either. The information is not available and, hence, ”global” can be narrowed down to the
states the user has visited and rewarded. This makes it more feasible to consider all the local optimums
that might be created in the state-space. Combining this with the information about the user’s current
state location, and whether a specific local optimum keeps being emphasized, can be used to evaluate if
the user’s preferences has been determined. If this is the case, the training session can be successfully
terminated. The exact implementation of how this should be achieved is covered in the Design chapter
(Section 6.3.2, page 88). The above discussion has provided a range of ideas which can be used to achieve
this. Using Temporal-Difference Prediction with low exploration initiated from different states seems like
an interesting approach.
Describing the environment
As discussed throughout the section ”User context and intent”, the intent and the context of the user is
important. However, this project has not yet covered exactly how the context should be presented to the
system. It has been seen that Eriksholm Research Centre is trying to collect this information from the
smartphone (Figure 5.3, Section 5.1.3, page 46) and Widex is asking the user to provide the information
(Figure 5.4, Section 5.1.3, page 47). Widex’s solution seems very simple as the user has to decide from
a predefined list where Eriksholm Research Centre’s approach is more complicated combining various
inputs to describe the context. Based on discussions with Ditlev Munk Raboel, DSP Software Developer
at GN Hearing, Anders Trier Poulsen, Machine Learning Specialist at Widex, and Michael Kai Petersen,
Senior Scientist Augmented Hearing at Eriksholm Research Centre, it is clear that hearing aids from GN
Hearing as well as Widex and Oticon all have internal environmental classifiers. From discussion with
Ditlev Munk Raboel and Anders Trier Poulsen, it can be concluded that these environmental classifiers
are rather simple and limited. Much more advanced environment classification can be made, however,
a hearing aid does not have the power to do so. Michael Kai Petersen did not emphasize the simplicity
of Oticon’s environmental classifier. However, he did mention similar basic features used to determine
the environment such as signal-to-noise ratio, noise floor, and sound pressure level. Even though the
environment classification is simple, if the classifier is reliable, it could be used to determine the context
of the user. However, accessing the environmental classifier in the hearing aid puts requirements on the
hearing aid: It must be able to communicate this information.
To not rely on the hearing aid, neural networks can be used to classify environments based on audio
[23]. Section 5.1.1 discusses the learning architectures for learning user preferences using neural networks.
It might be beneficial to combine these with the reinforcement learning architectures discussed in Section
5.1.2. Based on what is presented in this project, the reinforcement learning methods are simpler than
the neural networks. The idea is that due to the simplicity, the reinforcement learning approaches can be
used to interact with the user and quickly gain and understanding of the user’s preferences. However, a
disadvantage might be their lack of ability to contain complex preference information. Furthermore, they
do not know what environment the user is currently in. By using a neural network (more specifically a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)), the environment can be defined by the audio around the user
[23]. The audio is given as an input to the CNN and the output is an environment classification. This
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project has discussed neural networks for regression, not classification, but learnings from the prestudy
[23] make it possible to design a classification network. Furthermore, a network that combines the
classification and regression problem might be beneficial. A branched network could be an interesting
approach where one branch is responsible for predicting the user’s hearing aid settings for the specific
environment (regression), and the other branch is responsible for determining what environment it is
(classification). This information can feed into the reinforcement learning which now has information
about what environment the user is in as well as a starting point in the state-space (the hearing aid
adjustments predicted by the CNN). In this case, the CNN is used to understand what the user generally
prefers in a specific environment. The reinforcement learning method is then used to perfect the suggestion
by user interaction. Ideally, this approach provides shorter training sessions with the user because an
initial suggestion has already been made and the environment is taken into account.
A combined solution like suggested above does create a more complex overall architecture. Furthermore, introducing an environment dependent state-space is similar to adding an additional dimension.
Despite the disadvantages, the solution seems advantageous and just has to be designed such that the
complexity is not apparent to the user.

5.1.4

Concluding remarks on the technical analysis

This section warps up the technical analysis by extracting the conclusions throughout the analysis as
many aspects have been discussed. The analysis found that the solution being developed in this project
possibly can benefit from combining neural networks and reinforcement learning. Throughout the research
they were presented as separate approaches which could replace each other. However, they both have
disadvantages and advantages. By combining them, the two approaches can complement each other by
diminishing the disadvantages while keeping the advantages. As an example, the advantage of the neural
network is the generalization power, but it is complex and likely not something a user can interact with
in real-time. However, the reinforcement learning is limited in terms of complex generalization but is
sufficiently simple to run on a smartphone and interact with a user in real-time. The analysis found that
multi-task neural networks would fit best for the regression task in this project, however, with limited
branching. Furthermore, the prestudy [23] has shown Convolutional Neural Network’s ability to classify
environments. This can be combined such that a multi-task Convolutional Neural Network can be used
for environment classification and initial general hearing aid adjustment prediction. This requires at least
two branches for the multi-task network, but both the regression task and the classification task are likely
to benefit from the same feature extraction. This information is then fed into Sarsa(λ) which has been
chosen as the reinforcement learning approach due to its ability to utilize sparse training data while still
being able to adjust to a changing environment.
The analysis also revealed how adding dimensions (hearing aid parameters to adjust) scales the statespace. Increasing the state-space is undesired as more states might have to be assessed before finding
an optimal one. To limit the number of states to consider, the user intents can be taken into account.
This can give an indication of what direction the learning algorithm should search. Intent will not be
assessed as its own dimension but can still indicate a trajectory in the state-space. Furthermore, it is
possible that the algorithm can intelligently skip similar states. As was pointed out by Ditlev Munk
Raboel, DSP Software Developer at GN Hearing, as a rule of thumb, a change of 3 dB is noticeable to
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a human which is supported by other sources too [40]. The learning algorithm should present the user
with noticeable differences. This improves two aspects: Firstly, it limits the number of states that needs
to be assessed leading to shorter training session. Secondly, making more perceivable changes might also
provide a better experience and increase the user’s patience with the system.
By examining the Widex SoundSense Learn solution combined with a discussion with Anders Trier
Poulsen, Machine Learning Specialist at Widex, made it apparent that the Widex solution only adjusts
bass, midrange, and treble. Developing a prototype for this project with limited scope initially might be
a good idea. This will yield some learnings, and these can be used to expand the prototype and include
speech focus, noise reduction, and wind noise reduction. Furthermore, focusing on bass, midrange, and
treble might also be more useful for the user. Statistics provided by GN Hearing show these three
parameters are more frequently adjusted compared to speech focus, noise reduction, and wind noise
reduction. This information might not necessarily indicate preferences towards those three parameters
though. Not all users have listening programs that allow for adjustment of the three latter mentioned
parameters which might bias the data. However, as not all uses can adjust the latter three parameters
this emphasizes why it is important to focus on bass, midrange, and treble first.
The interface for the user to interact with during a training session can also be inspired by the
SoundSense Learn solution. Nielsen [66] points out that it is easier for people to perform pairwise
comparisons. The user should not be asked to evaluate if adjustments are better at timestep T compared
to at T − 1. Instead, the user should be asked to assess multiple collections of adjustments (i.e. sound
profiles) for each timestep. This should make the user find it more intuitive and perform more consistently
[66]. A similar approach is indicated in Figure 5.3 (page 46) from a project by Eriksholm Research Centre.
It can be concluded that the interface for the user should be some sort of A/B test similar to what is
depicted in Figure 5.6b (page 49).
This section has briefly covered most of the conclusions throughout the analysis. This information
feeds into the requirement specification (Section 5.4, page 72), and the Design chapter (Chapter 6) outlines
how the system must be designed to incorporate all this. The remaining of the Analysis chapter presents
the user and the risks associated with this project before going into the requirement specification.

5.2

Modeling the user

The following subsections present the type of users which the solution of this project is designed for. The
users are modeled using personas and empathy maps, and scenarios are created to show the situations
wherein the solution can be helpful.
The information used to model the user has been acquired through a meeting with Adam Heleniak
who is a Senior UX Designer in GN Hearing’s User Experience department. The meeting with Adam
made it clear that more than one type of hearing aid user exists, and they persist different personality
trades that makes it natural to separate them into different groups. Therefore, the following subsections
models two types of users: The cautious and careful person, and the curious and experimenting person.
Respectively, these are grouped as ”care seeker” and ”proactive”. To ensure the modeling does represent
an average hearing aid user, the following text has later been verified by Adam Heleniak.
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5.2.1

Personas

This section presents two personas: A care seeker type named Alice and a proactive user named Bob.
These two personas are carried over into the empathy maps (Section 5.2.2, page 58) and scenarios (Section
5.2.3, page 62) as well to create a complete understanding of the two types of user.
Alice - The care seeker
Alice is 70 years old, retired, and has two children, but now lives alone as her children have moved out
and her husband has passed away. She is an experienced hearing aid user and have been using hearing
aids for more than two years. She is the quite type who does not like radical changes, and it was a major
change for her to start wearing hearing aids. As she lives alone, she did not really notice a deterioration
of her hearing ability, but age has caused her to have a moderate hearing loss. Her children managed to
convince her to get a pair of hearing aids even though it was something she was not familiar with and
felt unsure about. Alice is now a happy hearing aid user, and her children are helpful and supportive
too. THey bring her to the audiologist whenever needed. This provides comfort for Alice as the children
will hear what the audiologist says. If she becomes unsure or forgets something, the children can help
her with the hearing aid solution.
As Alice has been categories as a ”care seeker”, the audiologist at the local hearing center has put
some extra effort into ensuring a good experience. The audiologist has provided Alice with just one
listening program (the All-Around program) such that she does not have to worry about what hearing
aid listening program should be used in a certain environment. Furthermore, as Alice has a compatible
smartphone, the audiologist has instructed her in how to use the basic features of the ReSound Smart 3D
application such that Alice knows how to adjust the volume and enhance speech clarity and filter noise
using the Smart Buttons1 . Alice is now comfortable using these features as they are easily available in
the home view of the Smart 3D application, and she trusts the expertise of the audiologist. However,
she has not explored other more advance functionality in the application as she is afraid, she might do
something wrong.
Alice rarely uses the application as she spends a lot of time at home on her own. However, it does
happen that she uses the Smart 3D application when she is with her friends. Alice is a member of a club
for elderly people which arranges various events once a week. If an event is popular and a lot of people
show up, she does use the smartphone application to improve the auditory experience. She is very pleased
with the effect it has. Alice prefers a hearing aid solution that can help her in all environments while
being invisible and not require any attention from her. The fact that she only has one listening program
and is not required to do complicated adjustments does provide a certain level of simplicity. However,
she feels awkward whenever she has to use the Smart 3D application when she is in an environment that
requires her to enable a Smart Button to have a good experience. Alice would like the hearing aid to
be like a pair of glasses. You put them on and they work everywhere without her having to think about
them.
1 Smart

Buttons refer to one-click adjustments a hearing aid user can apply from the ReSound Smart 3D application.
These adjustments are presented as buttons named according to what they enhance. These buttons are a quick and easy
way to adjust bass, midrange, treble, speech focus, noise reduction, and wind noise reduction levels without the need to
know how to adjust these individual features. For the Restaurant listening program, three Smart Buttons are available:
”Noise filter”, ”Speech focus”, and ”Hear everyone” (See Figure 2.1, Section 2.1, page 5).
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Bob - The proactive user
Bob is 60 years old and lives with his wife. Together they have two children who no longer live at home.
Bob is a proactive type who likes gadgets and tries to keep up with technological advances and new
products. Due to having worked in an industrial manufacturing plant close to noisy machinery for many
years, he now has a mild hearing loss. Bob likes his job and has now been moved to a position where
he is not working with the noisy machinery. Bob recently noticed that he was having trouble with his
hearing and contacted a hearing center which provided him with a set of hearing aids.
He has been using the hearing aids for a few months and is getting used to them. It has been
a major change for him to start wearing hearing aids. The audiologist categorized Bob as a curious
and proactive person who can manage and benefit from advanced functionality. Hence, the audiologist
explained to Bob that he could download the ReSound Smart 3D application to his smartphone and
play with various settings. This made hearing aids more appealing to him as they become more like
a gadget. The audiologist had enabled different listening program for him to play with including AllAround, Restaurant, and Outdoor.
Bob is a regular user of the Smart 3D application and finds it enjoyable to play with the settings
until the sound is just right for the environment. He is still getting used to how the hearing aids and
configurations work but does not limit himself to just listening programs and Smart Buttons. He tries
to create custom listening programs and adjust individual settings including bass, midrange, and treble
using the Sound Enhancer2 . This customizability is very appealing and helpful to him as he finds
himself in many different environments during the week. Work requires him to take part in meetings and
discussions, at home he wants to reduce noise and relax, at dinner parties he must be able to comprehend
many speakers at once etc. Therefore, he is an active user of the Smart 3D application and uses it daily.
If any problems or annoyances arise, he does his best to solve them by using the application. If he
arranges an appointment with the audiologist, it is because he has a problem he cannot fix himself, even
after much effort. In these cases, Bob is quite aware and capable of explaining what the issue is.
Even though Bob does like gadgets and mostly find the adjustability of the hearings aid appealing,
some situations, such as important meetings, does not allow him to fiddle with his smartphone to improve
the auditory experience. In these cases, Bob would like a solution capable of adjusting to the environment
automatically based on settings he has made in a similar environment.

5.2.2

Empathy maps

Based on the personas of Alice and Bob, this subsection presents an empathy map for each persona.
The empathy maps try to model what the user says, thinks, and feels as well as how they behave. The
empathy maps extend on the users as described in the personas. The solution developed in this project
has not been introduced yet. In this way, it becomes apparent what the user is missing and what the
pains and goals are with the current solution. The current solution is assumed to be the ReSound Smart
3D application with compatible hearing aids.
2 Sound

Enhancer refers to a more advanced sound optimization features available to users of the ReSound Smart 3D
application (see Figure 2.7, Section 2.6, page 15). This feature allows a user to adjust bass, midrange, and treble as well
as speech focus, noise reduction, and wind noise reduction dependent on what listening program is selected. It enables the
user to make finer adjustments to the auditory experience.
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Alice - The care seeker

Figure 5.10: Empathy map of Alice the care seeker persona. Made with draw.io online tool.
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From the empathy map in Figure 5.10 it can be concluded that Alice is happy with the current solution as
it provides her with the configuration possibilities that she needs. On the other hand, the application has
an overwhelming number of features that she does not use. Furthermore, she does not tend to explore
these due to her care seeking nature even though they might provide her with a better experience in
some situations. The empathy map lists that she feels lost if the Smart Buttons does not provide the
good experience she needs. It is possible that the Sound Enhancer would allow her to find this good
experience. However, she is not comfortable with such advance adjustments, and shy away from it. This
is where the solution of this project could be beneficial to her. This solution would make it possible to
abstract these advanced configuration possibilities into an easy to comprehend interface. Through this
interface, Alice would follow a simple flow that would learn her preferences and then ensure an optimized
experience. If the interface is easier to comprehend, it is more likely that Alice will try it out and succeed
in finding optimal settings without using the advanced features of the Smart 3D application which she
cannot comprehend. Moreover, it would automatically adjust whenever she is in a similar situation again.
This could possibly also save trips to the audiologist if it is only related to minor adjustments.
Apart from outlining Alice, the empathy map has provided an idea of what needs to be done before
she can benefit from a solution like the one developed in this project. It must be presented such that it
is easy to comprehend and provide her with a feeling of assurance that she cannot do anything wrong.
This knowledge about the care seeker is utilized in the scenarios found in Section 5.2.3 and also feeds
into the requirement specification in Section 5.4.
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Bob - The proactive user

Figure 5.11: Empathy map of Bob the proactive persona. Made with draw.io online tool.
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Figure 5.11 describes Bob who is the proactive user and explores the ReSound Smart 3D application
more compared to Alice. He even utilizes the advanced features such as the Sound Enhancer when he has
time for it, but also benefit from the Smart Buttons when he just needs a quick adjustment. However, he
sometimes finds himself in situations where he does not have the opportunity to take out his smartphone
and make adjustments. In these situations, he would like a sort of automation which could provide him
with a good experience based on earlier input. However, he still likes to be empowered and wants the
optimal auditory experience.
The solution developed in this project should provide him with both the learning aspect and the
empowerment. As he is the type of person who is able to adjust settings in the Sound Enhancer, this
could be used as a correction input. The system should implement a level of scrutability such that it
can learn from user corrections. In this way, Bob can keep his empowerment and the system can provide
better suggestions next time.
Bob can comprehend more advanced features compared to Alice, however, the solution must be created
such that both users can use it. Hence, the advanced features should be hidden and not intimidating for
Alice, but visible enough for Bob to realize they exist. Arguably, advanced features are a nice to have
and not a need to have. This solution should not put effort into providing advanced features to satisfy
Bob until the idea has been deemed feasible and viable. Yet, this knowledge about Bob is valuable. The
knowledge about Bob and the proactive persona revealed from these empathy maps is utilized in the
Scenarios found in Section 5.2.3 as well as in the requirement specification in Section 5.4.

5.2.3

Scenarios

The following subsections present a number of scenarios which the users might find themselves in. They
are based on the personas, and the solution of this project is now introduced to the user. The scenarios
communicate how it is supposed to work in the hands of the user and what complications can occur.
Furthermore, these scenarios make requirements for the solution apparent. This is utilized to create the
requirement specification presented in Section 5.4. The scenarios also make it possible to extract risks
and assumption which this project is working under. These risk and assumptions are presented in Section
5.3.
First-time usage and onboarding
Alice’s children have noticed that it is becoming increasingly challenging to have conversations with her,
especially during family gatherings. They have suggested Alice to get her hearing tested and see if she
might need hearing aids. Alice is not fond of this idea and does not think her hearing is that bad.
However, the children have managed to convince her.
The results from the hearing test made the audiologist recommend Alice to get a set of hearing aids.
The audiologist explained to Alice that the current solution on the market has clever algorithms that will
make the transition to using hearing aids much easier as long as she has a smartphone. However, this is
worrying Alice. She does have a smartphone but only uses it for calling and text messages. One of her
children has shown her how to use the smartphone to read news articles so she does that too, but she is
generally not very comfortable with this sort of technology. The audiologist prepares a set of hearing aids
for Alice and shows her how to download an application that can communicate with the hearing aids.
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Together they ensure that the hearing aids are connect, and the audiologist tells Alice that shortly a
message will pop up on the screen asking her to go through an onboarding procedure. The message pops
up while Alice is still with the audiologist who can then assist Alice if needed. The pop-up presents the
”USense SoundLearner” functionality which the audiologist points out to be this clever algorithm that
will make it easier for Alice to use the hearing aids. They will automatically adapt to her preferences. The
pop-up describes USense SoundLearner as being a functionality that aims to learn the user’s preferences in
different environments. By learning the preferences, the USense SoundLearner promises optimal auditory
experience in the environments it has be trained for. The audiologist suggests that Alice turns on this
feature. Alice is then presented with a new message asking Alice if it should monitor the surroundings
for her and suggest training session when it is not capable of confidently determine personalized settings.
Alice decides that she would like this. Alternatively, she will have to decide when to start a training
session, but she feels she might forget about the feature and is worried she might not know when she
should train it. Hereafter, the algorithm needs to get to know Alice and she is asked what environments
she normally finds herself in. She selects ”Home” and ”Social gatherings” which is an initial input to the
algorithm to indicate what optimization might suit her and what intentions she often has. The setup is
now finished, and Alice found it easier to interact with than expected.
While Alice is finishing up with the audiologist, a notification pops up on her smartphone. It says
that USense SoundLearner has detected a new environment which it does not know Alice’s preferences
for. It asks her to start a training session. Alice opens the notification and is presented with the options
of starting a training session or ignoring the request. Even though Alice is about to leave, she asks the
audiologist if they can do this training session together. Alice wants to make sure she knows how to use it
and is not doing something wrong. The audiologist knows that a training session is often very short and
agrees to help Alice out. Alice starts the session and is initially presented with a screen listing several
environments asking her to pick which one she is currently in. She determines that ”Home” and ”Office”
are both not quite correct and decides to pick the more general ”Indoor” environment. Hereafter, she is
presented with a screen that makes it possible for her to vote for different sound profiles (i.e. hearing aid
fine-tuning configurations). After a few iterations, the algorithm has learned what Alice’s preferences are
in this environment leaving Alice with a hearing aid configuration to her liking. Alice is now confident
that she can go home and comfortably start using this hearing care solution.
Reinforcing and relying on prior learnings
Bob started using hearing aids just a few months ago and is still getting used to them. His hearing
care solution includes the USense SoundLearner which he has been using from the very beginning. He
most often finds himself at work or at home and have trained the USense SoundLearner to recognize and
apply his preferences in meeting, canteen, and home environments. During meetings, Bob likes to hear
everyone around the table, in the canteen he aims to filter all the background noises yet still be able to
have a conversation with his colleagues, and at home he prefers a configuration that softens the sounds
making it more comfortable after a long day at work.
Today is a regular day in the office for Bob, he has a few meetings to attend and some desk work
to do. He is a busy man and is a bit late for an important meeting. He realizes that the meeting is in
a different building and decides to take a shortcut and go through the manufacturing facilities. These
facilities are noisy and not a place he usually comes anymore. He has not been in this environment since
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he got his hearing aids, and it is now apparent to him how noisy it actually is. USense SoundLeaner
detects that this is a new environment. It suggests Bob to start a training session by making a notification
on his smartphone. Bob knows that these sessions are quick, but he does not have the time and clicks
the ”Ignore” button. This brings up a new dialog asking if Bob would like to be notified less often. Bob
actually likes the frequency of the notification, but just does not have the time to act on this one. He
swipes away this message and carries on to his meeting. The meeting environment is known to USense
SoundLearner, and it automatically changes to Bob’s preferences upon detecting this environment without
having to bother Bob with notifications or training sessions.
In the evening, Bob decides to go out for dinner with his wife. This is not something they do often,
and the hearing aids will be subject to another new environment. At the restaurant, a new notification
pops up on Bob’s smartphone. It is USense SoundLearner again. However, this time it does not suggest a
training session, it simply asks if Bob likes the current hearing aid settings which he confirms. What is not
apparent to him is that the USense SoundLearner has found a similarity between the environment at the
canteen at his workplace and the restaurant. The knowledge gained during previous training sessions has
been utilized in this new, yet similar, environment, and Bob has confirmed to the USense SoundLearner
that this was a good choice. Bob and his wife carry on with their dinner without any discomfort or new
notifications.
Misinterpreted user intent leading to incorrect configuration
Bob has been invited for the annual strategy meeting at work where the managers from his department
get together to discuss future plans and what needs changing. Bob is not very excited for the meeting
as it does not really interest him, and it is late in the day, so his motivation is low. Yet, he feels like he
needs to be there such that he can at least have say if needed. He decides to bring his computer to the
meeting and sit in the back, so he can answer some emails in the meantime.
Shortly after the meeting has started, USense SoundLearner detects that the environment has changed
and switches to Bob’s usual preference which is to open up for sound input and make it possible to hear
everyone at the meeting. However, this time, his intent is not to take part in the meeting as he usually
does, and this configuration is bothering him. Bob is not able to focus on answering his emails and he
brings out his smartphone. USense SoundLearner thinks it has performed as it should and does not
bother Bob with notifications asking for feedback every time it makes a change. This makes it a bit more
cumbersome for Bob to input the fact that he is displeased with the settings. However, Bob manages
to find a button in the application allowing him to start a training session. Bob inputs that he is in a
”Meeting” environment and that his intent is to ”Concentrate”. This is input to the training session
and allows USense SoundLearner to get an initial idea of what Bob is trying to achieve. After a few
iterations, the new preference is discovered and applied to Bob’s hearing aids. Before ending the session,
the application notifies Bob that the meeting environment usually is linked to a difference preference
setting asking him if this new training session should adjust the current meeting environment preference.
Bob knows that this is not his usual preference and tells the application that it is a one-time adjustment
that should not affect his usual preference. Bob is now able to focus on answering his emails while still
participating in the meeting. Furthermore, next time he will be in a meeting situation, the hearing aids
will adjust to his usual preference.
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5.3

Risks and assumptions

Based on the personas (Section 5.2.1), empathy maps (Section 5.2.2), and scenarios (Section 5.2.3) it can
be found that this project is developed under some assumptions and risks that can affect whether the
solution will succeed or not. This section lists these risks and assumptions and follows by plotting them
based on how significantly the solution will be affected if they materialize and how much is known about
them at this stage. The following text lists the risks and assumptions. When they have been prioritized,
the high-risk rated elements are described in more detail.
Risks
– R1 The solution is incapable of capturing user preferences during training sessions.
– R2 A training session is too time-consuming discouraging the user from using the learning functionality rendering the solution useless.
– R3 The solution is not able to distinguish between different environments to the level of detail
required. As a result, user preferences cannot be linked to a distinct environment making long-term
learning difficult.
– R4 Long-term learning is incapable of finding similarities between outcomes of multiple training
sessions in the same environment. As a result, it become unable to generalize and represent the
user which leads to an inability to provide a suitable hearing aid adjustment next time the user is
in that specific environment.
– R5 A user’s preference or intent changes too often in a specific environment making it difficult for
the solution to establish a general preference. As a result, the user has to perform training sessions
more often.
– R6 Fine-tuning bass, midrange, treble, speech focus, noise reduction, and wind noise reduction are
not sufficient to reach the optimal auditory experience for the user.
– R7 The solution is not capable of determining a user’s intent leading to suboptimal preference
predictions.
– R8 Including the learning functionality which provides the personalization makes people uncomfortable with the entire hearing care solution.
– R9 The solution requires the user’s attention too often (e.g. notifications) eventually making the
user annoyed with the solution. As a result, the user has a bad experience and might use it less.
– R10 Improper onboarding flow leading to wrong or limited use of learning functionality.
Assumptions
– A1 The solution can be designed and implemented such that it can serve both the care seeking
persona and the proactive persona without making it too advanced for the care seeker.
– A2 The users of the solution constantly carry a charged smartphone with them.
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– A3 Sound can be collected by the hearing aids and streamed to the smartphone for real-time
analysis.
– A4 The users frequently connect their smartphone to the internet allowing the application to send
data off to long-term learning and receive new long-term learning models.
– A5 Convolutional Neural Networks can be utilized to determine the current environment based on
the soundscape.
– A6 The state-space can be limited intelligently such that there is no perceived reduction in the
available optimization-space where the user will find the preferred settings.
A3 is defined as the system requires sound input to determine the environment (see Section 5.1.3, page
54). Furthermore, see Section 5.1.4 (page 55) for a description of why A4, A5, and A6 are necessary.
The remaining risk and assumptions are based on the user modeling.

5.3.1

Risk evaluation

A risk plot is used as a tool for prioritization [44]. It visually makes critical risk and assumptions
apparent and, hereby, makes it easier to determine where to invest resources to mitigate a risk. The risk
plot performs the classification using two dimensions: Low risk to high risk and known to unknown.

Figure 5.12: Prioritization of identified risks and assumptions based on risk and knowledge level. Made
with draw.io online tool.
Figure 5.12 depicts the prioritization of the extracted risks and assumptions. Based on the plot, A3,
R3, R2, R7, and R5 have been identified as high-risk elements and are particularly important to gain
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some information about or mitigate to ensure a feasible solution. The rational for each of them is as
follows:
– A3: The user’s preferences need to be linked to the environments, and an environment is described
by the soundscape. For this reason, it is a must to record the sounds surrounding the user. As the
smartphone might be in the user’s pocket, this does not necessarily provide an accurate representation of the sounds present. The hearing aids have built-in microphones, and they are connected
to the smartphone. Hence, theoretically, they can be used to collect the audio and stream it to
the smartphone for analysis. This is a high-risk assumption as the feasibility of the solution is
greatly reduced if it does not hold true. Based on the assumption’s location in Figure 5.12, it can
also be found that it is a ”known” assumption. As mentioned in Section 2.6 (page 14), it is not
possible to stream audio from the hearing aids that are available for the prototype development in
this project. With that said, this project can still show the potential for personalized hearing aids.
The prototype just have to utilize a different audio source than would be seen in a consumer-ready
product.
– R3: This risk is concerned with the ability of the prototype to differentiate between environments
with a sufficient granularity. This is important as the user’s preferences depends on the environment.
Assume a user has trained the prototype to apply one set of preferences in a restaurant environment
and a different set of preferences in a forest environment. In the first case, the user might like to
focus on a conversation in front while reducing background noise. In the second scenario, the user
might want to get as many sound inputs as possible such that all the bird tweets and sound of wind
in the trees is not muffled. If the prototype is not able to differentiate these two environments, it
will not be able to apply the appropriate preferences. As a result, the user will not be satisfied
with the solution and might stop using it. Until this aspect has been tested, this is an unknown
and high-risk element.
– R2: The state-space is rather large as the prototype considers bass, midrange, treble, speech focus,
noise reduction, and wind noise reduction. As a result, it might be difficult for the solution to
pinpoint exactly what the optimal configuration is for the particular user in a given environment.
If it is difficult to find the optimal configuration it can require a lot of interaction with the user
before a solution is found. This is a rather unknown risk which requires testing to be performed
before it is revealed whether it is a problem or not. Long training sessions might discourage the
user from starting them or make the user lose motivation during the session.
– R7: The environment might not be sufficient to determine the user’s preferences. As scenario
”Misinterpreted user intent leading to incorrect configuration” describes, the environment might
not change, but what the user wants to achieve in that environment can change. It is highly
unknown if the solution proposed in this project is capable of encoding the user intent as well as
the environment. If not, the suggested user preferences might not actually fit the user.
– R5: Assuming the environments and intents can be captured by the solution, a risk regarding
changing preferences arises. It is unknown how much input the solution will require in order to
establish a general preference for a given user in a specific environment. This is intended to work
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such that over time, the user runs multiple training sessions in the same environment. This makes
it possible to aggregate the outcome of all the sessions and determine what the user generally likes.
However, if the user’s preferences change (e.g. due to fatigue or changes in required attention level)
at a rate which is higher than the collection of data, the solution might not be able to keep up. As
a result, it cannot generalize and will provide preference suggestions that no longer fit the user.
The risk prioritization plot in Figure 5.12 reflects the prioritization at this stage in the project, and
it might look different for anyone else adopting the research. As an example, assumption A3 regarding
audio streaming from the hearing aids, might not be an assumption at all if one is working with hearing
aids that implements this functionality. The risk plot is not supposed to serve as a definitive list, but as
a snapshot of this project at this stage.
Based on testing of these risks and assumptions, conclusions can be made in regard to the overall
feasibility. Hereafter, it can be evaluated if the solution needs to pivot. This project does not aim to
perform an extensive feasibility study of a consumer-ready solution. However, the Discussion chapter
reevaluates some of the risks and assumptions based on user interviews (see Section 10.2, page 145).
To support the risk plot and define what must be done to mitigate the risks, the following tables
(Table 5.5-5.8) are created. The tables evaluate each of the risk on a scale of probability of occurrence
and impact in case of occurrence. As a result, the severity of each risk can be classified. Table 5.4
illustrates the probability and impact dimensions, and how they affect the risk rating. To reduce risk
impact or likelihood of occurring, a mitigation plan is provided for each risk.
Impact

Probability

Minor

Moderate

Major

Very likely

Medium

High

High

Likely

Low

Medium

High

Unlikely

Low

Low

Medium

Table 5.4: Risk rating evaluation dimensions.
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Risk

Probability

Impact

Risk

Mitigation plan

rating
R1

Incapable

of

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Reduce that parameter scope.

The

capturing user pref-

state-space is likely to be the cause if

erences

this risk materializes. Reducing the parameters (bass, midrange, treble etc.)
that are taken into account during a
training session reduces the dimensionality and, hence, the complexity. As
a result, it is easier to learn the user’s
preferences and the risk is mitigated.

R2

Too

time-

Likely

Major

High

consuming solution

Similar to R1, the state-space size must
be reduced. Alternatively, Sarsa(λ) can
be biased by other inputs (e.g. user intent, geolocation, or time of the day).
This will focus the state search making
it easier to find an optimal state. Furthermore, the search can be done more
coarsely such that similar states are not
considered until convergences seems to
occur.

R3 Incapable of de-

Unlikely

Moderate

Low

The architecture must be sufficiently

termining the envi-

complex to understand the input, but

ronment

no more complex than that. Furthermore, the data must be plentiful and
balanced such that the architecture has
sufficient data to learn from and is
not biased by unbalanced data (unequal number of samples for all environments).
Alternatively, the environment scope
can be reconsidered. Ensure that the
solution is only trying to cover necessary environments.
Table 5.5: Risk impact evaluation and mitigation plan for R1-R10.
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Risk

Probability

Impact

Risk

Mitigation plan

rating
R4 Lack of long-

Unlikely

Moderate

Low

term learnability

Collect more audio data representing
the sound environment. This gives the
CNN more material to learn from. Alternatively, consider reducing the environment scope (e.g. combine ”Home”
and ”Office” to ”Indoor”). Having
fewer and more general environments
creates more training samples for each
environment.

However, this solution

might increase the probability of R5
materializing.
R5

Frequent

changes

in

preferences

Likely

Major

High

Increase the complexity of the state-

user

space such that intent can be taken in

or

to account as well. However, this in-

intent

creases the risk of materialization for
R1 and R2. Instead, accept that preferences change often, and intent is difficult to model. Focus on ensuring efficient training sessions and reducing the
state-space. As a result, training sessions are sped up making it less of a
headache for the user to go through
more often.

R6 Insufficient ad-

Unlikely

Moderate

Low

The hearing aid has additional gain

justment possibili-

handles which can be adjusted. These

ties

can be taken into account. However,
this might increase the state-space creating other issues (e.g. R1 and R2).
Possible rely on information from the
current state-space (i.e. parameters) to
adjust the additional gain handles instead of including them in the statespace directly.
Table 5.6: Risk impact evaluation and mitigation plan for R1-R10 continued.
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Risk

Probability

Impact

Risk

Mitigation plan

rating
R7 Incapable of de-

Very likely

Moderate

High

termining intent

Use a similar approach as seen with
the Widex SoundSense Learn solution:
Have the user provide their intent. This
solution should be temporary until a
better intent prediction method is developed. Advanced intent inference
could be based on specific and known
voices, level of activity, orientation in
relation to main sound source etc. Further elaboration on such method can be
found in Section 9 (page 140).

R8 User uncom-

Unlikely

Moderate

Low

Provide proper communication from

fortable with solu-

the marketing team, the audiologist,

tion

and within the application. The audiologist should spend time with the
user introducing them to the solution.
Furthermore, the onboarding session
should clearly state the functionality
and how users can cancel and revert
changes. If this is not sufficient, adopt
similar approach as is seen today: Limit
such that only users that are comfortable with it have the functionality.

R9
attention

Demands

Likely

Moderate

Medium

too

Accept higher level of uncertainty in
predictions and automatically apply

frequently

suggestions without getting confirmation from the user. If it provides a bad
experience, the user will act on it. If no
action is taken, the suggestion is sufficiently good.
Table 5.7: Risk impact evaluation and mitigation plan for R1-R10 continued.
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Risk

Probability

Impact

Risk

Mitigation plan

rating
R10 Improper on-

Likely

Moderate

Medium

boarding

Similar to R8, the onboarding session
must provide all the necessary information in an easy-to-consume manner. If
this is not sufficient, nudging can be utilized. If a user has not yet used the
functionality, or have not used it for a
long period of time, the user can be
made aware of it. Communicate that
it can provide an optimized and automated experience if used.

Table 5.8: Risk impact evaluation and mitigation plan for R1-R10 continued.
R2, R5, and R7 have been rated ”High” which means they are most problematic for the solution
being developed in this project. R7 is related to predicting the user’s intent and it is accepted that intent
is difficult to predict. Defining a method for inferring intent is out of the scope for this project. This
is reflected in the requirements (NFR7 is rated as a ”Won’t have” requirement for this prototype. See
Table 5.12, page 77). Complexity can be added whenever the basics of the prototype have been proven.
Similar argumentation goes for R5. As for R2, Section 6.3.2 (page 87) describes how the training session
is designed to efficiently determine that an optimal state has been found.
The ”Low” risks (R3, R4, R6, and R8) are all unlikely to occur and no additional effort are put into
these risks for the prototype. From the ”Medium” rated risks (R1, R9, and R10), both R9 and R10
are concerned with user annoyance and proper instructions which is not needed to prove the technical
viability of the solution. The requirements (e.g. FR18 and FR23) are prioritized accordingly, and it is
not evaluated to be a problem for the prototype. R1 does need to be handled and the mitigation plan
stated for R1 in Table 5.5 is followed. The prototype should only include bass, midrange, and treble.

5.4

Requirement specification

This section presents the requirements for the prototype being developed in this project. The requirements
are derived from the technical analysis as well as the user modeling to ensure a solution that is both
technically sound and usable by the average hearing aid user.
The prioritization of the listed requirements are done in accordance to the MoSCoW model. Furthermore, correctness of the prioritization has been verified with Anders Udahl who is Senior Manager for GN
Hearing’s Connected Apps team. During the verification session, requirement FR19, FR26, NFR19,
and NFR20 where created and prioritized. Furthermore, during a user modeling verification session with
Adam Heleniak, Senior UX Designer in GN Hearing’s User Experience department, requirement FR20,
FR22, FR27, and FR28 were created and prioritized.
The requirements are prioritized twice: Prototype and MVP. The prototype prioritization lists the
requirements in accordance to what is expected as the outcome of this project. The MVP prioritization
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lists the requirements as if the solution were to reach the customers.
Further elaboration of each requirement can be found in Appendix D.1 and Appendix D.2 for the
functional and non-functional requirements respectively. All functional requirements are denoted as
”FR#” with # being the requirement number. Similarly, non-functional requirements are denoted as
”NFR#” where # is the requirement number.
Some requirements dictate usage of Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrograms. This
is a way of representing audio data and has previously been used as input to the CNN for environment
classification in the prestudy [23]. STFT spectrograms are not covered in this project, however, this
project adopts some of the knowledge gained in the prestudy [23]. The STFT spectrograms are utilized
for this prototype, and the requirement specification must reflect that.
The requirements use the following names to describe specific elements of the prototype: ”the solution”, ”the cloud”, ”the smartphone application”. When the prototype as a whole (all the components)
have a shared responsibility, ”the solution” is used to denoted this. When the requirement is specific
to the part of the prototype running as a smartphone application, this is denoted as ”the smartphone
application” or ”the smartphone”. Lastly, ”the cloud” is used when a requirement is concerned with
server-side functionality accessible over the internet. The requirements do not specifically demand a
cloud solution when ”the cloud” is mentioned. It is up for interpretation and merely indicates that an
instance accessible over the internet with sufficient resources is needed.
To create a better overview, each of the follow tables have a group of requirements that apply to a
specific part of the system. Where applicable, the requirements within one group has been split into a
functional and non-functional table as well.

Figure 5.13: High-level diagram showing location of components mentioned by the requirements. Made
with draw.io online tool.
Figure 5.13 provides a very high-level view of the components in the system mentioned by the requirements. The diagram shows where each component is located and how it is connected to the rest of
the solution. This is provided to accompany the requirements and ease understanding. A more detailed
visualization is made using two use case diagrams. These are located in Appendix E and describes the
actors of the system and what interaction possibilities the actors have. Furthermore, each component is
label with the requirement which it is responsible for.
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Solution general requirement (functional)

Prototype

MVP

FR1 The solution must be able to predict the user’s preferred adjustments

M

M

S

W

FR3 The solution must perform training of CNN models for environment
classification and hearing aid adjustment regression in the cloud

M

M

FR6 The smartphone application must be able to download and imple-

S

M

S

M

S

S

S

M

C

S

S

W

S

S

M

M

S

S

S

S

of bass, midrange, and treble in environments similar to previous training
sessions
FR2 The smartphone application must collect audio of the user’s soundscape

ment newly trained CNN models
FR7 The cloud must provide trained models which can be used for inference on the smartphone
FR8 The smartphone application must be able to process the collected
audio into STFT spectrograms
FR9 The smartphone application must provide STFT spectrograms with
user preferences and an environment label to the cloud as input for CNN
model training
FR10 The smartphone application must store STFT spectrograms with
preference and environment information until it can establish a connection
to the cloud solution
FR11 The cloud solution must start training a new CNN model when
new STFT spectrograms with preference and environment information is
received
FR14 The training session must terminate when the optimal state has
been found
FR16 When a training session is terminated, the best user preference
prediction must be applied to the hearing aids
FR17 The solution must suggest new personalized hearing aid adjustments if the environment changes
FR27 Adjustment suggestions can be applied automatically without confirmation from the user if the user has agreed to this during the onboarding
session
Table 5.9: A list of functional requirements that applies to the solution as a whole. The list is prioritized
using the MoSCoW model.
During the requirement verification session with Anders Udahl, it was pointed out that not even a
full-scale solution would need all parameters. Focusing on what is listed in FR1 is sufficient possibly
even for a full scale solution. Furthermore, it was pointed out that FR2 is not applicable to anything
but a prototype. When the solution is to transform into an MVP, there is a need to find a better way to
collect audio (possibly not base the decision on audio or get it streamed from the hearing aids). Similarly,
FR11 does not scale to anything but a prototype and, hence, is not applicable to an MVP.
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Solution general requirement (non-functional)

Prototype

MVP

NFR1 The solution must consist of a smartphone application and a ma-

M

M

S

S

S

S

NFR14 The STFT spectrograms must cover 1 second of audio

M

M

NFR15 The solution must sample the environment every 5 seconds

C

S

NFR16 The solution must determine an environment change based on 6

C

S

W

W

chine learning cloud instance
NFR2 The smartphone application must implement and use Sarsa(λ) to
learn the user’s preferences
NFR8 All hearing aid adjustment suggestions must be predicted by a
Temporal-Difference Prediction routine, not by the CNN model alone

samples
NFR20 The solution must run the environment observation as a background service
Table 5.10: A list of non-functional requirements that applies to the solution as a whole. The list is
prioritized using the MoSCoW model.
NFR15 and NFR16 mentions some specific values related to environment classification. Testing is
needed to verify if the values specified are appropriate. Hence, requirements are subject to change as
more information is collected.
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User interaction specific requirement

Prototype

MVP

FR12 The smartphone application must ask for the user’s intent when

W

S

S

S

C

S

C

S

W

C

FR20 All notifications can be rejected by the user

W

W

FR21 The user can try the new hearing aid adjustment suggestion before

S

S

W

W

W

S

M

M

C

S

W

M

W

C

starting a new training session
FR13 The training session must be a pairwise comparison of sound profiles
FR15 The smartphone application must allow the user to terminate a
training session at any time
FR18 The user must receive a notification on their smartphone when new
adjustments are being suggested
FR19 The user must receive a notification on their smartwatch when new
adjustments are being suggested

accepting or rejecting it
FR22 Upon three consecutive notification rejections, the user must be
asked if they would like notifications less often
FR23 First-time users must go through an onboarding session to determine who must initiate training sessions and how often notifications must
come
FR24 The smartphone application must allow the user to start a training
session
FR25 The smartphone application must suggest starting a training session if the environment is new or if it is uncertain about the quality of the
suggestion it can provide
FR26 A consent message must be presented and accepted by the user
before the machine learning components of the solution are enabled
FR28 The system must allow a user to overwrite the old adjustments if a
training session resolves in an unexpected outcome dissimilar to previous
knowledge
Table 5.11: A list of requirements that applies to the smartphone application element of the solution.
The list is prioritized using the MoSCoW model.
The majority of the requirements specified in Table 5.11 are prioritized as ”Won’t” requirements for
the prototype. This is due to all the requirements being related to the behavior between the prototype
and the user. A lot of it is not necessary to prove that the solution works. As a result, it is not needed
for the prototype to implement these.
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Sarsa(λ) specific requirement

Prototype

MVP

NFR3 The state-space must consist of the following dimensions: Bass,

M

M

C

C

NFR5 Sarsa(λ) is allowed to adjust hearing aid configurations ±3 dB for
each training iteration

S

S

NFR6 Sarsa(λ) must use the environment and user preference prediction

M

M

NFR7 The user’s intent information must bias the trajectory of Sarsa(λ)

W

C

NFR9 An optimal state has been found when the following are aligned:

S

S

S

S

S

S

midrange, treble, and user environment (All-Around, Restaurant, and
Outdoor)
NFR4 The solution must determine the user’s preferences in 12 (or less)
iterations

from the CNN model as a starting point for the training session

A Temporal-Difference Prediction run, negative state rewards, and continuous user emphasis.
NFR17 An accepted hearing aid adjustment suggestion provides +10
reward to that Sarsa(λ) state
NFR18 A rejected hearing aid adjustment suggestion provides -10 reward
to the Sarsa(λ) state representing those adjustments and

+ 10
2

reward for

the state representing the current adjustments
Table 5.12: A list of requirements that applies to the Sarsa(λ) algorithm. The list is prioritized using the
MoSCoW model.
Requirement NFR3 states that only a subset of the hearing aid parameters are adjusted. The nonfunctional requirement is linked to FR1. As a result, it can be concluded that NFR3 is also sufficient even
for a full-scale solution. Both FR1 and NFR3 are ”Must” requirements meaning they are important.
This is just to point out that it is important to cover all three parameters (bass, midrange, and treble),
but not necessary to cover anymore than these.
CNN specific requirement (functional)

Prototype

MVP

FR4 The CNN models must be able to classify any environments into

S

S

M

M

one of the following classes: All-Around, Restaurant, and Outdoor
FR5 The CNN models must be able to predict the user’s environment
and general hearing aid adjustments for that environment

Table 5.13: A list of functional requirements that applies to the Convolutional Neural Network. The list
is prioritized using the MoSCoW model.
Similar to FR1, limited functionality is allowed also for an MVP in relation to what environments
are supported (FR4), according to Anders Udahl. Focusing on All-Around, Restaurant, and Outdoor is
sufficient for a minimum viable product. Furthermore, it has been categorized as a ”Should” meaning it
is not vital even for an MVP. It might be possible to develop workarounds to stay on schedule.
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CNN specific requirement (non-functional)

Prototype

MVP

NFR10 The CNN architecture must be a multi-task network with one

S

S

S

S

S

S

M

M

S

W

classification branch and one regression branch
NFR11 The CNN regression branch must use Mean Squared Error as
cost function
NFR12 The CNN regression branch must use ReLU in the hidden layers
and the identity function in the output layer as activation functions
NFR13 The STFT spectrograms must be used as input to the CNN
model
NFR19 Each CNN model must be specific to the user

Table 5.14: A list of non-functional requirements that applies to the Convolutional Neural Network. The
list is prioritized using the MoSCoW model.
Requirement NFR19 is prioritized lower for an MVP than for the prototype. The prioritization is a
result of the requirement verification session with Anders Udahl. The prototype wants to provide a very
personalized solution to the user. However, providing individual CNN models for each user is, according
to Anders Udahl, not immediately a viable solution for an MVP or full-scale solution.
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Chapter 6

Design
The following section describe the design of the prototype solution. This includes everything from the
visual layout and high-level diagrams outlining the components of the system, to detailed descriptions of
state-space design and how termination is ensured. The design is based on the Analysis chapter and the
specified requirements.
The following text mentions ”USense SoundLearner” which mainly refers to the smartphone application. However, supporting components such as an Online training entity is needed. Therefore, USense
SoundLearner can be used to refer to the entire solution. The context of the usage of the name makes it
clear exactly what it refers to.

6.1

Training session design

This section proposes multiple layouts that can all be used for the USense SoundLearner training sessions.
The purpose of the layout is to collect information about user preferences. Requirement FR13 states
that this must be done as a pairwise comparison. Furthermore, Section 5.2 shows that the solution must
apply to two very different types of users: One of which is very careful around unfamiliar technology
while the other is more exploratory. Both the requirement (FR13) and the different user types create
some constrains in terms of how the layout can be designed. Widex (Figure 5.6, Section 5.1.3, page 49)
has created one elegant way of collecting the user input. The following layouts present variations inspired
by Widex, but also presents a new way of thinking of a pairwise comparison.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.1: Three proposed USense SoundLearner training session layouts for collecting user preference
information. Made with proto.io online tool.
Figure 6.1 presents three layouts which can be used to collect a user’s preferences such that an optimal
hearing aid adjustment can be achieved. Figure 6.1a presents the most basic layout. Two sound profiles
(two states from the state-space i.e. two hearing aid adjustments) are presented to the user, and the
user can click and listen to both. Before clicking ”Next”, the user has to pick one as the best. This is a
simple pairwise comparison, and possibly too simple. The user does not have the opportunity to say that
neither is better. This problem is solved by the layout presented in Figure 6.1b. This layout does allow
a user to give a neutral rating, however, it also increases the complexity of the comparison. The layout
is designed such that a user has to listen to both sound profiles and also rate them both. This is more
work for the user, but allows the user to express that a sound profile is dissatisfactory, neither good or
bad, or good. Both profiles can be rated in this manner independently of each other.
Figure 6.1c takes a different approach to sound profile comparison. Instead of giving the user profile
”A” and profile ”B” to choose from, the user can navigate a grid by moving the blue dot to find the
best sounding profile. When the dot enters a new cell in the grid, the sound profile (i.e. hearing aids
adjustment) represented by that cell is applied to the user’s hearing aids. This is analogues to the color
picker one might have interacted with in a graphics editor. However, instead of determining a color
by sight, a preferred adjustment is determined by ear. Essentially, this layout presents a subset of the
state-space to the user but in a two-dimensional format. The grid does not have to be made up entirely
of similar states (i.e. states near to each other in the state-space). It might be advantageous to present
states that are audibly different. The same goes for the other layouts as well of course. However, more
states can be presented at once with the grid layout. As defined by requirement NFR5, sound profiles
can change by three decibels for each training iteration. This can be used to define the state similarity
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in a grid layout as well. Given the user can figure out how to use the layout, the final outcome should be
the same as with the layouts in Figure 6.1a and Figure 6.1b. However, the algorithm might more quickly
get an idea of the trajectory the user likes if the layout from Figure 6.1c is utilized.
Common for all the layouts are a progress bar at the very top and a ”Next” button in the lower
right corner which allows the user to continue to the next sound profile comparison. The progress bar
is included to indicate to the user how far the training session has come. The idea is that the visual
feedback might help the user stay focused and engaged. A similar progress indication is implemented in
the Widex SoundSense Learn. However, progress might be difficult to measure as a user can oscillate
between multiple optimal states. It is likely that Widex is faced with the same problem. When using
their solution (presented in Section 5.1.3, page 49), it is noticeable that the progress indicator does not
move a specific amount after each sound profile comparison. Hence, a progress bar for the solution of
this project might not need steady and predictable increments either to be appreciated by the user. This
is speculative and user testing is needed to actually confirm this hypothesis.
To ensure simplicity such that all types of user can use the solution, this prototype should include the
layout from Figure 6.1a. If this is found to not provide enough information to Sarsa(λ) to finish a training
session in 12 iterations (according to requirement NFR4), the other layouts can be considered for later
prototype implementations. However, it should be ensured that the desired user group is comfortable
with interacting with the chosen layout if the complexity increases.

6.2

High-level system architecture

The system consists of multiple components. This section describes these components and outlines how
they are connected. The high-level architectural overview also describes internal modules and functionality of each component. This section presents the entire system, and the individual technical details of
the relevant components and modules are then outlined throughout the remaining of the design chapter.

Figure 6.2: High-level architectural overview of USense SoundLearner and related components. Made
with draw.io online tool.
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The high-level architectural overview is depicted in Figure 6.2 and contains three main components:
the USense SoundLearner smartphone application, an Online training entity, and the hearing aids. The
components are color-coded to clarify encapsulation and responsibility boundaries. Blue shapes indicate
overall components. Components can contain yellow functionality elements or modules which are responsible for a more narrowly defined units of the solution. Furthermore, yellow modules may group multiple
green functionality elements with a common purpose.
Online training entity (OTE)
As it is not viable to train Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models on a smartphone, the
requirements state that a cloud instance must be setup to handle this task. In this project, the term
”cloud” is up for interpretation and just denotes an online service that can be reached over the internet
which has sufficient resources to train CNN models. Hence, the entity has been vaguely named in this
section too.
As depicted in Figure 6.2, the responsibility of this component is to train new CNN models and make
them available through a REST interface. The models are created based on data packages uploaded to
this entity. Such a package consists of ”Training information” which is Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrograms representing the user’s environment, an environment label, and the user’s
hearing aid configuration preferences. From this, the CNN has an input (STFT spectrograms) and the
corresponding output (environment label and user preferences). Using this information, new CNN models
can be produced an made available for download.
No user preference information is available until the first training session has been completed. However,
a training session needs to know the current environment such that the learned user preferences can be
associated with the correct context. Therefore, a general CNN model must be made available. This
general model can be used by the USense SoundLearner until sufficient user information has been collected
to create a personalized CNN model. A general model can be created as audio samples where classified
according to their environment with GN Hearing Audiology during the prestudy [23].
USense SoundLearner
The USense SoundLearner smartphone application is the main component of the solution. The responsibility of the application is to perform environment classification, predicting user preferences, running
training session to learn a user’s preferences, and interact with the user. Furthermore, modules for
communication with the OTE and for hearing aid communication must be implemented.
This component downloads CNN models from the OTE and runs an instance of the models locally. The
application records audio from the user’s surroundings and represents this as spectrograms. Combining
these two features makes it capable of classifying environments and predicting hearing aid adjustments.
This input can then be used during reinforcement learning training session to guide the algorithm. Based
on multiple pairwise comparisons of sound profiles, the user’s current hearing aid configuration preferences
can be determined. This can be applied to the hearing aids and also used by the OTE to create new
CNN models.
Figure 6.2 depicts an Environment observer module and only a one-way arrow for the hearing aids.
The hearing aids used for the prototype development cannot stream audio to the smartphone. For this
reason, audio must be collected by the application. Furthermore, as the machine learning is running
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locally, and the user should not be required to constantly be connected to the internet, processing of the
audio must be done locally as well. The OTE is using STFT spectrograms for the training of new CNN
models. As a result, the smartphone application must support processing audio into STFT spectrograms.

6.3

Machine learning architecture

The complete solution consists of two types of machine learning. This section outlines the network design
of the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) as well as the state-space design which is utilized by the
Sarsa(λ) algorithm. The last section describes how the two machine learning approaches are linked and
how the CNN feeds into Sarsa(λ).

6.3.1

Convolutional Neural Network design

Convolutional Neural Networks are constructed using different layers with certain abilities [18]. A convolutional layer is able to extract important information from the input [18]. Such a layer is combined
with a pooling layer which is responsible for reducing the amount of data while keeping the important
information [18]. After extracting and reducing information, a fully connected layer can be used to create
the mapping between input and output [18]. The following text describes how this prototype is arranging
these layers and how branching is performed.

Figure 6.3: Branched Convolutional Neural Network architecture to allow for both regression and classification. Made with draw.io online tool.
In order to design a network that is capable of doing both regression and classification, a branching
strategy must be utilized. For this prototype, it is evaluated that the tasks of predicting bass, midrange,
and treble are very similar. For this reason, the regression task is taken care of by a single branch allowing
for maximum parameter sharing in the network. The classification task differs from the regression task,
but is likely to benefit from the same findings in the input. Therefore, the regression task and classification
tasks get their own fully connected layer, but share all the input features extraction prior to the fully
connected layers. This makes it possible for the network to creates one mapping from input to bass,
midrange, and treble, and a different mapping from input to environment class. As a result, the network
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looks as depicted in Figure 6.3. Hence, it can be seen that this network has two branches with one
output layer each. One output layer (the yellow output node on the top right of Figure 6.3) produces
a prediction of the bass, midrange, and treble adjustments based on the input. The other output (the
red output node on the lower right of Figure 6.3) creates environment labels by classifying the input into
either All-Around, Restaurant, or Outdoor.
As mentioned, a CNN includes convolutional and pooling layers. This project will build on the findings
by the prestudy [23] and utilize the same architecture for feature extraction. The prestudy [23] found that
serializing three chunks consisting of two convolutional layers followed by a max pooling layer is capable of
comprehending a Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrograms. The grey input node on the
left of Figure 6.3 represents the input layer which is receiving the raw STFT spectrograms for processing
by the neural network. This architecture is similar both for training and inference, and it is important
that the inputs are consistent. According to the requirements, the audio must be processed into a STFT
spectrogram by USense SoundLearner (FR8), and these spectrograms must cover one second of audio
(NFR14). The CNN models are trained to recognize a specific type of input (STFT spectrograms). If
a different audio representation is used for some reason, the model is not able to understand the input
and will not produce reliable outputs.

6.3.2

Sarsa(λ) state-space design

The following text explains how the state-space is designed to accommodate multiple environments.
Apart from representing hearing aid parameters, the state-space must also reflect the context wherein
these adjustments are applicable.

Figure 6.4: Illustrating the state-space designed for this project. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure 6.4 depicts the state-space design for this project. The left of the figure illustrates the entire
space, and the right of the figure shows a zoomed view illustrating the details. What can be seen on
the left is three layers each denoted by one of the environment classes considered in this project. Each
environment classes are linked to an identical subset of the state-space. This subset is depicted on the
right of Figure 6.4 and consists of a three-dimensional space made up of bass, midrange, and treble
parameters. Each state in the three-dimensional state-space illustrates one possible combination of bass,
midrange, and treble adjustments. The entire space represents all possible adjustments. Combining this
with the three environment labels creates a state-space with a total of four dimensions.
As was depicted in Figure 5.2 (Section 5.1.3, page 44), adding dimensions to the state-space scales
poorly. Despite the scaling problem, the user should still achieve personalized hearing aid adjustments
after only few iterations of a training session (12 iterations or less according to NFR4). The state-space
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depicted on the left of Figure 6.4 has 3 ∗ 13 ∗ 13 ∗ 13 = 6591 unique states. However, two thirds are
eliminated by the environment classification which brings the number of states a user needs to assess
during a training session down to 2197. Furthermore, the actions taken by Sarsa(λ) to move in the
space can be defined such that some states are skipped. Each state differs from the surrounding states
by one decibel. The requirements (NFR5) specify that adjustments up to three decibels are allowed.
Hence, some state can be left unconsidered effectively resulting in a reduction of states-space. Reducing
the state-space in this manner is somewhat artificial as the states do not disappear. Therefore, the
implementation should still allow for movements less than three decibels, and skipped states should still
be affected by rewards.
Movements less the three decibels are necessary when the current state is not a multiple of three.
This may happen due to the CNN which will give Sarsa(λ) a starting point. The limits of the space are
negative six and positive six for each parameter. If a starting point is defined to be a positive gain of
four, Sarsa(λ) is not able to move to states representing higher gain for this parameter unless it can move
less than three decibels as it will otherwise be out of bounds. Furthermore, whenever the user’s preferred
state is in the vicinity, moving three decibels might be too coarse of a resolution. Hence, whenever a user
has moved back and forth between two states that are three decibels apart, the solution should try the
states in between to see if this is what the user is trying to reach.
Balancing exploration and exploitation
The Analysis chapter (Section 5.1.3) discussed a number of methods that can be utilized to determine
when a user has reached a preferred state. Based on this, the requirements (NFR9) states the termination
decision must be based on Temporal-Difference Prediction, what state the user is currently in, and if the
rewards for leaving that state are all negative. However, this brings up the issue of exploration and
exploitation. Sarsa(λ) should explore the state-space to locate where the user’s preference can be found.
However, as soon as the algorithm is in the vicinity of the preference state, exploration should be limited
to allow the user to locate and emphasize the optimal state. In this case, a high level of exploration
might bring the user away from the optimal state. To solve this, exploration can be a function of
knowledge about a state. Tokic [101] is one of the researches who have realized the need for such a
function. Exploration should be high in the beginning of the process and then gradually decrease as the
environment becomes less uncertain [101]. Tokic [101] describes a method that becomes less likely to
suggest random actions as the changes in state values becomes less. According to Tokic [101], little or no
change in value of a state indicates that the environment is more certain. A simpler approach is taken
by Rekleitis [79] who suggested using a strategy that chooses a random action by chance but the chance
is weighted by the number of states that have been visited. As a result, if more states are known (i.e.
have been visited), there is a lower chance of exploration to happen [79]. Vázquez-Canteli and Nagy [107]
concludes that most studies (of those they have evaluated) use -greedy due to its simplicity. -greedy
covers the method that simply by chance selects a random action without taking number of visited states
or their value into account. This strategy is mentioned by Sutton and Barto [94] as well.
The approach suggested by Rekleitis [79] is using a ratio between number of states visited compared
to number of total states. This might not be appropriate for this project as some states are eliminated
by the environment classification or skipped by the coarse action selection. Furthermore, implementing a
strategy that is dependent on the value of a state might not be fitting for this project either. State-value
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information should not be cleared between training sessions, but a new training session should start
out being exploratory to determine if the user’s preferences has changed significantly since last time. A
strategy based on state-value would be biased by the information learned from earlier sessions and limit
the exploration as a result. Instead, the approach should be to use an -greedy strategy and simply
lower the probability by the absolute number of states visited, or, as suggested by Sutton and Barto [94],
simply defining the likelihood as 1t where t is the number of timesteps. By counting timesteps or how
many states has been visited in a training session, information from earlier training session can still be
utilized without affecting the exploration parameter. Counting timesteps or counting states non-uniquely
yields the same outcome. Counting states uniquely does not decrease the exploration factor when a user
is close to their preferred state and alternating between surrounding states. In this case, the exploration
factor should be lowered such that it is clear this is the state a user wants to be in and not because it
has been chosen by chance. As a conclusion, the solution implements the -greedy strategy where the
likelihood of choosing a random action is defined by 1t .
Biasing the state-space toward user intent
Requirement NFR7 states that this prototype will not take user intent into account during the training
session. However, this section gives a brief explanation of a way in which the trajectory of Sarsa(λ)
can be biased towards a specific intent. This section is made as it is understood that user intent is an
important aspect of determining the user’s preference. Hence, the method outlined in this section should
be consider for later prototype iterations.

Figure 6.5: Illustration of how user intent can bias the state-action values to favor theoretical best state
for a given user intent. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure 6.5 illustrates how state-action values can be biased such to favor a theoretical optimum state
given a specific user intent. The green arrows indicate that actions leading towards the theoretical
optimum are positively biased such that the algorithm is given an incentive to seek that state. Actions
close the theoretical optimum state are biased more than actions in states further away (indicated by the
shorter green arrows on Figure 6.5). However, two problem might occur which can affect the state-action
value bias: Firstly, the state-space is likely to have stored information from previous training sessions
that might or might not agree with biasing. Secondly, the intent state is only a theoretical optimum and
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might not reflect what the user actually wants to achieve.
The second issue can be solved by adding intent as a dimension just like the environments. However,
the state-space scales poorly with added dimensions. Therefore, a simpler approach might be beneficial.
Simply recording which state a training session terminates in for a given environment and intent might
make it possible to make the ”Theoretical intent optimum” less theoretical. When the same environment
and intent is selected again, the ”Theoretical intent optimum” becomes whatever state resulted from last
time (or an average over a period of time). In cases where no information has been recorded for a given
environment and intent pair, the theoretical optimum becomes whatever audiologists, or similar experts,
have define as optimum.
The first issue regarding the state-space containing user information from earlier training session that
might not favor the biasing can be solve in multiple ways. One way is to gently force the user toward
the ”Theoretical intent optimum” independently from what earlier training sessions have indicated. This
would be achieved by adding a temporary bias to the state-space that would, independently from earlier
training sessions, give positive state-action values to all actions leading to the theoretical optimum. The
bias would be so slight that a negative user reward would counter the bias. Upon a few negative rewards,
the temporary bias could be removed as a result of accepting that this is not what the user is trying
to achieve. This method could be expanded such that an intent would bias the state-space less if the
intent has been chosen often. The idea is that if a user often picks e.g. the ”Conversation” intent, the
state-space created by the user over time will also reflect this. In this case there is only a need to bias
the state-space when the user picks an intent which is rarely chosen.
An alternative solution to the biasing issue would be to utilize the pairwise sound adjustment comparison (as specified by requirement FR13) wisely. Each sound profile would be based on different
state-spaces. One adjustment could favor the ”Theoretical intent optimum” whereas the other would
simply reflect the state-space which has been trained by the user over time. Depending on which sound
profile the user favors during a training session, this can be used to conclude whether the bias or unbiased
state-space is favorable in the given situation.
This alternative solution does give a bit more freedom an does not force the user in a direction
they do not like which is a waste of training session iterations. Hence, this is the favorable solution
for this application. However, it is an additional feature that is not necessary to verify the idea of the
prototype. NFR7 has been classified as a ”won’t” requirement and the above-mentioned solutions will
not be implemented in this prototype iteration.
Training session termination
The Analysis chapter presented multiple approaches to determining whether an optimal state has been
found. It was concluded that global optimization is not necessarily needed and possibly not even feasible.
This section presents a combination of approaches already discussed in the Analysis chapter in an effort
to design a solution that can reliably ensure users the adjustments they like.
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Figure 6.6: Illustration of how to determine that a user has reached a preferred state. Made with draw.io
online tool.
In order to determine if a user has reached a preferred state, and that the training session should
be terminated, multiple criteria must be fulfilled. Firstly, the states must be evaluated by multiple
Temporal-Difference (TD) Prediction runs each starting in a randomly selected location. This is depicted
by the blue dots in Figure 6.6. Each run returns a locally optimal state. In the figure, three evaluation
runs find state O1 and the two remaining runs find O2. It is now known that O1 and O2 are candidates
for preferred preferences. However, the system cannot decide which one is most appropriate using this
criterion alone. Both states might have been emphasized as an optimal state as a result of earlier training
sessions. Therefore, the user’s current location must be taken into account as well. Figure 6.6 shows
that the user is currently in O2. Just because the user is currently in O2 does not necessarily mean
it is the user’s preferred state. The user might just by coincidence be in this state which has been
emphasized as an optimal state based on earlier training sessions. However, if the user’s behavior is
monitored, a conclusion can be made in relation to whether or not the training session should terminate.
The circular arrows around the user and O2 in Figure 6.6 illustrate that the user is circling around O2
and continuously voting action leading into this state as preferable. Combining all this information, it
can be concluded that a local optimum has been found, the user is currently in that optimum, and the
user keeps emphasizing that optimum. As a result, it can be concluded that the user has found a state
(which represents specific hearing aid adjustments) which the user likes. The training session can be
terminated, and the adjustments applied to the hearing aid.
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6.3.3

Combining CNN and Sarsa(λ)

The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture and Sarsa(λ) have been described individually.
This section describes how they are interconnected and how they benefit from each other.

Figure 6.7: Illustration of how the CNN and Sarsa(λ) interconnects in order to provide personalized
hearing aid adjustments. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure 6.7 depicts how the CNN and Sarsa(λ) are linked. The CNN model provides two separate inputs
to Sarsa(λ) with different entry points. Firstly, the CNN is responsible for labeling the user’s environment
as All-Around, Restaurant, or Outdoor. It is important that states encode something unique about the
user’s current situation such that e.g. being in a restaurant can be differentiated from walking in the
forest. As an example, Figure 6.7 shows that the environment has been classified as ”All-Around”. This
input points to a specific subset of the state-space used by Sarsa(λ). Hence, the CNN helps Sarsa(λ)
limit the state-space making it easier to find the specific user preferred state.
Apart from labeling the environment, Figure 6.7 also shows that the regression branch of the CNN
model provides an output that points to a specific location in the All-Around state-space. Using this
information, Sarsa(λ) has a starting point for the training session. The CNN model is not tasked with
predicting the preferred user state as such. The purpose of the CNN regression is to get a general sense
of what the user tends to like. This tendency is indicated by the regression prediction and can then be
fine-tuned through training sessions where the user interacts with Sarsa(λ).
From this explanation, it can be concluded that the CNN is used to ease to job of Sarsa(λ) and
ensure that training sessions terminate quicker. The purpose is that the CNN should learn more complex relationships between environments and user preferences but on a general level. However, general
predictions are not sufficient for a personalized hearing care solution. Therefore, Sarsa(λ) is responsible
for keeping track of the latest preferences as well as user interactions to determine the latest preferences.
The weakness of one approach is minimized by the other approach. This is done with the aim of achieving
short training sessions and good personalized hearing aid adjustments for the users.

6.4

Solution sequence diagrams

This section presents two sequence diagrams in order to outline the order of actions and messages between
the USense SoundLearner application and the Online training entity (OTE). The sequence diagrams also
present the data that is carried in the communication.
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6.4.1

Adjusting to the environment

Figure 6.8: Sequence diagram presenting the process of observing the environment and adapting to it.
Made with WebSequenceDiagrams online tool.
A sequence diagram describing the environment observation and the process of adapting to the environment is presented in Figure 6.8. The diagram depicts that most of the process is taken care of by
the USense SoundLearner application which constantly monitors the environment and collects six audio
samples of one second each. Each sample is represented as a Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT)
spectrograms. This is used as input to the CNN model which predicts an environment label and general
hearing aid adjustments. If there is no change in environment detected, the process continues monitoring.
If it is determined that the environment has changed, action must be taken. USense SoundLearner either
suggests new personalized hearing aid adjustment based on previous knowledge, or initiates a training
session if new information is required. As a result of a successful training session, environment informa-
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tion (STFT spectrograms and associated environment labels) is sent to the OTE as a package with the
outcome of the training session (bass, midrange, and treble user preferences). The OTE starts training
a new model and returns the status of the process with a model identifier. The identifier can be used by
USense SoundLearner to later download the model when it is done training.

6.4.2

Receiving a new CNN model

Figure 6.9: Sequence diagram describing the communication required to download a newly trained CNN
model. Made with WebSequenceDiagrams online tool.
The process of downloading a CNN model from the Online training entity (OTE) is depicted in Figure
6.9. This process takes place when a model training has been initiated as a result of a successful training
session. While the USense SoundLearner has internet connectivity it regularly checks with the OTE what
the status of the training is. To get this status, the OTE requires a model identifier to be sent in the
request. If the model is done training, the response contains the model along with the identifier and the
status. USense SoundLearner can then store and load the new CNN model. If the model has not finished
trained yet, the OTE simply responds with the model identifier and the status. In this case, USense
SoundLearner has to check back at a later time.
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6.5

Solution class diagrams

The section presents two class diagrams: One describing the design of the smartphone application implementation, and a second one describing the cloud entity. Like mentioned earlier, cloud simply refers
to computational resources that can be reached over the internet and are sufficient to train the required
models.

6.5.1

Smartphone application

The USense SoundLearner smartphone application is the most comprehensive part of the complete solution. This section describes each of the classes that needs to be implemented. This design is specific
to the prototype and might need adjustment or additional components added to represent an MVP or
full-scale solution.
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Figure 6.10: USense SoundLearner smartphone application class diagram. Made with draw.io online tool.
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Figure 6.10 depicts the classes and functionality that must be implemented for the smartphone application. The following list outlines the responsibility of each class:
– EnvironmentObserver is used to monitor the environment and ensuring that changes does not go
unnoticed. Furthermore, it is responsible for collecting audio samples and converting them to
Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrograms. If utilizes the FileHandler for saving
spectrograms.
– CNNInstance is running the pretrained model from the cloud. This makes it possible to make
environment label predictions as well as user preference predictions.
– ReinforcementLearning describes what is needed to implement Sarsa(λ). The Main class provides
the code needed for the user to interact with Sarsa(λ), however, all the learning takes place in the
ReinforcementLearning class. This class is also responsible for determining when an optimal state
has been found such that this adjustment can be applied to the hearing aids.
– For saving information locally on the user’s smartphone, the FileHandler class is used.
– Communication with the hearing aids is done through the LiNXComm class. For this prototype,
the communication is exclusively focused on applying new fine-tuning parameters.
– For supplying the cloud entity with new training data, RESTComm needs to be implemented..
Furthermore, this class is also used to download pretrained CNN models.
– To bind all these different classes and provide the user with an interface, the Main (User interaction
module) class is used. This class ensures that the user can run training sessions, that the resulting
data is sent to the cloud for training, that new models are downloaded, and that the user is notified
about suggested adjustments.

6.5.2

Cloud instance

The prototype of this project utilizes a cloud instance to train new CNN models. This instance must
implement functionality that allows training data and trained models to be exchanged. This section
presents the design of this functionality.
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Figure 6.11: USense SoundLearner cloud entity class diagram. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure 6.11 depicts a class diagram describing the functionality which the cloud instance must implement. It is all centered around the RESTModule which ensure that the cloud instance can respond to
incoming requests. This module both needs to save incoming data which is used for training and provide
pretrained models. Storing new training samples is taken care of by the TrainingResource class. Both
TrainingResource and CNNModel are subclasses of the more generic Resource class.
The process of training new CNN models is taken care of by the CNNModelTrainer which creates
TensorFlow models. However, such models are not compatible with the USense SoundLearner smartphone application. Hence, functionality to convert such model into TensorFlow Lite models must be
implemented. When a new CNN model has been trained, it becomes available for download.
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Chapter 7

Implementation
This chapter describes the implementation of the prototype. The first section describes the high-level
view and present the different entities that are needed for the solution to function. This is followed by a
description of selected key processes which are discussed in more details. The chapter is concluded with
a review of what requirements are fulfilled by the implementation.

7.1

High-level system description

The architecture of the implemented prototype differs from the designed architecture presented in Figure
6.2 (Section 6.2, page 81). The change in architecture is due to a change in connections between some
components in order to enable code reuse. Furthermore, the prototype implementation is subject to
resource limitations. As a result, the prototype needs additional entities in order to provide an endto-end solution. This section presents the prototype architecture and describes each entity in order to
outline functionality and responsibility.
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Figure 7.1: High-level architecture of the implemented prototype. Made with draw.io online tool.
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Figure 7.1 depicts the high-level architecture of the implemented prototype. The coloring indicates
encapsulation: Blue is an outer container and describes an entity. A blue container can hold yellow
modules which provide a specific functionality which can either be exposed outside the entity or simply
used within the entity to accomplish a greater task. Yellow modules can hold green components which
define a specific routine or element of a module. USense SoundLearner application is implemented in
C#, the Web service is PHP, and the Training entity and Model conversion entity are implemented in
Python. Each entity is described in the following paragraphs.
USense SoundLearner application
The USense SoundLearner application is what the user is directly interacting with. This is a smartphone application providing the user with hearing aid adjustments that are appropriate for the current
environment. This functionality is provided by the Environment observer module which interacts with
the Audio recorder module. As audio is recorded, it is turned into Short-Time Fourier Transformation
(STFT) spectrograms which can then either be used for offline or online predictions. If offline predictions
are used, the spectrogram is provided to the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model entity which
performs and analysis and returns an environment classification with suggestions of how the hearing aids
should be adjusted. If the online predictions are used, the spectrogram is sent to the Web service where
it is picked up and analyzed by the Training entity. Hereafter, the prediction can be received and used
by the smartphone application. How online predictions are accomplished are described more in details
using a sequence diagram in Figure 7.9 (Section 7.2.1, page 109).
The outcome of the CNN model’s environment and hearing aid adjustment prediction is used as input
to the Temporal-Difference Prediction routine. This is then supposed to recall the user’s exact preferences
for the situation. The information is compiled into a notification which is displayed to the user.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.2: Screenshot of the implemented prototype showing the notification (a), the training session
activity (b), and the training session termination pop-up (c).
A screenshot of this notification is seen in Figure 7.2a. It contains information about what the
prototype is currently doing as well as the result of the latest environment analysis. Currently, the
notification shows that the environment is being observed (an audio recording is being made) this is
then followed by the creation of a spectrogram used for environment analysis. It can be seen that the
latest predicted environment class is ”0” which equates to All-Around. Furthermore, it can be seen that
the CNN model has suggested to apply the following adjustments to the hearing aids: {Bass: -1 dB,
Midrange: +2 dB, Treble: +3 dB}. The Temporal-Difference Prediction routine has taken this as input
and suggested {Bass: -5 dB, Midrange: +2 dB, Treble: +2 dB} as the user’s preferred adjustments. So
far, the analysis is all done locally on the smartphone and does not require internet connection. However,
the implementation has been made such that predictions can be performed on the Training entity as well.
For this prototype, it is not strictly needed as the Training entity and USense SoundLearner application
use the same CNN model. As a result, the outcome of an offline prediction is the same as an online
prediction. However, this feature does provide some flexibility. If a smartphone is not capable of running
the offline analysis, the solution can still be used, however, then requires internet connectivity.
The notification is both used for information purposes but also because Google has put restrictions on
background services as of Android 8 [37]. The prototype of this project is targeting Android 9. Therefore,
the Environment observer has been implemented as a foreground service which displays a notification,
but does not have the same limitations.
Apart from showing information, the notification also makes it possible to apply the adjustment
suggestions to the hearing aids (the ReSound LiNX 3D entity in Figure 7.1) by clicking the ”APPLY”
button. If the user no longer wants the environment observer to be running, it can be stopped using
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the ”STOP” button. The ”TRAIN” button launches the Training session activity which, as depicted in
Figure 7.1, utilizes the reinforcement learning implementation including the Sarsa(λ) and the TemporalDifference Prediction components. These two components both use the Q-table (which contains all
state-action values for the entire state-space) which is adjusted by the user to reflect current preferences.
The Q-table is persisted such that preferences are saved.
The Training session activity looks as depicted in Figure 7.2b. Like Widex SoundSense Learn, it
provides the user with an ”A” and a ”B” button. Each button represents a sound profile i.e. a specific
bass, midrange, and treble adjustment. Clicking the buttons applies the adjustments to the hearing aids.
When the user has chosen the preferred one, the ”NEXT” button is enabled bring the user to the next
comparison. At the top is a blue progress bar which indicates how far the user is in the process. However,
it is not intelligently coupled to the learning process in this prototype implementation. The user can at
any time end the training by clicking ”END SESSION”.
Ending a session can either be triggered by the user, or programmatically when the application thinks
it has determined the user’s preference. When a session is terminated, the pop-up shown in Figure 7.2c
is displayed. It simply tells the user what it thinks the user’s preference is and applies it to the hearing
aids. The user can either decline and continue the training, or accept and end the training.
Below the ”NEXT” and ”END SESSION” buttons some information used during development is
shown. The information shows the Q-table and eligibility trace values for the current state. Below this
are the sound profile details for ”A” and ”B”. This is followed with information about the TemporalDifference Prediction routine and the number of comparisons made.
If web communication has been enabled, audio is recorded during the training and uploaded to the
Web service along with the determined preferences. The Training entity can then collect this data and
start training a custom CNN model. The adjusted CNN model is then made available for download
afterwards. This is described in more details by a sequence diagram in Figure 7.13 (Section 7.2.2, page
114).
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Figure 7.3: The main activity of the prototype providing functionality to start the various features of the
application.
Figure 7.3 is the main activity of the prototype and simply acts as glue between the different features.
The layout makes it possible to start a training session from a desired starting point (environment,
bass, midrange, and treble values), forget all learnings by clearing the Q-table, starting the Environment
observer, and downloading the latest adjusted CNN model from the Web service. Furthermore, a switch
is added to manually toggle whether functionality interacting with the Web service should be active or
not.
Web service
The Web service provides a communication interface between the USense SoundLearner application
and the Training entity. Comparing with the Design chapter (Figure 6.2, Section 6.2, page 81), it can
be found that the Web service is an additional entity that has been added. The design assumes that
the Training entity and the Web service is one entity. However, due to resource limitation on the Web
service, it is incapable of training a CNN model. Furthermore, the Training entity does not have the
ability to expose services like the Web service. Hence, they have been separated into two entities.
The Web service provides functionality that makes it possible to request predictions, upload and
download audio resources and user preferences as a result of a training session, and upload and download
trained CNN models. The messages and information exchanged for each of these processes are described
Section 7.2.
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Figure 7.4: Layout of the database structure. Made with draw.io online tool.
The Web service entity severs as a storage place and is connected to a relational MySQL database to
ensure structure. The database structure is depicted in Figure 7.4 and consists of six tables:
– model training session stores information related to CNN models. When the Training entity creates
a new version of a CNN model, the model gets uploaded along with information such as how many
data samples were used to create it, how many environment classes it can predict, where the model
is stored etc. which is kept in this table.
– A model training session is based on a mobile training session. New mobile training session entries
are created by the USense SoundLearner application. When the user finishes a training session, information related to the user’s preference, how many iterations it took to find, what the environment
is etc. is uploaded. This information is used to adjust the CNN model accordingly.
– Mobile training sessions produce an audio file which is required to perform a CNN model training
session. mobile training session resources is created to keep track of these audio files and associate
them with model training session and mobile training sessions. The implementation only allows
for one resource being upload for each mobile training session. However, multiple resources can be
used to perform a model training session.
– cloud predictions is used to request the Training entity to provide a prediction based on a representation of the current environment. USense SoundLearner causes a new entry to be created in
this table. However, most of the information is related to the prediction outcome which is later
populated by the Training entity.
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– Predictions requests are based on an environment representation (Short-Time Fourier spectrograms)
which is uploaded along with the request. prediction request is used to associate these representations to a prediction request. The implementation only allows for one resource per request.
– api key contains keys of which one must be provided in order to retrieve or publish resources. For
a prototype, this approach is sufficient and ensures that not everyone can write information to the
Web service or database.

Training entity
The Training entity is monitoring new uploads to the Web service. If either a prediction request is
made, or the user finishes a training session in the USense SoundLearner application, the Training entity
starts processing. The Training entity has an instance of the latest CNN model running. Upon detecting
a prediction request, the environment representation (STFT spectrogram) uploaded by the smartphone
application to the Web service is downloaded and processed by the Prediction request observer. If the
user has performed a training session on the smartphone, an audio file and the user preferences are
uploaded to the Web service. This information is downloaded by the Training session observer and the
audio file is converted to a series of spectrograms which are then used to adjust the CNN model.
After creating the adjusted CNN model, a conversion must be performed in order to make it possible
to run the model on a smartphone. The processed used for the conversion in this project is not supported
by Windows. However, the Training entity for this prototype is a Lenovo P51 running Windows 10.
Therefore, the adjusted CNN model is copied to the Model conversion entity. This entity is running
a UNIX-based system. The SSH communication module is used to transfer the model to the Model
conversion entity where the conversion takes place. The converted model is returned and now needs to
be uploaded to the Web service. However, converted models are 100 megabytes. This exceeds the limit
of 96 megabytes set by the hosting company [74]. To get around this issue, the model is moved to the
Web service using SSH too.
When the model has been uploaded, it can be downloaded by the USense SoundLearner application
to provide environment analysis customized to the user’s preferences.
An initial CNN model must be created before all the above-mentioned customization can happen.
The initial CNN model used for this prototype is trained with data collected during the prestudy [23].
A detailed description of the data collection equipment and process can be found in Appendix E of
the prestudy [23]. For completeness, a summary of the environments and main sound characteristics is
presented here:
– Transportation – Car: Medium traffic driving on paved roads at speeds between 40 and 70 km/h.
No passengers were present, and the radio was turned off resulting in noise from just the car. This
represents the All-Around environment.
– Forest – Walking and sitting: While walking, sounds of walking on gravel, grass, and foresttype soil was collected. Furthermore, the sound of a bike passing on the gravel was recorded.
While sitting, sounds from bikes, people, and dogs passing on a gravel road was collected. The
recording also included bird song, an airplane, and a noisy car in the distance. Forest is defined as
an All-Around environment.
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– Transportation – Train and metro: A mix of talk and no talk was recorded. However, train
proved difficult for the CNN model to understand in the prestudy [23]. Therefore, it is also being
left out in this project. However, if included, it would represent an All-Around environment.
– Intersection: A busy intersection with a mix of people, bikes, cars, and buses was observed at
distance. This represents the All-Around environment.
– Shopping street – Walking: A walk down Strøget was done on a Saturday afternoon. These
recordings include the sound of people walking, talking, and biking as well as street music, construction work, and traffic. It maps into the All-Around environment.
– Train station: These recording contains the sound of trains leaving and arriving and train doors
opening and closing as well as the sound of other people and announcements over the speakers.
The project defines it as an All-Around environment.
– IBM canteen: The prestudy [23] was done as an internship with IBM. Sound recordings for the
Restaurant environment were done in their canteen and contained sounds of people talking right
next to the recording setup as well as in the background. Furthermore, the soundscape consisted
of cutlery, plates and glasses. This represent the Restaurant environment.
– Aalborg University Copenhagen quayside: This location provided recordings with long bursts
of wind. The quayside is not to far from a large road which might have resulted in some traffic
noise also being recorded. This recording represents the Outdoor environment.

7.2

Process descriptions

Both the environment observation as well as the training session are key processes for this prototype.
This section describes the processes in more detail. The descriptions do not go into the technical details,
but lists the steps that must be taken in order to provide the functionality.
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7.2.1

Environment observation process

Figure 7.5: High-level flow of processes needed in order to provide the user with a hearing aid adjustment
suggestion. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure 7.5 describes the process of observing and analyzing the environment in order to suggest a new
hearing aid adjustment to the user. This figure is rather high-level and is defined by a number of
other sub-processes. First, audio of the environment must be collected. This can be turned into ShortTime Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrograms which can be analyzed by the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) model instance. This provides an offline prediction. If an online prediction request is
desired, this is initiated by ensuring that web communication is enabled (ensure the switch shown in Figure
7.3 is enabled). The output of the offline prediction is used as input to the Temporal-Difference (TD)
Prediction routine. Finally, the user notification is created allowing the user to apply the adjustments,
start a new training session, or stop the analysis.
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Figure 7.6: Depiction of the process of collection audio samples of the user’s environment. Made with
draw.io online tool.
The audio collection process is described by Figure 7.6. This process is used both by the Environment
observer and by the training session process. However, the process has two different termination criteria.
In case of the Environment observer, the process will stop recording after two seconds as the spectrograms
are only one second long, and only one spectrogram is used to provide the prediction. In comparison,
during a training session, the audio recording will continue until the session is terminated, or until the
size of the audio file reaches 94.5 megabytes as the Web service hosting company has a file size limit
of 96 megabytes [74]. The audio recording has a sample rate of 48 kHz and each sample is stored as
two bytes. Hence, a total of just over 16 minutes of audio is allowed to be recorded for each training
session. Apart from the fact that the hosting company does not allow for upload of larger files, it might
also be undesirable to upload large files as it will consume the user’s mobile subscription data plan if not
connected to WiFi.
The process of recording audio start by writing an initial WAVE header. The audio used in this
project is raw uncompressed samples to ensure that any compression does not degrade the prototypes
ability to correctly analyze the environment. Collecting the samples is supported by Android, however,
saving as a WAVE file is not. Therefore, a process for writing a WAVE header is implemented.
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Figure 7.7: Description and values of the fields that make up the WAVE header of the audio files created
by the prototype [50, 62]. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure 7.7 depicts the structure of the WAVE header. It can be seen that it requires the length of
the file to be set (see ”WAVE + Data Chunk Size” and ”Data Chunk Size” fields). As the audio is not
recorded yet, this value is unknown for now. When the initial header is written, the recording starts.
The samples are collected and appended to the file as they come in. This process continues until one of
the termination conditions is met. The recording is stopped, and it is now clear how large the data is.
The WAVE header file size fields are updated, and the audio collection process is finished.

Figure 7.8: Illustration of the steps required in order to create the STFT spectrograms used for environment analysis. Made with draw.io online tool.
After the audio has been collected, it must be turned into a spectrogram which is the type of envi-
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ronment representation the CNN model expects. The process described in Figure 7.6 collect two seconds
of audio. The spectrogram creation process described in Figure 7.8 extracts one second of that audio
with half a second of margin on either side. This margin might not be strictly needed, however, early
version of the audio collection process had issues with clipping sound when the microphone was turned
on. Having a bit of margin solves that issue. After reading the raw audio data, this is input to the STFT
spectrogram creation process.
The prestudy [23] used LibROSA [61], a Python library, to generate spectrograms with good results.
As the USense SoundLearner application is implemented in C# for an Android smartphone, the Python
library is not available. The project decided to put a lot of effort into reimplementing the behavior of
LibROSA in C#. LibROSA depends on other Python libraries: NumPy [68], SciPy [85], and Matplotlib
[43]. Selected functionality from all the mentioned Python libraries is reimplemented in C# in an effort
to recreate the same STFT spectrograms. The time and effort needed to do so is high, but is needed in
order to ensure similar spectrograms for CNN model training and prediction.
When the audio samples are read from the file, a windowing function is prepared. The windowing
function limits spectral leakage [83] creating less noise in the final spectrogram. The specific function
used in this project is the Hanning window [83] which is chosen as it is the default used in the LibROSA
library. The audio samples are then sliced into the desired window size, and the prepared window function
is applied. Hereafter, the project is utilizing the Accord.NET framework [1] to perform a Fast Fourier
Transformation on each of the slices.
This results in a basic spectrogram, and the process outlined in Figure 7.8 continues. The energy
of the frequency components in the spectrogram are converted to the decibel scale and then normalized
to fit between 0 and 1. This normalization makes it possible to use the Matplotlib color map named
”magma”. This create a spectrogram that ranges from deep purple to very bright orange. This color
map is chosen as it gives a good contrast in the spectrograms. Furthermore, it is the default color map
used by LibROSA.
After coloring the, the spectrogram gets logarithmically scaled on the vertical axis. The vertical axis
is representing the range of frequencies. By scaling the axis logarithmically, more emphasis is put on the
low frequencies. This concludes the process of creating the spectrogram. It is then scaled to fit the image
width and height expected by the CNN model and saved as an image file.
This image is fed to the CNN model for analysis which results in an environment classification and a
hearing aid adjustment suggestion. Both the Convolutional Neural Network and the state-space design
for the Sarsa(λ) algorithm has been implemented exactly as specified in the Design chapter (Figure 6.3,
page 83 and Figure 6.4, page 84 respectively). The technical configurations of the Convolutional Neural
Network can be found in Appendix F.3.
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Figure 7.9: The sequence of messages needed to create an online prediction request and receive the
answer. Made with WebSequenceDiagrams online tool.
If web actions are enabled (by enabling the blue switch depicted in Figure 7.3), the spectrogram used
for the offline prediction is uploaded to the Web service and a new prediction request database entry is
created. The Training entity is responsible for detecting this and processing the request. The messages
needed to complete the process are shown in Figure 7.9. Figures describing this as process flows instead
of a sequence diagram can be found in Appendix F.1.
Initially, the Training entity repeatedly asks the Web service whether a new prediction request has
arrived with 500 milliseconds of delay between requests. At some point, the USense SoundLearner
application creates the prediction requests. The Web service responds with an identifier which can later
be used to retrieve the prediction. The smartphone application now starts to check if the prediction
request has been processed by continuously sending requests to the Web service with 500 milliseconds
of delay in between (waiting more than 10 seconds total will cause the prediction request to time out).
The Training entity picks up that a new prediction request has been made and downloads the associated
spectrogram. The spectrogram is fed into the CNN model instance which is running on the Training entity.
This analysis results in an environment class and bass, midrange, and treble values being predicted just
like in an offline prediction performed by the USense SoundLearner application. The newly predicted
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values are used to update the prediction request database entry on the Web service. The prediction
request has now been processed. Next time the smartphone application requests the result, it receives
the predictions that have been uploaded to the database.

Figure 7.10: The Temporal-Difference Prediction process responsible for recalling the user’s latest preference given an offline prediction result as input. Made with draw.io online tool.
Temporal-Difference (TD) Prediction is a specific method used to evaluate policies within reinforcement learning [94]. This project uses it as a method for recalling the user’s preferences which have been
learned during USense SoundLearner training sessions. Figure 7.10 describes the process of recalling the
preferences. The TD Prediction process is used both as part of the environment observation process and
during the training session. However, the method of using it differs. The environment observation process
uses this routine only once and uses the offline spectrogram analysis as a starting point (not depicted in
Figure 7.10). For the training session, five of these routines are compared and the starting points are
randomized in the state-space. All the details on the training session process follows in Section 7.2.2.
Initially, an empty state-value space is created, and the routine enters two loops. The inner loop
tests if the evaluation has reached a terminal state, and the outer loop ensure that this is done multiple
times to support that this is the optimal terminal state. In the inner loop, the initial state is taken as a
starting point, and it is evaluated which action should be taken (actions are plus or minus one decibel
of adjustment to either bass, midrange, or treble) in order to reach the highest reward. When the action
has been chosen, the reward is observed from the Q-table (which the user has provided input to during
training sessions), and the next state is defined. The value of the current state in the state-value space
is then updated based on this information followed by a transition to the next state. If this next state
has been visited recently (the prototype remembers the last five states), it is assumed that the agent
circles around this state and an approximate optimum has been found. If the state has not been visited
recently, the process of determining the best action, updating state values, and making state transitions
until a terminal state is found continues. Finding the terminal state exits the inner loop. The inner loop
is started over again until the terminal stats has been emphasized a sufficient number of times (50 is the
limit set in the prototype implementation) to call it an optimal state. When both the inner and outer
loop finish, the optimal state is returned as the user’s preference given the original input.
The information from the offline prediction and the TD Prediction routine as well as the online pre-
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diction (if performed) goes into a notification which appears on the user’s smartphone. This notification
then allows the user to apply the suggested hearing aid settings, start a new training session in order to
correct the predicted preference, or stop the environment observation. Due to some issue with the prototype’s ability to recall user preferences (as described in the Testing chapter (Section 8.2, page 128)), the
adjustments applied to the hearing aids are the outcome of the offline prediction, not the TD Prediction
routine.
This concludes the environment observation process. All the subprocesses depicted in Figure 7.5 have
now been presented. This process repeats itself only with a short delay in between runs such that optimal
suggestions are provided continuously.

7.2.2

Training session process

Two types of training session can take place in the prototype. The user is training the reinforcement
learning in the USense SoundLeaner application. This results in the Convolution Neural Network (CNN)
model being adjusted by the Training entity. The main objective of this section is to outline the reinforcement learning training session. The details on the CNN model adjustments are described in Appendix
F.2.

Figure 7.11: The process of running a training session in the USense SoundLearner application. A training
session teaches the system about the user’s preferences in the current environment. Made with draw.io
online tool.
In order for the prototype to learn about the user’s preferences, training sessions must be carried out
by the user. The training session process is illustrated in Figure 7.2b.
Initially, a Sarsa(λ) instance is created as this is the reinforcement learning algorithm which the user
interacts with. If web communication is enabled, the training process starts recording audio. Otherwise,
it goes directly to present the user with an ”A” and ”B” sound profile. A sound profile is a hearing aid
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adjustment (e.g. {Bass: -2 dB, Midrange: +2 dB, Treble: +2 dB}), but is denoted as a sound profile
during training session to differentiate from the suggestions made by the environment observation process
(Section 7.2.1).
Each sound profile is associated to a button for the pairwise comparison. If the user clicks one of the
buttons, the sound profile associated with that button is applied to the hearing aids. The user can go
back and forth between the two sound profiles in order to determine which one the user prefers. When
the user has decided which is best, the user clicks the ”Next” button to continue to the next sound profile
comparison (see Figure 7.2b, Section 7.1, page 99 for the user interface). Based on which sound profile the
user chose as the preferred one, a reward is given to Sarsa(λ). A positive reward is given to the preferred
sound profile, and a negative reward to the other. The Temporal-Difference (TD) Prediction routine is
then carried out to determine if the user has reached an optimal state. Five independent routines are
performed each starting from a random place in the state-space. The TD Prediction routine is described
in detail by Figure 7.10 (Section 7.2.1, page 110).
If an optimal state has not been found, two new sound profiles are generated and presented to the
user. Figure 7.11 differs slightly from the actual implementation as the act of giving the reward is what
generates the new sound profiles. However, to ease the illustration, it is shown as happening after the
termination decision has been made.

Figure 7.12: Illustration of what is required in order to generate two sound profiles for the pairwise
comparison. Made with draw.io online tool.
The process of generating the sound profiles is depicted in Figure 7.12. Before new sound profiles can
be generated, the best possible actions to take in the current state as well as in the states represented
by the two sound profiles must be found. These actions are chosen such that the action in that specific
state is expected to give the highest possible reward. The Q-table and the eligibility traces are then
updated using this state and action information as well as the reward inputted based on the user. The
Sarsa(λ) procedure then changes the current state such that it is represented by the user’s preferred
sound profile. This allows the algorithm to continue the state-space exploration in an intelligent manner.
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An action scaling factor is then updated, and the current Q-table is saved such that learnings are not lost
in case of training session termination. The action scaling factor is specific to this project and allows for
bigger deviation between the two sound profiles in the beginning of the training session. This has been
implemented in an effort to more quickly gain a view of what the user is trying to achieve to limit the
number of states that should be tested.
All the preparation for generating sound profiles is now done. Till now it has been assumed that a
new set of sound profiles are being generated based on an already ongoing training session. However, if
the training session has just been initiated, and the first set of sound profiles needs to be generated, this
preparation describe above is skipped. The following text describes the process of generating a new, or
initial, set of sound profiles.
Based on the current state, a list of possible actions is generated. Usually, this list contains plus and
minus for bass, midrange, and treble. However, if the current state is at the edge of the state-space, not
all actions are allowed. As an example, the maximum value for any of the three parameters is +6 dB.
Hence, if the current state is defined by: {Bass: +6 dB, Midrange: +4 dB, Treble: +2 dB}, the action
of adding to base is not allowed limiting the choice of action to five instead of six possible actions.
When the list of possible actions has been generated, it must be decided which one to take. Upon
starting a training session, a value  is defined. This value defines how likely Sarsa(λ) is to pick randomly
between the actions. This value can change during the training session. The state-space design section
talks about an -greedy strategy (Section 6.3.2, page 85), and this is what it refers to. It is mentioned
that the prototype implementation should reduce  over time. However, it has been excluded due to poor
performance during prototype implementation. Instead a static -value is used.
Returning to Figure 7.12, if the action has not been chosen randomly, it is chosen based on which
one provides the highest expected reward. This is the action used to define sound profile ”A”. Another
action has to be chosen for sound profile ”B”. The ”inverse” action is chosen. As an example, if +1 dB
midrange was chosen for ”A”, -1 dB midrange is chosen for ”B”. If the ”inverse” action is not in the list
of allowed actions, an action is picked randomly. Now that two actions have been found, they are each
applied to the current state. The state does not change, but the algorithm observes which states would
occur if these two actions where taken. The observed states are then applied as the new ”A” and ”B”
sound profiles.
The process of comparing sound profiles, picking the best one, and generating a new pair goes on
until the user is found to be in an optimal state. The decision of whether the user is in an optimal state
or not, is defined by whether the user is in a state that has been visited recently (within the last five
comparisons) and if more than one of the TD Prediction routines ends up in a state within ±2 dB of
the user’s current state. If this is the case, the adjustment represented by the optimal state is applied
to the hearing aids, and the user is asked if the prediction is acceptable or if the training session should
continue. If the user decides to continue, the process of generating sound profiles etc. is started. If the
user decides that the adjustments are acceptable, the session terminates. If audio has been collected
during the training session, the recording is stopped, and the file uploaded to the Web service along with
the outcome of the training session.
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Figure 7.13: The sequence of messages exchanged between the USense SoundLearner application, Web
service, Training entity, and Model conversion entity in order to update a CNN model with the latest
user preferences. Made in WebSequenceDiagrams online tool.
Uploading an audio file as a result of a training session in the USense SoundLearner application,
results in a CNN model adjustment. This is a training session taking place on the Training entity in
order to adapt the CNN model to the user’s latest preferences. The process is described with the sequence
diagram in Figure 7.13. A process flow similar to the previous illustrations describing the Training entity’s
perspective more in detail can be found in Appendix F.2.
Figure 7.13 describes that audio is being collected by the USense SoundLearner as part of a training
session. This is then uploaded to the Web service along with information about initial state for the
training session, the resulting optimal state, and how many iterations it took to get there. The Training
entity regularly (every 60 seconds) queries the Web service to see if new training data has arrived. When
new mobile training session resources are detected, they are downloaded. More than one resources can be
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used to adjust the CNN model. With the resources downloaded to the Training entity, the audio files are
converted into STFT spectrograms which are divided into a training set (80% of the spectrograms) and
an evaluation set (20% of the spectrograms). The spectrograms are loaded, prepared, and then used to
adjust the current CNN model. When the CNN model is done training, information about the accuracy,
number of supported parameters and environments, the number of training samples etc. is uploaded to
the Web service. However, the model is not ready yet. It is currently a Keras model (Keras [15] is the
name of the Python library used for creating the CNN models in this project) and needs to become a
TensorFlow Lite [99] model (the sort of model supported by the smartphone). The conversion process is
not supported by the Training entity. Therefore, the Keras model is transferred to the Model conversion
entity over SSH. SSH is used as that is the communication channel available. After the conversion has
taken place, the TensorFlow Lite model is transferred back to the Training entity which then uploads the
TensorFlow Lite model to the Web service. Once again SSH is used because of a file size limitation by
the hosting company of the Web service [74]. The model is moved to a location which has been agreed
between the Training entity and the Web service. Lastly, the training resources on the Web service is
associated with the model to show that they have been used.
A new and adjusted CNN model is now available for download. The USense SoundLearner application
can download the new CNN model, overwrite the old one, and rely on new predictions that take the user’s
most recent preferences into account.
This concludes the process which takes place every time the user decides to start a training session
in the USense SoundLearner application.

7.3

Requirement evaluation

A number of requirements have been defined and prioritized in Table 5.9-5.14 (Section 5.4, pages 7478). The prioritization has been done both for the prototype implementation and for an eventual MVP
implementation. This section evaluates if the prototype prioritization is fulfilled by the implemented
prototype.
The following requirements are prioritized as ”Must” have for the prototype: FR1, FR3, FR5,
FR16, FR24, NFR1, NFR3, NFR6, NFR13, NFR14. The implementation has been prepared to
fulfill all these requirements. However, testing will have to show if they are actually fulfilled. This
mainly refers to FR1 which specifies that the solution must be capable of recalling user preferences in
similar sound environments to where training sessions have taken place previously. Section 8.2 (page 128)
describes a test where the prototype is brought into real environments which gives an indication whether
the requirement is fulfilled or not. The same is valid for FR5 which specifies that the Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) model must be capable of environment classification and suggesting hearing aid
adjustments.
NFR1 dictates that the solution must consist of a smartphone application and a cloud instance. From
the implementation description in this chapter, it is concluded that this requirement is fulfilled, but not
as intended. The responsibility of the cloud instance is divided between the Web service, Training entity,
and Model conversion entity. This is not as initially designed but provides CNN training capabilities in
the cloud (as required by FR3) and works as a proof-of-concept. The remaining ”Must” requirements
listed are implemented as specified.
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The ”Should” have category consists of the majority of the requirements of which most are implemented. The following are not implemented: FR17, FR21, FR27, NFR8, NFR17, and NFR18.
FR17 specifies that the user must be notified and suggested new hearing aid adjustments when the
environment changes. The prototype does not keep track of the environment state, it simply performs an
analysis constantly showing a notification suggesting the optimal adjustments. FR21 specifies that the
user must be able to try the suggested adjustment before applying it. This is currently not supported
and is also linked to why NFR17 and NFR18 are not implemented. These two requirements specify
a rewards structure for accepted and rejected suggestions. However, the implemented notification does
not allow for rejection, hence, this reward strategy does not make sense. FR27 is concerned with automatically applying the hearing aid adjustment suggestion if allowed by the user. This would be allowed
during an onboarding session which is not implemented. Hence, the permission cannot be given and the
need for supporting requirement FR27 disappears.
NFR8 specifies that the Temporal-Difference Prediction routine must be used to recall the user’s
preferred hearing aid adjustments in a specific environment. However, due to some poor testing results
presented in Section 8.2 (page 128), it was decided to let the CNN model make the final suggestion for
this prototype.
Requirement FR9 and FR11 are also implemented differently than specified. Instead of providing
spectrograms for the Training entity to use for CNN model adjustments, audio files are provided. The
process of creating a spectrogram is a lot of work for the smartphone. This is offloaded to the Training
entity be giving it an audio file instead.
The entire solution is not made for supporting user specific models. The database does associate
resources to a user, however, the Training entity does not keep track of multiple models in the current
implementation. Therefore, NFR19 is not fully implemented. However, GN Hearing also specified that
user specific models might be too resource demanding and prioritized it as a ”Won’t” requirement for an
MVP.
Lastly, NFR5 is implemented with some modification. The implementation is allowed to adjust ±5
dB for the first few iterations of a training session in the USense SoundLearner application. It is then
scaled down to the ±3 dB specified by NFR5.
The majority of the ”Could” have requirements are not implemented. They mostly refer to refinement
of the current prototype, ensures better usability, and more thorough environment analysis. With that
said, FR18 specifies that the user must be notified when new hearing aid adjustments are suggested.
This is implemented due to very little effort required as a result of how the environment observation
process is done.
Of the ”Won’t” have requirements, NFR20 is implemented due to convenience. It specifies that the
environment observation process must run as a background service. A foreground service is used in the
prototype implementation, but the service is still running in the background from the user’s perspective
which qualifies it as a background service in this project. The remaining ”Won’t” requirements are not
implemented as they mainly specify additional features which can be added when the basic functionality
is working. Whether the basic functionality is working is tested and documented in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 8

Testing
This chapter presents the results of testing the prototype documented in Chapter 7. The focus of the
testing is on the prototype’s ability to learn and predict a user’s preferences. The following section
presents accuracy testing in order to evaluate how good the solution is at recognizing environments and
predicting hearing aid adjustments. This is followed by a test aiming to verify if the same behavior is
observed in real environments. Finally, an assessment of the learnability of each component is presented.
The test results are used as input to create the list of improvements presented in Chapter 9.

8.1

Prototype accuracy assessment

In order to provide the user with appropriate hearing aid adjustment suggestions, the prototype must
analyze the current sound environment. The aim of this section is to evaluate whether the prototype is
capable of correctly classifying the environments and providing the appropriate hearing aid adjustments.
The section only covers an accuracy assessment of the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Currently, meaningful accuracy testing cannot be performed on the reinforcement learning component as it
is unreliable in its current configuration. This is further described in Section 8.2.

8.1.1

Accuracy - Convolutional Neural Network

The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is responsible for predicting the user’s sound environment as
well as a suggestion a suitable hearing aid adjustment. This input is fed into the reinforcement learning
which then is supposed to make the final hearing aid adjustment prediction while taking the user’s most
recent preference into account. This section tests the CNN’s ability to correctly classify an environment
and predict the suitable adjustments.
The model used for this testing is based on seven environment classes consisting of a total of 12090
examples. Each example is a Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrogram and represents
one second of audio of an environment. All the spectrograms are presented to the CNN a total of nine
times in order for it to learn the mapping between input STFT spectrogram and output environment
classification and adjustment suggestion. Nine is found to be the limit for this prototype before it starts
showing signs of overfitting. With the hardware available for this project, the training process takes three
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hours.
The environments used to train the model are: Walking down a busy shopping street, driving a car,
walking and sitting in the forest, train station, road intersection, wind, and canteen. The environments
are outline in more details in Section 7.1 (page 103).
Training

Evaluation

Prediction

examples

examples

examples

City walk

2052

386

126

2564

Driving (car)

1274

238

78

1590

Forest (sitting and walking)

2388

450

142

2980

Train station

708

132

42

882

Intersection

992

186

60

1238

Wind

1084

202

66

1352

Canteen

3592

674

222

4488

Total

12090

2268

736

15094

Environment

Total

Table 8.1: Distribution of training, evaluation, and prediction examples of the seven environment classes.
Table 8.1 describes how the samples are distributed among the seven classes. Each environment sample
set is split into training (80% of the total number of samples), evaluation (15% of the total number of
samples), and prediction (5% of the total number of samples) sets. The training and evaluation sets
are used during training of the CNN model whereas the prediction set is used to perform the following
testing. Splitting the environment samples like this ensure that the machine learning model has never
seen the testing data before. Testing on the training and evaluation data would only make it possible
to conclude whether the model is capable of recognizing data it has seen before. Stronger conclusion in
terms of the model’s accuracy can be made when using unseen data.
The prototype has not been developed to handle seven environments. The focus has been on the more
general environments: ”All-Around”, ”Restaurant”, and ”Outdoor”. However, it was found during the
prestudy [23] that splitting the ”All-Around” environment into sub-categories made for a more accurate
machine learning model. The environments listed in Table 8.1 are denoted as the ”low-level environments”
in this project. City walk, Driving, Forest, Train station, and Intersection all map into the ”All-Around”
environment. Canteen maps into the ”Restaurant” environment, and Wind maps into the ”Outdoor”
environment. This classification has been performed with Peder Jonathan Thyme from GN Hearing
Audiology during the prestudy [23].
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Training

Evaluation

Prediction

examples

examples

examples

All-Around

7414

1392

448

9254

Restaurant

3592

674

222

4488

Outdoor

1084

202

66

1352

Total

12090

2268

736

15094

Environment

Total

Table 8.2: Distribution of training, evaluation, and prediction samples of the three general environment
classes.
Table 8.2 outlines the distribution of samples in the more general environments (denoted as ”highlevel environments” in this project). The following testing is performed on both the low-level and the
high-level environments. However, the low-level environment classification is not important as such. It
merely gives and indication of what the model is capable of. The success criteria are correct high-level
environment classification and hearing aid adjustment predictions.
Environment

Bass

Midrange

Treble

All-Around

0 dB

0 dB

0 dB

Restaurant

-2 dB

+3 dB

+5 dB

Outdoor

-5 dB

-5 dB

-5 dB

Table 8.3: Hearing adjustments the CNN model is trained to suggest in the three high-level environments.
The CNN model is trained to suggest hearing aid adjustments depending on the environment as listed
in Table 8.3. The table assumes that the hearing aid user does not need any adjustments in general (the
All-Around environment), has an intent to focus on speech when in a Restaurant environment, and wants
to remove noise when in the Outdoor environment. Whether a user would prefer this to be default is
unknown. However, this test is just to confirm that the CNN model is capable of learning how to suggest
hearing aid adjustments.
According to the mapping between Table 8.1 and Table 8.2, Outdoor is synonymous to wind. It
was clarified during the prestudy [23] by Peder Jonathan Thyme that All-Around, Restaurant, and
Outdoor in the ReSound Smart 3D application does not correspond to a specific environment, but to a
specific challenge. As an example, speech intelligibility in noisy environments is supposed to be handled
by Restaurant. Furthermore, being outdoor does not require a user to select ”Outdoor”. Outdoor is
for reducing the annoyance of wind in the hearing aid microphones. For this reason, the adjustment
suggestions listed in Table 8.3 are assumed to be a good baseline.
The evaluation is two-fold and consists both of a multi-class classification problem and a regression
problem. The classification accuracy is assessed using Average Accuracy, Macro Precision, Macro Recall,
and Macro F1 Score as described in the methodology (Section 3.6, page 24). The regression problem is
assessed using the Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
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Classification accuracy
Confusion matrices are needed in order to calculate the Average Accuracy, Macro Precision, Macro Recall,
and Macro F1 Score. These matrices have been left out from the main report for brevity but can be
found in Appendix G.2. Average Accuracy describes the ratio of correctly classified examples (including
both true positives and true negatives) to all classified examples (true positives, true negatives, false
positives, and false negatives) [91]. Precision describes the ratio between correctly classified examples for
a given class (true positives) and all examples that were classified to belong to the specific class (true
positives and false positives) [91]. Recall is a measure for the ratio of correctly classified examples (true
positives) and the number of examples that should have been recognized to belong to the specific class
(true positives and false negatives) [91]. The F1 Score is a weighted measure that combines Precision
and Recall into a single measure in an effort to describe accuracy without including true negatives. The
weighting denotes the order of the F Score. This project is using a weight of 1 (hence, F1 Score), but the
weight can be adjusted if one wants to bias towards Precision or Recall [91]. The measure exists in both
a micro-variation and a macro-variation. The micro-variations have a tendency to favor larger classes
whereas the macro-variations do not have such bias [91]. Hence, the macro-variations of the mentioned
measure are used in this project to avoid any biasing. Macro deviates from the ordinary measures by
averaging the results over all possible classes (see Equation G.1 - G.4 in Appendix G.1).

1

0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

0.95

0.9

CNN Model
Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1

Figure 8.1: The Average Accuracy, Macro Precision, Macro Recall, and Macro F1 Score for the highlevel environment predictions. The bars show similar accuracy (99%) but differ in height. This is due to
rounding. Only two decimals are shown in the figure, but they differ on the third decimal.
Figure 8.1 depicts the accuracy of the CNN model when predicting the high-level environment classes
(All-Around, Restaurant, and Outdoor). The blue bar is the Average Accuracy, the red bar is the Macro
Precision, the brown bar is the Macro Recall, and the black bar is the Macro F1 Score. The figure shows
that the model has a very high accuracy for predicting the high-level environment classes. The unit
of measure on the y-axis is percent. It can be concluded that the CNN model correctly classifies the
prediction examples in 99% of the cases for the high-level environments.
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Environment

Correctly predicted

Actual

All-Around

445

448

Restaurant

214

222

Outdoor

66

66

Table 8.4: Number of correctly classified examples compared to the number of total samples in the
high-level environment classes.
Table 8.4 shows that almost all examples of the high-level environment classes are correctly classified
supporting the high accuracy value shown in Figure 8.1. All Outdoor examples are correctly classified
meaning this class likely stands out as being unique. A few spectrograms are incorrectly classified for
All-Around and Restaurant showing that these classes might be more difficult to predict. However, the
number of misclassifications is minute. If it turns out to be a problem that some spectrograms are
incorrectly classified, an average of multiple predictions can resolve the problem.
1
0.94
0.9
0.8
0.7 0.7 0.7

0.7

CNN Model
Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1

Figure 8.2: The Average Accuracy, Macro Precision, Macro Recall, and Macro F1 Score for the low-level
environment predictions. Precision, Recall, F1 Score shows same accuracy (70%) but are not level. This
is due to rounding.
For completeness, Figure 8.2 shows the accuracy results of the low-level environment classification.
Like Figure 8.1, the blue bar is the Average Accuracy, the red one is Macro Precision, the brown one
is Macro Recall, and the black bar is the Macro F1 Score. The y-axis is in percent showing a lower
accuracy compared to the classification into the high-level environment classes. This is not surprising as
it is more challenging for the CNN model to make more detailed classification. Figure 8.2 also show why
the more complex F1 Score is favorable over the Average Accuracy measure. According to the Average
Accuracy, 94% of the examples are correctly classified. However, according to the F1 Score, 70% are
classified correctly. This is due to the fact that the Average Accuracy includes true negatives. It is easier
for the CNN model to correctly predict that a given example does not fit in a certain class (true negative)
compared to correctly predicting what class that example actually fits into (true positives). As the model
can choose between seven class there is a high chance of true negatives even if making random guessing.
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This underlines why the F1 Score is the most reliable measure. Hence, it can be concluded that the CNN
model correctly classified the low-level environment examples (listed in Table 8.1) in 70% of the cases.
Environment

Correctly predicted

Actual

City walk

47

126

Driving (car)

57

78

Forest (sitting and walking)

142

142

Train station

5

42

Intersection

42

60

Wind

66

66

Canteen

214

222

Table 8.5: Number of correctly classified examples compared to number of total samples in the low-level
environment classes.
Table 8.5 outlines how many examples where correctly classified for each of the low-level environment
classes. Not surprisingly, Canteen and Wind are correctly predicted in almost all cases. Forest is also
predicted correctly in all cases. Something must make this stand out and be unique. However, City Walk,
Driving, Train station, and Intersection, have a lot of misclassifications. As a result, the overall accuracy
is reduced and reflected in the F1 Score in Figure 8.2. However, the misclassification must be all within
the same high-level class, otherwise the F1 Score in Figure 8.1 would suffer too.
As already mentioned, it is not necessary for the prototype to be able to classify in these details.
However, it can be found that Forest stands out. Hence, it might be possible to provide the hearing aid
user with specific adjustments for the Forest. Such adjustments could be trying to embrace bind song
and wind whistling in the tree tops. Because the Forest class stands out, it can be reliably predicted and
would not affect the user in other environments.
Regression accuracy
Apart from classifying the environment, the CNN model must also be able to suggest appropriate bass,
midrange, and treble adjustments for the hearing aids. This is a regression problem and a different error
measure must be used. The CNN model is optimized for Mean Squared Error (MSE) to punish larger
errors more than small errors. However, for ease of interpretation, the error measure used to communicate
the regression testing results is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
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Figure 8.3: The average regression accuracy across the high-level environment classes. Measures are
absolute error in dB. Some bars do not align even though they show the same error. This is due to
rounding.
Figure 8.3 depicts the average error for bass (the blue bars), midrange (the red bars), and treble (the
brown bars) for each of the high-level environment classes. All the measures are in decibel, and it can
be found that the maximum average error is treble in the Restaurant environment. Table 8.3 shows that
this environment should result in an +5 dB adjustment to treble. However, according to the results, the
model’s predictions deviates from the +5 dB with 0.77 dB on average. However, this behavior might
actually be correct. The Restaurant environment is not static and differs just like any other environment. Not all time periods have the same amount of noise (e.g. cutlery or distant conversations) and
therefore might require different hearing aid adjustments. The CNN model has been taught that STFT
spectrograms representing the Restaurant environment should yield a specific hearing aid adjustment (as
specified in Table 8.3), and it is utilizing regression achieve this. It tries to create a mapping between
spectrogram features and the hearing aid adjustment. However, the spectrogram at time T might have
less of the feature which corresponds to an increase in treble compared to a spectrogram at time T + 1.
As a result, the predicted treble adjustment for the first spectrogram is less.

Figure 8.4: Exemplification of why hearing aid adjustment predictions might differ. Both spectrograms
are created based on audio from a canteen (Restaurant environment).
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This reasoning is exemplified by Figure 8.4. Both STFT spectrograms are created based on audio
recorded in the same canteen within two minutes of each other. It is clear the left spectrogram represents
more energy and have some high frequency components which are not to be found in the right spectrogram.
It seems unlikely that one mapping can create the same hearing aid adjustment prediction for both
spectrograms. The testing has not been extensive enough to conclude if this is the cause of the error
seen in Figure 8.3. However, it does exemplify the situations, and it does make sense that not all
representations of a given environment yield the same hearing aid adjustment prediction. Furthermore,
assume that a spectrogram might have components which also represents a second environment class
with a different hearing aid adjustment rule. The regression outcome might take this into account and
find the happy medium resulting in a prediction that is not quite one or the other.
Treble for the Restaurant environment has been taken as the example, however, the discussion applies
to the other errors as well. It is also worth mentioning that the prototype applies the adjustment to the
hearing aids in increments of one. The errors seem acceptable and testing in a real environment (Section
8.2) will have to show if the errors presented in Figure 8.3 are actually problematic.

8.2

Real environment testing

Section 8.1 describes the prediction accuracy of the prototype based on a data set specifically made for
testing. However, this data set only comprises of a limited number of environments. Furthermore, the
environments being test against are the same as what the machine learning has been trained for. The
purpose of this section is to describe how the prototype behaves in similar, yet different, environments.
This is done by bringing the prototype to real environments. If the prototype is able to generalize its
learnings, good performance is expected in this test as well. By generalization is meant that the prototype
is able to recognize e.g. the sound environment at the Aalborg University canteen as a Restaurant environment even though training data for the Restaurant environment has been collected in the canteen at
IBM. It is expected that these two different locations have a similar sound composition made up of background conversation, chairs being dragged, and cutlery making contact with plates. Such generalization
is important as it is not viable to teach the prototype for every single existing environment.
To perform this testing, the prototype is brought to the following environments: A forest, two shopping centers (Rødovre Centrum and Field’s), three intersections (Valby, Rødovre, and Sydhavnen), the
group area for ITCOM and ICTE students at Aalborg University Copenhagen, the main canteen at
Aalborg University Copenhagen, transportation (car, bus, and train), the quayside at Aalborg University Copenhagen, a train station (Valby station), and a conversation over the dinner table. A detailed
description of all the environments visited can be found in Appendix G.3.
The testing is done with the prototype implementation described in Chapter 7 running on a OnePlus
6T smartphone with Android 9. For all training session with the reinforcement learning, a set of ReSound
LiNX 3D are worn and connected to the USense SoundLearner application. The hearing aids are modified
such that earplugs have been fitted around the hearing aid receivers (i.e. the speakers that are in the
ear canal). This does not necessarily reflect the hearing characteristics of a hearing impaired person, but
is done to block as much outside sound as possible. Blocking outside sound is found to make it easier
to hear bass adjustments. It is worth mentioning that the hearing aids used for testing are simply fitted
with a slight amplification across the frequency range (250 Hz to 6 kHz) as the author of this project is
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not hearing impaired. As a result, the outcomes of the training sessions might not reflect a real hearing
impaired user’s preferences.
The following paragraphs describe the observations made while testing the prototype. The observations in relation to the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model is presented first followed by the
testing results of the reinforcement learning.
Forest
The forest environment showed the expected results. The CNN model predicted the environment
to fit in the All-Around class and suggested not to make any hearing aid adjustments. Samples of the
environment were taken in different location including while walking on tracks of gravel and forest-type
soil as well as while sitting still. Furthermore, a location was found where a slight breeze could be felt
but it did not seem to register with the prototype. The environment was not classified as Outdoor and
no hearing aid adjustments where suggested. It can be argued whether the breeze should have triggered
a change or not. It seemed very light, though noticeable in the hearing aids. The training data for the
Outdoor environment had much stronger wind. It makes sense that this is not registered as wind.
The first training session was carried out in this environment. The thoughts on the training session
performance are presented when discussing the reinforcement learning component later in this section.
Shopping center
The shopping center is a good example of a context where a user’s intent might not be consistent. If
the user is alone and just need to get some shopping done, the user might prefer to suppress as much
noise as possible. However, if the user is in the shopping center with someone else, it is possible that
the hearing aids should adjust to allow for easy conversation. For this reason, it can be a difficult for
the prototype to make appropriate hearing aid adjustment suggestions. As already mentioned in Section
5.1.3, user intent is a difficult problem to solve and not covered by this project.
First off, Rødovre Centrum was visited. The CNN model consistently classified the environment
as Restaurant, and suggested hearing aid adjustments ranging from slight adjustments: {Bass: 0 dB,
Midrange: +1 dB, Treble: +1 dB} to significant adjustments: {Bass: -2 dB, Midrange: +3 dB, and
Treble: +5 dB}. This behavior was observed when sitting on a bench in an open area with people
walking by. Larger adjustments seemed to be linked to higher levels of speech present in the background
noise. This same pattern also showed when the location was changed to a different open area with tables
belonging to a fast-food restaurant and a coffee shop. Some of the tables were occupied by people who
were having conversations, and significant hearing aid adjustments were suggested more often.
During the testing in the first open area, a single All-Around environment classification accompanied
by the following adjustment prediction: {Bass: -1 dB, Midrange: +2 dB, Treble: +4 dB} was observed.
This shows that the environment classification and the adjustment suggestion is not strictly dependent
on each other. This does makes sense as the CNN architecture has been designed such that separate
mappings can be created for the regression and classification tasks. This is seen as an advantageous
feature as the user might be in a situation that does not represent e.g. Restaurant, however, still requires
emphasis on speech.
Three training sessions were carried out: One session in the first open area aiming for a pleasant
sound, and two sessions in the open area with restaurants aiming for a trade-off between pleasantness
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and speech focus. The training session outcomes were: {Bass: +3 dB, Midrange: 0 dB, Treble: +1 dB},
{Bass: -3 dB, Midrange: +3 dB, Treble: +3 dB}, and {Bass: -3 dB, Midrange: +4 dB, Treble +6 dB}
respectively. During the training sessions, environment audio was recorded and used to adjust the CNN
model.
Later, the updated CNN model was tested out in the second shopping center: Field’s. The open areas
of the two shopping centers seemed comparable. Neither Rødovre Centrum nor Field’s were crowded with
people when the testing took place. The open area in Field’s did include more background noise due to
escalators and more noticeable music from shops. Both All-Around and Restaurant classifications were
observed, and suggested hearing aid adjustments ranged from no adjustment to {Bass: -2 dB, Midrange:
+3 dB, Treble: +4 dB}. The adjustments suggested in Field’s were generally lower than what was
observed in Rødovre Centrum. The observations did not make it clear whether the environment just
seemed different to the prototype or if this was caused by the training sessions performed in Rødovre
Centrum. Section 8.3.1 (page 130) presents the CNN model’s ability to learn in more details.
Entering a grocery store did create scenarios where more significant hearing aid adjustments were
suggested. These suggestions occurred when the prototype was in the vicinity of noisy refrigeration units
or moving shopping carts. However, simple speech or store music would only trigger slight adjustments:
{Bass: -1 dB, Midrange: +1 dB, Treble: +1 dB}.
Office space, canteen, and dinner table
These three environments might seem very different, but combining the findings during the tests
makes it possible to draw conclusion in relation to how speech is affecting the output of the CNN model.
In the office space (the ITCOM and ICTE group area at Aalborg University Copenhagen), one other
group of people where having a discussion a few meters away behind a whiteboard. No other noise
was present and the prototype, as expected, classified the environment as All-Around and suggested no
hearing aid adjustments (a single test sample suggested a +1 dB increase in midrange and treble).
At the dinner table, which had five people, the CNN model primarily classified the environment
as Restaurant and suggested no or slight adjustments. A single prediction did state All-Around and
significant adjustments. The adjustments suggested throughout the test seems to be related to the power
and clarity of the voice. Similar prototype behavior was observed in the canteen at Aalborg University
Copenhagen. Scenarios with distant speech or high levels of just noise would result in the environment
being classified as Restaurant and adjustments around: {Bass: -2 dB, Midrange: +3 dB, Treble +5
dB}. However, for situations with noise but clear speech, the adjustments suggested would be lower and
around {Bass: -1 dB, Midrange: +2 dB, Treble: +3 dB}. This indicates that the CNN model tries
to predict adjustments such that speech is improved. If it only sees noise, significant adjustments for
improving speech intelligibility are suggested. However, if speech is detected and dominant compared to
the background noise, less aggressive adjustments are suggested. Furthermore, if no noise is present, no
adjustments are suggested.
Three training sessions were carried out in the canteen environment in an effort to bias the CNN
model towards more comfortable audio. The three training sessions resulted in the following preferences:
{Bass: 0 dB, Midrange: -3 dB, Treble: +6 dB}, {Bass: +1 dB, Midrange: -2 dB, Treble: +6 dB}, and
{Bass: 0 dB, Midrange: -3 dB, Treble: +6 dB}. The adjusted model did seem to suggest a +2 dB gain in
midrange whenever +3 dB would otherwise have been predicted. However, it also caused the office space
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to be classified as Restaurant and suggestions of slight adjustments became more likely. This behavior
is unwanted. A more thorough analysis of how the CNN model learns is covered in Section 8.3.1 (page
130).
Transportation and traffic
Three different sorts of transportation were tested: Car, bus, and train. It was found that low-speed
driving (70 km/h and below) would most often be classified as All-Around and no hearing aid adjustment
would be suggested. For highway speeds (110 km/h and above), the chance of classification as Restaurant
increased and slight adjustments: {Bass: -1 dB, Midrange: +1 dB, Treble: +2 dB} were suggested more
often. A bus produced similar results to a car at high speed in terms of suggested hearing aid adjustments.
Environment classification varied between All-Around and Restaurant. For trains, the environment was
classified as Restaurant if the train was not stationary. No strong conclusion can be made in terms of how
speech affected the hearing aid adjustment prediction. However, it can be concluded that the noise from
the train itself would cause the CNN model to suggest adjustments around: {Bass: -1 dB, Midrange: +2
dB, Treble: +3 dB}.
Similar behavior was observed at Valby station. No adjustments were suggested, and the environment
classified as All-Around for general background noise. If the level of noise increased (e.g. due to arriving
and leaving trains at the tracks next to the test setup), the environment would be classified as Restaurant
and adjustments around {Bass: -1 dB, Midrange: +2 dB, Treble +3 dB} were suggested.
Furthermore, it was found that being in the sidewalk at busy intersections would often categorize the
environment as Restaurant and suggest no or slight adjustments. When high-noise vehicles such a lorries
or motorbikes would go by, the adjustment suggestion were increased to {Bass: -2 dB, Midrange: +3 dB,
Treble +5 dB}. Visiting less busy intersections or keeping a bit of distance to the busy intersection (about
10 meters of distance was used for these tests) would make an All-Around environment classification and
no hearing aid adjustments suggested more likely.
Comparing the observations from the transportation and traffic environment to the canteen environment shows that different types of noise create different CNN predictions. It seems like the prototype is
much more sensitive to noise from speech compared to the mechanical noise of a vehicle moving. High
levels of mechanical noise will trigger a major hearing aid adjustment, however, the testing seem to
suggest that the prototype is much less sensitive to it. With that said, it can be argued whether the
adjustment suggestion is correct. In a traffic environment, a user might rather want the hearing aids
to simply reduce the volume, not focus on speech. However, the prototype has only been trained for a
few environments which do not including train, and the intersection samples were recorded at distance,
not right next to the road. Furthermore, the CNN has been taught that lowering bass, midrange, and
treble is only associated with the Outdoor environment which contains only wind. As a result, it can be
concluded that the predictions made by the prototype might not be ideal, however, they do reflect what
it has been taught given the environment.
Quayside
Unfortunately, it was not possible to find a sufficiently windy location for testing prototype behavior in
wind. It should result in an Outdoor classification and a suggestion for lowering the bass, midrange, and
treble. This test was attempted in the forest and in a city environment next to a less busy intersection.
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The Outdoor environment classification was observed a few times, but nothing conclusive. Testing at the
quayside at Aalborg University Copenhagen did not create any conclusive results either.
The wind data used for creating the CNN model was recorded on a very windy day. It might be the
case that the amount of wind present at the testing location simply was not enough. Lightly blowing into
microphone of the smartphone, does trigger the Outdoor environment classification and an adjustment
suggestion of {Bass: -3 dB, Midrange: 0 dB, Treble: +1 dB}. However, it is very challenging to create a
scenario that mimics the windy environment by blowing into the microphone. No conclusive results were
found in relation to the prototype’s ability to classify and adjust for windy environments.
Wind was noticed in the hearing aids during testing. The prototype should probably be more sensitive
to wind. As a solution, the CNN model should be trained with more examples of winy environments
including a broader range of wind intensities.
Reinforcement learning component
The previous paragraphs have discussed the observed behavior of the CNN model. However, the
CNN model does not have the final say in what hearing aid adjustments are suggested to the user. It
is merely a suggestion that is fed into the reinforcement learning which is then supposed to make the
final prediction based on learned user preferences. This paragraph covers the observed behavior of the
reinforcement learning.
It should be underlined that the reinforcement learning requires the user to train it over time. However,
for it to be usable, it should become accustomed to the user’s preferences rather quickly. Therefore, it
is expected to perform poorly at least until the first training session. Indeed, it did perform very poorly
in the initial testing environments. The outputs were inconsistent and deviating. This was expected to
become more consistent and actually reflect preferences after a training session. The first training session
took place in the forest with an aim to emphasize bird song. Starting from {Bass: 0 dB, Midrange: 0
dB, Treble: 0 dB}, the training session took 57 iterations and resulted in {Bass: 0 dB, Midrange: +3 dB,
Treble: +3 dB}. This shows that Sarsa(λ) is capable of finding an appropriate adjustment, although a bit
slow. After this train session, it would be expected that given the same starting point, the final outcome
would be in the vicinity of the training session result. However, this turned out to not be the case. No
pattern was found in how the reinforcement learning chose hearing aid adjustments after the first training
session. During the testing days, more training sessions were carried out in Rødovre Centrum and the
main canteen at Aalborg University Copenhagen. However, without improved results.
As mentioned, the first training session in the forest took 57 iterations which is significantly more
than the 12 iterations specified by requirement NFR4. However, training sessions in Rødovre Centrum
took 35, 35, and 34 iterations respectively. In the canteen of Aalborg University Copenhagen, it took 25,
11, and 18 iterations respectively to finish the training sessions.
As the reinforcement learning state-space is divided into All-Around, Restaurant, and Outdoor, the
training session in the forest has not improved the training time in the shopping center or the canteen.
However, the shopping center and canteen are both classified as Restaurant. Hence, the learnings in the
shopping center has likely been the cause of the reduced training time in the canteen.
It can be concluded that the reinforcement learning does learn as more training sessions are performed.
It more quickly suggests that it has found the user’s preference during training sessions. However, the
ability to recall these user preferences afterwards presents a greater challenge, apparently.
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Environment test - Final remarks
Based on the observation made in the various environments, it can be concluded that the CNN model
behaves as expected. The reinforcement learning does seem to have some challenges which needs to be
solved before it becomes usable. The time needed to perform the first few training sessions is much
longer than planned. This might be acceptable as the number of iterations required is quickly reduced.
However, the lack of ability to recall the preferences is not satisfactory.
The prototype seemed to be capable of differentiating between different sorts of noise. Moreover, it
was able to focus on speech while avoiding overcompensating in situations where noise was present, but
the voice was clear. However, the results of the testing in the real environments do not reflect the same
accuracy as presented in Figure 8.1 (page 120) and Figure 8.2 (page 121).

Figure 8.5: Comparison of two STFT spectrograms representing the same audio collected next to a
busy intersection. Left spectrogram has been created using the Python library LibROSA, and the right
spectrogram is created by the USense SoundLearner prototype application.
To understand why this might be, consider the two Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrograms in Figure 8.5. The left spectrogram has been created using the Python library LibROSA whereas
the one on the right has been created by the USense SoundLearner application. The implementation in
the USense SoundLearner application has been made such that it should mimic LibROSA. However, there
is still a slight difference, and LibROSA seems to apply some sort of smoothing or brightening which is
missing on the right spectrogram. All the CNN models are trained on a computer using spectrograms
generated by LibROSA. This model is later moved to the smartphone application and used by USense
SoundLearner to classify the environments. The environment classification is done by analyzing a spectrogram of the current soundscape. However, the spectrogram of the current soundscape is created by
the USense SoundLearner application. The problem is that the CNN model is trained using representation that looks like the left spectrogram, but asked to make prediction based on examples like the right
spectrogram.
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Environment class

Suggested

probability

adjustments

LibROSA

Forest: 86% certainty

STFT spectrogram

Canteen: 5% certainty

USense SoundLearner

Forest: 48% certainty

STFT spectrogram

Canteen: 51% certainty

Bass: -0.03 dB
Midrange: +0.1 dB
Treble: +0.15 dB
Bass: -0.38 dB
Midrange: +0.7 dB
Treble: +1.13 dB

Table 8.6: Comparison of the prediciton outcome when analyzing the spectrograms from Figure 8.5
Table 8.6 shows the prediction results when analyzing each of the spectrograms. The analysis is
done using the same CNN model which was used for the environment testing described in the previous
paragraphs. It can be seen that the discrepancy between the spectrograms makes a difference. Firstly,
the USense SoundLearner spectrogram is classified as belonging to the Canteen environment (equal to
Resturant for the high-level environments). Secondly, the suggested adjustments also reflect an intent
to focus on speech. With that said, the LibROSA spectrogram is also incorrectly classified as a Forest
environment. It should have been classified as Intersection. However, the Forest environment is included
in All-Around and so is the Intersection environment making it acceptable for this prototype.
The probabilities shown in Table 8.6 do not add up to 100% as the remaining five low-level classes
have been left out for brevity. It can be seen that the environment classification certainty of the USense
SoundLearner spectrogram is almost equal for Forest and Canteen. Hence, making multiple samples of the
environment before making a prediction might be advantageous. However, this does not solve the issue
in relation to the difference between the two spectrograms. It can be concluded that the implementations
used for generating the spectrograms must be completely alike.

8.3

Model learnability

The prototype consists of two learning components: The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and
the reinforcement learning algorithm Sarsa(λ). This section evaluates the learning behavior of each
component as implemented in the current prototype. The aim is to assess whether the prototype is able
to adapt to the user, and reveal what might need to be changed in order to improve this aspect.

8.3.1

Learnability - Convolutional Neural Network

During the environment testing, three training sessions were carried out in the main canteen of Aalborg
University Copenhagen. However, the CNN model did not seem to change. At the same time, it caused
the CNN model to classify the office space as a Restaurant environment.
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Figure 8.6: The average regression accuracy across the high-level environment classes for the adjusted
CNN model. The model is based on three training session carried out in the main canteen at Aalborg
University Copenhagen. Measures are absolute error in dB.
Figure 8.6 depicts how the average error of the CNN model has changed after having been biased
by the training sessions. This figure should be compared to Figure 8.3 (page 123). Focusing on the
Restaurant class in Figure 8.6, it can be seen that the error has increased. This makes sense as the model
is still assessed according to the what is specified in Table 8.3. The changes in error seems reasonable as
the model has been told that the user’s preference is {Bass: 0 dB, Midrange: -3 dB, Treble: +6 dB} for
two of the training sessions and {Bass: +1 dB, Midrange: -2 dB, Treble: +6 dB} for the remaining one.
Originally, the CNN model has be trained for {Bass: -2 dB, Midrange: +3 dB, Treble: +5 dB}. The
difference between this and the user preferences is mainly to be found for bass and midrange. As a result,
they change more, which results in a higher error in Figure 8.6. This is expected and not necessarily a
bad thing as the model is trying to adjust to the user’s input. However, it can also be seen that the error
for the Outdoor environment has increased which is undesirable. The training sessions took place in the
Restaurant environment and should only affect that class.
The three training session collected 427 samples of the Canteen environment which was used to adjust
the CNN model. Hereby, the CNN model learns the user’s preferences in hearing aid adjustments as well
as how the user’s specific environment looks like. At the time of testing, each of the 427 samples were
presented to the CNN model 30 times in order to adjust it. Consider the initial CNN model which predicts
{Bass: -1.76 dB, Midrange: +2.62 dB, Treble: +4.33 dB} on average for the Restaurant environment
when evaluated with the prediction examples presented in Table 8.2. The adjusted model with the error
shown in Figure 8.6 predicts {Bass: -1.55 dB, Midrange: +2.18 dB, Treble: +4.55 dB} on average which
is only a minor change (just as was observed when the testing was carried out in the canteen).
Multiple parameters can be adjusted to affect the learning process when creating CNN models. If
the learning rate is adjusted such that the CNN model learns 10 times faster, the predictions for the
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Restaurant environment is {Bass: +0.18 dB, Midrange: -2.23 dB, Treble: +4.84 dB} on average after
presenting the 427 samples to the model just 14 times. The model that has been subject to more
aggressive learning reflects the user’s preference much better. However, it also results in the CNN model
being incapable of predicting the Outdoor environment as well as a decrease in the All-Around prediction
accuracy.
This example shows that the parameters chosen for updating the CNN model in the current prototype
makes it rather slow at learning user preferences. However, it also shows that simply changing the
parameters makes it capable of learning, but that it must be done in a clever manner to not degrade the
overall performance.

8.3.2

Learnability - Sarsa(λ)

During testing in the real environments (Section 8.2), a number of training sessions were carried out.
Initially the reinforcement learning seemed rather slow. It took 35 iterations to finish the first training
session in the shopping center. However, later training session carried out in the canteen took only 11
iterations for the quickest one. This seems to suggest that the prototype is learning and becoming more
capable of determining when the user has found a preferred hearing aid adjustment. This section aims
to explain the learning behavior of the reinforcement learning component and discuss whether the earlier
findings are just a coincidence.
The testing carried out in this section is done in two stages. First, the results based on the prototype
as configured during real environment testing are presented. Hereafter, the configurations are changed
to show how simple modifications can change the algorithm’s learning behavior. In order to do a valid
comparison, all prior learnings are clear before starting each test. All training sessions were started from
state: {Bass: 0 dB, Midrange: 0 dB, Treble: 0 dB}.
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Figure 8.7: Number of learning iterations needed to reach state {Bass: -3 dB, Midrange: +3 dB, Treble:
+3 dB} for 12 consecutive training sessions.
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Consider Figure 8.7 which shows how many iterations each of 12 training session took to reach state:
{Bass: -3 dB, Midrange: +3 dB, Treble: +3 dB}. It can be seen that the initial training session is the
one which requires the most iterations to reach the desired state. Already at second training session, the
number of iterations needed has decreased immensely. Looking at those two points individually would
indicate that the model has learned the user’s preferred state from the first training session. However,
considering the following training sessions, it can be seen that the number of iterations fluctuates. Seventh
training session requires almost just as many iterations as the first one. This is not a very good indication
of learning. Moreover, this many iterations seem like a lot in order to move from {Bass: 0 dB, Midrange:
0 dB, Treble: 0 dB} to {Bass: -3 dB, Midrange: +3 dB, Treble: +3 dB}. Requirement NFR5 specifies
that adjustments of three decibels can be made each training iterations. Ideally, it should only take three
iterations to reach the desired state in this test.
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Figure 8.8: Number of learning iterations needed to reach state {Bass: -3 dB, Midrange: +3 dB, Treble:
+3 dB} for 12 consecutive training sessions. The discouting factor has been reduced from 0.9 to 0.4
giving less emphasis to future rewards.
Adjusting the configuration of the learning parameters changes the behavior as depicted in Figure 8.8.
For this second test, the discounting factor is adjusted such that much less emphasis is given to rewards
expected in the future. As a result, the learning algorithm is more focused on immediate rewards. Figure
8.8 shows that, initially, this results in shorter training session compared to Figure 8.7. However, the
fluctuating behavior returns at the seventh training session.
The prototype must also adapt in the event that a user changes preference. Another four training
iterations were done with the desired state being {Bass: +3 dB, Midrange: +3 dB, Treble: +6 dB}.
These sessions where completed in 11, 5, 32, and 7 iterations respectively. Two things can be extracted
from this: Firstly, only a few iterations are required even though the desired state has changed. Secondly,
another spike in the iteration count is seen at the third training session.
The data shown in this section does not immediately seem to correlate with the results found from the
real environment testing. This deviation can be explained by the fact that this section has been trying to
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reach one specific state. During the environment testing, a state would be accepted if it seemed fitting.
More than one state might seem fitting which reduces the time required to find it. With that said, the
three training sessions had very similar outcomes. Whether this is due to coincidence or actual learning
cannot be decided based on the testing carried out in this section.
It can be concluded that changes to the parameters of the learning algorithm can significantly change
its behavior. The current implementation could benefit from a deeper analysis of the specific configurations required for this particular problem. Furthermore, the reward structure might need a revision.
Currently, positive rewards are much greater in comparison to the negative rewards. As a result, states
that are, by accident, given a positive reward needs to be visited and given a negative reward many times
before the mistake is corrected. This might be the cause of the spikes seen in Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8.
At each iteration of a training session, the user has to choose between two sound profiles (i.e. suggested
hearing aid adjustments). A positively rated sound profile might be better than the alternative at time
T . However, at a later time, T + 1, the previously positively rated profile might no longer be the best
one. Over time, incorrect positive rewards might be accumulated resulting in the spiking behavior which
has been observed in this section.

8.4

Test conclusion

The chapter has covered multiple aspects of both the reinforcement learning and the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) components of the developed prototype. The findings show that the initial CNN model
has a high classification accuracy of 99% within the three high-level classes: All-Around, Restaurant, and
Outdoor. Furthermore, more detailed classification of the low-level environment classes also shows good
results. This indicates that it might be possible to expand and include more environment classes. Similar
good results are seen when assessing the initial CNN model’s ability to predict hearing aid adjustments.
The good results from the accuracy testing were not entirely reflected in the real environment testing.
The results were still good as the prototype seemed capable of distinguishing between different sorts of
noise and only put high emphasis on speech whenever needed. Some misclassification and inaccurate
hearing aid adjustment suggestions were observed. However, this can partly be blamed on the environment representation. As CNN model training is done on a computer, but environment analysis is
done on a smartphone, two separate implementations for generating Short-Time Fourier Transformation
(STFT) spectrograms are needed. The testing showed a slight difference between the output of the two
implementations which did have an effect on the environment analysis.
As the user interacts with the prototype, the initial CNN model is supposed to become a custom
model specifically capable of recognizing the user’s common environments and predicting the user’s
preferred hearing aid adjustments. In order to learn the user specific preferences, the reinforcement
learning algorithm Sarsa(λ) is used. The testing shows that the current configuration of Sarsa(λ) results
in time-consuming training sessions, which is undesirable. Furthermore, testing suggests that it might
have self-destructive learning characteristics making it sensitive to user error and difficult to reach a
desired state. This problem was more noticeable during strict testing and less so during real environment
testing. During testing in real environments, training sessions were, generally, finished within reasonable
time. However, there is still a need for improving the efficiency and performance. The ability to recall
the preferences again at a later time also proved challenging. Even though the user carries out training
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sessions, the reinforcement learning state-space is likely still only sparsely populated or populated with
possibly outdated information. Modifying the prototype to handle this might improve the ability to recall
user preferences.
Performance improvements are also needed for the CNN model to ensure user specific preferences are
given a higher importance. Real environment testing showed that user input as a result of reinforcement
learning training sessions had a low impact on the CNN predictions. Moreover, the model seemed to
degrade more than adjust to the user’s input. With that said, it was shown that using slightly different
configurations made the model able to fully adapt to the user input. However, the model’s classification
accuracy suffered from these configuration changes.
It can be concluded that both the reinforcement learning and Convolutional Neural Network component can benefit from a thorough analysis targeted towards finding the optimal parameters.
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Chapter 9

Improvements
The prototype does not fulfill all requirements, and the testing revealed some problematic areas. As a
result, this chapter highlights some of the improvements which can greatly increases the usability and
value provided by the designed solution. The following text presents thoughts on how to solve the issues
related to learning and recalling user preferences. Furthermore, the chapter also outlines the ideas of
including more fine-grained environment classification as well as user intent.
Ensuring consistent environment representation
The testing showed that the current prototype has a discrepancy between the spectrograms used for
training Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models and when using the models for predictions. This
difference did not render the prototype useless, however, the prediction outcomes were somewhat affected.
Environments could be classified incorrectly, and hearing aid adjustment suggestions did not necessarily
accurately reflect what the CNN model had been trained for.
Based on this, an obvious improvement for the prototype is to ensure that only one implementation is
used to generate spectrograms. This ensures that the environment representations are similar both when
training and predicting. Alternatively, multiple implementations can coexist (e.g. one in the smartphone
application and one in the Training entity) as long as the procedures are exactly the same such that the
produced spectrograms are identical. This prototype is using a Python library on the Training entity and
a self-implemented procedure trying to mimic that library for the smartphone application. Even though
great effort was put into replicating the behavior, the resulting spectrograms are different.
Another aspect is the microphone used for recording the audio. The prototype utilizes audio recordings
from the built-in microphone in the smartphone. These recordings are used for environment analysis as
well as sent to the Training entity after a user has carried out a training session. However, all the
audio recordings used for training the initial CNN model has been made with the Sennheiser AMBEO
Smart Headset which is made for high quality audio recording [87]. There might be differences in the
frequency response between the AMBEO headset and the smartphone microphone. This can result in
deviation between expected accuracy and observed accuracy in real environments. For a prototype, this
problem can be resolved by recording training data using the smartphone microphone. However, when
user testing is needed, the users might have different smartphones with different microphone resulting in
different behavior. Furthermore, using the microphone of the smartphone might not even be viable in
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the long run. If people have the smartphone in their pocket, the audio recordings are unlikely to actually
represent the environment as experienced by the user.
The difference in frequency response could also become a problem for shared CNN models. During
the requirement verification session with Anders Udahl, Senior Manager for GN Hearing’s Connected
Apps team, it was mentioned that one CNN model for each user might not be a scalable solution. If
multiple users have to share one CNN model, but the input given to the model is generated by multiple
smartphones, which are all representing similar environments slightly differently, two things can happen:
Either the CNN model becomes very good at generalizing as it learns many different representations
of one environment, or it becomes very poor at predicting anything because it cannot find a mapping
between the differing inputs which are all claiming to result in the same output. More effort should
go into understanding the differences in frequency responses and how this can affect the environment
representations and the CNN models.
With that said, this project is only aiming to develop a prototype. The optimal solution would
incorporate audio streaming from the hearing aids to the smartphone and use this audio for analyzing
the environment. Using the hearing aids as recording devices also limits the frequency response issue.
Assuming that all users of the solution are wearing the same hearing aid, the audio representations are
now all the same. Audio used to train the initial CNN model should also be recorded using the hearing
aids. This ensures that frequency ranges and sample rates are kept consistent resulting in a usable CNN
model from the outset and throughout.
Additional environments and hearing adjustment targets
The project is focus on three high-level environments: All-Around, Restaurant, and Outdoor. With a
personalized solution, three general environments might not be satisfactory for the user. As an example,
Restaurant can range from the canteen at the user’s workplace to a fancy steakhouse restaurant. Even
when assuming the user’s intent is the same (e.g. have a conversation), the adjustments might need to
be different because the level of noise might be different. Fortunately, the testing did show good performance in the prototype’s ability to only make slight adjustments for clear speech and more significant
adjustments for very noise environments. However, office space, forest, and beach might all be classified
as All-Around. In the office, the user might like a lower volume in order to focus. Meanwhile, in the
forest, the focus should be on bird song, and on the beach, the sound of the waves should be audible. This
can be seen as different intent in the same general environment or as three unique low-level environments.
The prototype is already generating high-level environment class predictions based on multiple lowlevel classes. The accuracy testing shows good results even for low-level classes. It might be possible to
add more which can give the user a solution that can differentiate between e.g. office space, forest, and
beach. To improve the classification, equally many data samples should be provided from each low-level
class to give the CNN model the best chance of learning without becoming biased. Making the CNN
model able to differentiate between more classes might put more strain on the regression part as well.
Depending on how the CNN model reacts, architectural changes might be necessary on the regression
branch.
The prototype developed in this project has a coarse granularity. Sound profiles presented to the
user while performing training session in the smartphone application differ significantly. Having finer
granularity puts more responsibility on the reinforcement learning algorithm (Sarsa(λ)) and its ability
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to determine what the user is trying to achieve. It is a compromise between number of training session
iterations needed and granularity. Effort should be put into determining if the current is sufficient for
the users, or if finer granularity is needed for true personalization.
Environment analysis processing time
The process of creating a Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrogram takes the smartphone application about 20 seconds with the current implementation. Focus has been on replicating the
behavior of the LibROSA Python library, not on efficiency. However, over time, this might impact the
battery life of the user’s smartphone. Improving the efficiency can be a necessity for the solution to be
viable in the long run. Furthermore, improving the required processing time results in more accurate
predictions. Being more efficient makes it possible to analyze more than one sample. As a result, a final
prediction can be based on the average of multiple predictions. This reduces occasional misclassifications
and provides the user with hearing aid adjustment suggestions that represent the current environment
and the user’s preferences better.
Apart from efficiency and accuracy, another reason to improve processing time is to ensure that more
users can benefit from the solution. Many different smartphones exist, and they are not all created
equally. It can range from slow and outdated to newest flagship model on the market. The new and
powerful smartphone might have the resources required by this solution, but older or less high-end devices
might not. Apart from processing time, storage is needed. The reinforcement learning is reasonably
lightweight, but the CNN models require about 100 megabytes of storage. It might be possible that the
CNN architecture can be tweaked to reduce the size of the model.
As an alternative, smartphones with limited resources could just rely on the online prediction (see
Figure 7.9 Section 7.2.1, page 109). This requires the user to be connected to the internet when they
want to use the personalization functionality, but that might be an acceptable price to pay compared to
not having the personalization at all. Issues related to data usage then arise as audio files would have
to be moved from the smartphone to the Web service for prediction by the Training entity. According
to NFR14, NFR15, and NFR16, one prediction is based on six recordings, a recording is one second
long, and a new recording is taken every five seconds. This gives 12 seconds of audio per minute. An
audio recording is mono and done with a sample rate of 48 kHz using 16 bits to describe each sample.
This results in just over one megabyte of raw audio being recorded each minute. Over the course of a
day, this adds up and a way to limit data usage must be developed. One way would be to compress the
audio, and another would be to reduce the observation frequency. Observing every five seconds might
not be necessary for stable environments.
Ability to learn and recall
As proven by the testing, the prototype is having issues recalling user preferences. Furthermore,
learning new preferences also proves to be a challenge. Improvements to both the CNN architecture and
the reinforcement learning component are need. The reinforcement learning component consists of the
Temporal-Difference (TD) Prediction process and the Sarsa(λ) algorithm.
The risk and assumptions (Section 5.3, page 65) define R1 and R2 related to time-consuming training
sessions and an incapability of capturing user preferences. The prototype behavior is a case of materialization of these two risks. The mitigation plans presented in Table 5.5 (page 69) suggest limiting the
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state-space. That is a possibility, however, from the observed prototype behavior, the issue seems to be
related to configuration rather than complexity.
The learnability of Sarsa(λ) is controlled by the reward strategy as well as a learning rate (α), decay
factor (λ), and discounting factor (γ) (see Equation A.2-A.4, Appendix A.3). These values are used to
update the eligibility traces which affect the update of the Q-table (i.e. the state-space). Increasing γ
makes expected future rewards more important to the algorithm [80], increasing λ makes earlier steps
leading to the current reward more important [96], and increasing α results in bigger adjustments of the
current state-space. Figure 8.8 (Section 8.3.2, page 133) from the Testing chapter shows, decreasing γ
gave an immediate learning improvement for a few initial training sessions. This means the algorithm
benefits from not taking future rewards into account as much. Specifically for Sarsa(λ), γ also affects the
decay of the eligibility traces. Therefore, an improvement could be to perform a detailed analysis on the
eligibility traces, and evaluate whether they are behaving as expected. Initially, one might not expect
these to be the problem as the eligibility trace matrix is reset when a new training session is initiated.
However, the matrix affects the Q-table during the training session, and the Q-table is persisted. The
eligibility traces ensure that previously visited state in this training session are affected by a current
reward. As a result, negative and positive values are propagated throughout the Q-table by the eligibility
traces. As a result, any mistakes made by the user, or any bad suggestions made by the reinforcement
learning also contributes with a negative effect to the Q-table. By design, each training iteration results
in a positive reward (for the preferred sound profile) and a negative reward (for the sound profile that
was not chosen). As the granularity is coarse (±3 dB from one training session iteration to the other), the
perception of what is good and bad might become very muddy. After accumulating, Sarsa(λ) becomes
unable to navigate intelligently in the state-space resulting in some long training sessions as depicted by
the fluctuating behavior in Figure 8.8 (Section 8.3.2, page 133). The original reason for choosing Sarsa(λ)
was due to its ability to utilize input data well such that few inputs would be required (see Section 5.1.2,
page 42). However, the prototype might have overdone it. Making Sarsa(λ) more focused on the current
state, not the past or the future, might alleviate the problem. Furthermore, it can be considered if the
reward strategy is appropriate and whether it is necessary to give negative rewards to the sound profile
not chosen by the user.
The TD Prediction routine has been designed to excel at precision, and has been configured with a
very high learning rate, but very little focus on future states. As it has to find a trajectory in the statespace towards the user’s preference, some emphasis on future states might be beneficial. Configuring
the TD Prediction routine to look ahead and possible letting it search for longer might improve the
prototype’s ability to recall user preferences.
Finally, the CNN model’s ability to recall seemed excellent, however, it lacks learnability. Section
8.3.1 (page 131) did show that adjusting the learning rate parameter could resolve the issue but created a
new problem. Learning too quickly resulted in the CNN model being incapable of making good decision
in other environments; it seemed to overfit. Depending on the cause of this behavior, different approaches
can be taken:
– The convolutional layers of the CNN architecture are capable of understanding the spectrograms.
However, a high learning rate might cause them to become too specialized at recognizing the
specific samples that are being shown currently and forget earlier learnings. In order to avoid this,
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the convolutional layers could be frozen [116]. Freezing the layers refers to keeping them constant
such that the weights are not updated by new training data. Hence, no learning occurs. This is
desirable if the frozen layers have already learned to do their tasks, but other layers needs to be
adjusted. In case of this project, these ”other layers” are the fully connected layers creating the
mapping from spectrogram features to environment classes and hearing aid adjustments.
– If the overfit is caused by an overweight of samples in a specific class, the CNN model adjustment
can be halted until samples from other environments have been collected as well. However, this
creates an unwanted delay.
– If the issue is caused by high complexity, the CNN architecture might not be able to capture it.
Asking too much of too simple of an architecture can cause inaccurate results. If this is the case,
more convolutional layers can be added, or the level of details which they examine the input with
can be increased. If the complexity problem is in the fully connected layers, more neurons or layers
can be added to increase the complexity in the function that describes the mapping between input
and output.
The problem observed in this project seems to be related to overfitting. To resolve the issue, a good
start would be to collect more data, ensure that each class has somewhat the same number of samples,
and then train the initial model. When the initial CNN model is ready, freeze the convolutional layers
such that the user specific data is only allowed to modify the fully connected layers. This way, adjusting
CNN models becomes faster (as fewer neurons needs updating), and the adjusted models are still capable
of learning user specific environments and hearing aid adjustment parameters.
Account for user intent
Both the environment and the user intent must be predicted in order to provide a hearing aid suggestion which for sure fits the current context. The solution is capable of predicting the environment, but
does not include the aspect of the user intent. Essentially, the current prototype assumes that the user’s
intent is the same now as it was last time the user performed a training session. As this is not necessarily
the case, the intent should be taken into account to provide the optimal solution.
This creates the issue of how to determine the intent. On way is to simply ask the user what the
intent is e.g. by choosing from a list of options. However, this becomes problematic if the intent is not
listed. Text or speech analysis techniques could be utilized to allow the user to write and speak their
intent freely. However, in order to provide a fully automated system, the intent should be predicted
without having to require attention from the user.
Using information such as day of the week, time of the day, and location might make it possible to
predict the user’s intent based on patterns. As an example, it is Friday evening and the user is at home.
Patterns might show that the user tends to want to relax in this context. However, this makes it difficult
to predict intents for situations that are not encountered very often. Adding information about the type
of location (cinema, bar, shopping center etc.) can be beneficial. As an example, earlier learnings about
a user’s intent in one shopping center can then be used in another shopping center as well. It might
be possible to extract more patterns if data related to speed and movement is added. High speed can
indicate being in a vehicle whereas low speed might be a walk in the forest. In the first case, the user
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wants to reduce noise, yet still be aware of traffic. In the second scenario, nature sounds should be
emphasized, and enjoyment is the highest priority.
Furthermore, by using voice detection and analysis, it can be possible to detect conversations. If the
user is facing the conversation and the user’s own voice is also detected, this indicates an intent of wanting
to have a conversation. This could be further developed by having a list of known voices. These voices
could include family members and colleagues such that when a known voice is detected, the hearing aids
can allow the user to better follow the conversation.
The parameters mentioned so far are similar to what Korzepa et at. [55] have listed as possible inputs
for intent prediction. However, it might be possible to go even further than this. Entries in a calendar
application on the smartphone could give clues to where a user will be and what the user will do in the
future. Being able to know it in advance might not be important, but calendar entries can be used to
support some of the earlier mentioned intent indicators. Activity on a smartphone might also indicate
an intent. Hearing aid adjustments might need to be different if the user is reading an ebook compared
to if the user is using social media applications.
If the solution is uncertain about the intent, data collected from many users could be used to provide a
prediction. This way users can collaborate in providing the best experience at all time in any environment
for each other. Users that generally like the same intents can benefit from each other when in new
environments.
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Chapter 10

Discussion
This chapter is divided into three parts. First part discusses the readiness of the solution designed in
this project. This discussion assumes that any issues are resolved and evaluates if the solution would
be sufficient. This is followed with a section that discusses the user aspect and whether such a solution
is actually desired. This is based on four interviews done with participants from a test panel usually
used by the User Experience and Audiology departments at GN Hearing. Finally, the last section of the
chapter presents advancements within the hearing aids industry in the near as well as distant future.

10.1

Solution readiness

This section discusses the readiness of the prototype and what the solution is capable of. Based on
the testing and the list of improvements that have been extracted as a result, it can be concluded that
the prototype needs more development before it gets integrated into a hearing care solution. However,
when these issues are resolved, the user will have a personalized hearing care solution which learns and
adjusts according to their preferences. Based on interviews with real users presented in Section 10.2,
this is likely to impress the user. However, a curious user might ask what the limitations are. Given
that the current prototype issues are resolved, it is able to perform the personalization in three general
environments: All-Around, Restaurant, and Outdoor. On top of this, as the reinforcement learning statespace contains all adjustment possibilities, recalling preferences should not be limited. As specified in the
requirements section (text below Table 5.9 (page 74) and Table 5.12 (page 77)), this is likely sufficient for
a full-scale solution. However, since such high-level environments are used, one might question if detailed
personalization (e.g. specific adjustments for walks in the forest) is possible. As the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) model actually classifies the environment into seven low-level classes, and the state-space
can represent any adjustment, detailed personalization should be possible. As long as an environment
can be recognized based on a spectrogram of the soundscape, it can be associated with user preferences.
Recall that the CNN model predicts initial hearing aid adjustments which are then used to find the
user’s latest preference in the state-space. In order to predict these initial values, regression is used. As
a result, the CNN model can always make an initial hearing adjustment suggestion. A spectrogram that
is a mix of two classes, results in a prediction which accounts for both scenarios. As an example, the user
might be eating at a restaurant with tables outdoors on a windy day. Such a place is more open than
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a regular restaurant and background noise might be less intense but mix with wind. The CNN model
might classify this as an Outdoor environment, however, it has still picked up the restaurant background
noise. As a result, the hearing aid parameters predicted by the model will try to lower wind noise while
improving speech intelligibility. This initial prediction by the CNN is then used to search the state-space
and find the user’s closest preference. As the state-space is divided into environments as well, the final
hearing aid suggestion might be more biased towards reducing wind noise as that is usually what the
user prefers in the Outdoor environment. However, if the user trains the smartphone application for this
specific environment (windy outdoor restaurant), the state-space will accommodate the new preference.
To exemplify, consider that the CNN model is predicting {Bass: -5 dB, Midrange: -3 dB, Treble: 0 dB}
for the current environment. Before training the solution for this specific environment, the strongest path
in the state-space from this prediction might resolve in {Bass: -5 dB, Midrange: -5, Treble: -5 dB} (the
default ”Noise filter” for Outdoor in the ReSound Smart 3D application as defined in Section 2.6 (page
15) which might be what the user usually prefers) being suggested to the user. If the user finds this too
noise reducing, the user will perform a training session e.g. resulting in {Bass: -4, Midrange: -2, Treble
0 dB}. The path through the state-space from the point initially predicted by the CNN model is now
favoring the user’s latest preference. Furthermore, this is remembered for next time when the user is at
the windy outdoor restaurant. Meanwhile, other windy situations (e.g. a walk on the beach) will still
work as intended. For such an environment the CNN model might predict: {Bass: -4 dB, Midrange: -4
dB, Treble: -3 dB}. This is a new point in the state-space which has not been associated with any specific
user preferences. As a result, the state-space is searched and the final outcome is likely to be {Bass: -5
dB, Midrange: -5, Treble: -5 dB} as that is what the user usually prefers in the Outdoor environment.

Figure 10.1: Illustration of crossing paths in the state-space. This can be a result of disagreements
between predicted and actual user preferences. Made with draw.io online tool.
The limitation of this functionality becomes apparent if the user has too many situation specific
preferences causing paths in the state-space to cross each other (depicted by Figure 10.1). If the path
from inputX to preferenceX is crossed by the path from inputY to preferenceY , it might result in both
inputX and inputY ending up in e.g. preferenceX . If the user strongly disagrees with the initial predictions
made by the CNN model, this scenario could happen. However, since the CNN model, over time, adjust
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to the user’s preferences, this problem should be reduced. With that said, user intent is not something
this solution models. Different user intents in the same environment might also result in incorrectly
predicted hearing aid adjustments and crossing paths in the state-space.
From this discussion it can be concluded that the prototype should be capable of providing detailed
personalization assuming that the current issues are resolved. The focus on high-level environments does
not necessarily limit the solution’s ability to personalize.
With the personalization aspect discussed it is natural to also consider if the solution will be able to
adjust sufficiently. The developed prototype makes it possible to adjust ±6 dB for all three parameters.
According to the user interviews (see Section 10.2), the adjustability available in the current ReSound
Smart 3D application is sufficient for their needs. Just like the prototype, the Smart 3D application also
allows for ±6 dB of adjustments. Hence, it must be concluded that the prototype should be capable of
satisfying the needs of the users and provide sufficient adjustment. Furthermore, there is a safety aspect
in it as well. It is undesirable to create a solution that might be able to adjust to a level that is unhealthy
and can cause further damage to the hearing. Moreover, this solution is not supposed to correct a bad
fitting. It simply provides the user with a tool to better manage challenging situations.
As a final note it should be mentioned that this project has been working with personalizing hearing
aids. However, the solution developed is not necessarily limited to hearing aids. As an example, Jabra
has developed the Jabra Sound+ smartphone application which supports a range of their headphones.
The application contains an equalizer that allows the user to adjust the music to their liking [45]. The
solution developed in this project might be adapted to predicting equalizer preferences for music instead.
Spectrograms might not be the appropriate representation of music, and other adjustments to the solution
might be needed as well. However, this is just to outline that the research and thoughts presented
throughout the project applies to more than just hearing aids.

10.2

User need and interest in solution

In order to understand common needs for hearing aid users, and to determine whether a solution like the
one developed in this project is likely to be used, four users were interviewed. All the user are members
of a test panel established by GN Hearing to get feedback on their current solutions and new features.
As members of the test panel, they have been given ReSound LiNX Quattro hearing aids and introduced
to the ReSound Smart 3D application. As a result, the answers provided by the users stem from their
experience with this hearing aid and smartphone application combination.
The User Experience department at GN Hearing pointed out these four test participant as good
candidates for receiving input for project like this. Furthermore, the participants have been chosen such
that two are female and two are male, and they are equally distributed in the two user types outlined in
Section 5.2.2 (page 59-61). The two female interviewees are classified as care seekers, and the two male
interviewees are categorized as proactive users. Detailed summaries of the interviews including age and
hearing loss characteristics can be found in Appendix H. In the following text, they are denoted as UserA
(male, 68 years old), UserB (male, 49 years old), UserC (female, 69 years old), and UserD (female, 67
years old).
The majority of the users express great satisfaction with their current hearing care solution. Both
the ease of use (application and hearing aids) and the sound quality is mentioned as satisfying. However,
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UserB has a different opinion and explains that he does not use the application much. He feels it provides
little value to him. However, he does classify himself as an unusual hearing aid user as he has been hearing
impaired his entire life without treating it. As a result, he has learned to live with it and compensate for
it. He thinks the hearing aids should automatically adjust to the sound environment. He does not want
to be the one to do it.
All the interviewees were asked to mention some improvement they would like from the top of their
head. The following list outlines their wishes:
– UserA would like to be able to turn off all noise reduction such that he can hear e.g. the hissing
sound from a punctured bike tire while trying to fix it. Furthermore, he would like even more
adjustability in the Sound Enhance (see footnote on page 58 in Section 5.2.1) both on the range
and the number of parameters.
– UserB asks for a solution that allows him to push a button which will cause some change in the
hearing aids. The solution will then ask him if the sound is better as a result of the adjustments. He
can then reply yes or no. This idea was proposed by the interviewee unprovoked by the interviewer
and before any mentioning of personalization had been made.
– UserC would like automated volume control such that she does not have to adjust the volume
according to her environment by herself. However, she does not see how this can be done as all
people are different, and even she prefers different adjustments in the same context.
– UserD does not see what can be made better, and automation is not needed as the solution is
already so easy and quick to use. However, she does express interest when presented for the idea
of personalized hearing aids that adjust to the environment.
All the users express positive feedback about the solution developed in this project. However, UserC
does not see how such a solution would be accomplished. UserD specifies that it is very important that
such a solution does not affect the size of the hearing aid, and that it is very easy to use. It is important
to her that the hearing aids do not get any bigger (due to comfort), and that the application is very clear
in its instructions. In terms of training the solution, the users claim to be willing to spend the time that
is required. However, they all seem to compare this with the time it takes to make adjustments today.
The time they are willing to spend ranges from 30 seconds to two minutes when asked to be specific.
It is difficult to generalize to all hearing aid users based on four interviews, but it can be concluded
that these four people do have an interest in what is being developed in this project. However, it is a
must that the solution is quick and easy to use. The youngest and most tech savvy user (UserB ) even
requested such a solution by himself. He does not see much value in the current hearing care solution as
it is. It can be speculated that he must expect that a trainable and personalized solution will provide
him the missing value.
The findings based on the interviews also makes it possible to further discuss the risks and assumptions
outline in Section 5.3 (page 65):
– R2 is related to time-consuming training session. The interviews have now outlined that it should
take somewhere between 30 seconds and two minutes. The prototype has to be significantly improved to achieve this, but a target has now been defined. This risk has earlier in the report been
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classified as ”Unlikely” with ”Major” impact. Based on the testing and the interviews, it seems
reasonable to increase the probability to ”Likely”.
– R5 is related to frequently changing user intents. This was not explicitly answered by all interviewees. However, UserA has created customized listening programs e.g. for when he is in a shopping
center. Furthermore, he has defined specific adjustments for listening to music as well. This indicates that his intent does not change that often. On the other hand, UserD adjusts the volume
multiple times during an evening at social events. However, this seemed to be related to the level
of noise. Hence, the solution should be able to take this into account and provide a personalized
and automated experience for her. The probability of R5 is prioritized as ”Likely”. This is not
reflected in the interviews. One might consider adjusting this to ”Unlikely”. However, this is based
on just four interviews.
– R6 lists the parameters that must be adjusted and the risk of them not being sufficient. UserA
would like more adjustability, but the interviewees are all generally happy with the adjustability.
This risk is categorized as ”Unlike” with ”Moderate” impact and should be kept that way.
– R8 talks about the user becoming uncomfortable with the solution as a result of the added personalization functionality. This seems unlikely to happen. Currently, the users seem to either explore
or ignore features. Curious users will explore and try new functionality. Adding additional functionality will likely not make them uncomfortable. The other type of user stick to what they know
and ignore the rest. If the personalization feature is ignored, it is also unlikely to cause discomfort
for the user. However, if a care seeker accidentally enters the feature, the user might get confused.
In this situation, a clear and easy-to-use layout as request by UserD , might be sufficient. The risk
is currently evaluated as ”Unlikely” and with ”Moderate” impact. This should be kept the same
or possibly lowered to ”Minor” impact. This also links to assumption A1 which specifying that
one solution can be made to fit both user types. Even the tech savvy UserB requests a very simply
design. Hence, the assumption that one design can fit both user types seems reasonable.
– A2 and A4 assumes that the users are carrying their smartphone at all time, and that it is connected
to the internet occasionally to allow data to be synchronized. None of the interviewed users found
this as a problem. As a result, the project can safely continue with these assumptions.
The remaining risks and assumptions still exist, but these are either focused on the technical aspect
of the solution or not possible to reevaluate based on the interviews.
All the interviews ended with questions related to Over-The-Counter hearing aids (described in Section
10.3, page 147). Both UserC and UserD do not find this sort of hearing aid solution appealing to them.
They prefer proper hearing loss assessments and the guidance and care a professional can provide. UserA
does not see the value in such hearing aids either. However, if it allows him to sit down and adjust
the hearing aids just like the audiologist would, it does sound appealing. UserB is not interested either,
however, for a different reason. He appreciates his spot in the test panel, but probably would not get a
hearing aid if he had to pay for it. For any type of hearing aid to be interesting to him, it should become
more like a gadget. He suggests incorporating digital assistants into the hearing aids. Furthermore, he
describes how other companies like Apple and Amazon might soon enter the market with new services
like digital assistants.
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10.3

Future of hearing aids

This section presents recent advances in how to power a hearing aid to avoid the use of batteries. This
is followed with a presentation of how the brain might become an input to hearing aids in the future.
Lastly, the section discusses the concept of Over-The-Count (OTC) hearing aids and how they are viewed
by the current hearing care industry.
Fuel cells and brain waves
At CES1 , Widex presented their Widex Evoke hearing aid powered by the Widex Energy Cell [110].
The Widex Energy Cell is a fuel cell running on oxygen and methanol and replaces the battery which
would normally provide the hearing aid with power [110]. Widex claims that the user can easily supply
the fuel cell with methanol in 20 seconds which can then power the hearing aid for 24 hours [109]. The
ReSound LiNX 3D hearing aids available for the project are traditional battery driven hearing aids with
small button cell batteries. The experience gained with these throughput the prototype development
does show that changing the batteries can be a fiddly process. With a fuel cell, the user no longer has to
go through this process. Time will tell if the fuel cell is just as fiddly to refill. However, Widex themselves
claims this new technology is ”hassel free” for the user [110]. This technology is supposed to be available
in hearing aids by summer 2019 [110].
Something that can also prove useful for hearing aid users, yet lies a bit further into the future, is
electroencephalography (EEG) performed in the ear (ear-EEG). Kappel [51] has researched this topic
in collaboration with Widex in order to develop an ear-EEG prototype and verify if the method can be
used to detect insulin shock. Insulin shock refers to the event of a low blood sugar levels [5]. Kappel
[51] found promising results and managed to develop a prototype with similar size and shape as the
earpiece of some hearing aids. Furthermore, Kappel [51] also suggested that ear-EEG could be utilized
for monitoring epilepsy as well as sleep.
Already in 2013, Lee et al. [57] talked about using EEG for detecting and monitoring disorders.
Furthermore, they also presented the idea of using it to determine the user’s intent. In a laboratory
experiment they showed a correlation between brain activity and which of two parallel audio streams
coming from different sources a user was focusing on [57]. Back in 2013, Lee et al. [57] explained that the
technology was not ready yet, but that within 25 years, EEG systems for user intent might be a reality.
Over-The-Counter hearing aids
The solution presented in this project aims to provide a personalized experience to the hearing aid
user. As explained shortly, future hearing aids might need such intelligence to function. Kollmeier and
Kiessling [53] reckon that self-fitting is one of the elements that might be found in future hearing aid
solutions. Providing a self-fitting solution removes the dependency on a professional [53]. Such a solution
is likely a bit more elaborate than the prototype designed and developed in this project. However, this
project can be seen as initial steps into automation, intelligence, and self-fitting.
Self-fitting is likely to become a requirement for some future solutions. The US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has decided to establish a category of Over-The-Counter (OTC) hearing aids
1 CES

(short for Consumer Electronics Show) is an annually occurring event allowing companies to come and show case
new technology and products. An event with more than 182000 visitors in 2018 which covers everything from fitness to
robotics [16].
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[106]. OTC hearing aids are supposed to help with self-perceived mild to moderate hearing loss and can
be purchased without going to a dedicated hearing aid dispenser [108]. As dispenser might only have
a subset of the hearing aids on the market, and they are often sold as a bundle including fitting and
follow-up services with a professional [108]. All this makes hearing aid solutions expensive and difficult
for people to compare costs and products [108]. However, critique of OTC hearing aids is related to how
people can know if they have a mild hearing loss or if they need special care which an OTC hearing
aid cannot provide. Furthermore, adjusting the hearing aid is done by a professional today and might
be a complicated task for the average user [108]. This is where self-fitting might become a necessity. A
meeting with Michael Wörösch, Director of System Engineering and Software Architecture at GN Hearing,
revealed that even though the expected user of OTC hearing aids is tech savvy, interfaces providing easy
setup in a few steps is required. One way to achieve this might be with the use of intelligent solutions.
According to Michael Wörösch, OTC hearing aids are expected to be cheaper and allow more competitors into the market. Cheaper hearing aids are possible as the audiologists and dispensers are now
removed from the equation. Furthermore, less strict regulations are expected (however, FDA has not
finalized the regulations yet [106]) which makes it cheaper to develop the devices. This is supplemented
with increased production quantities and hardware cost optimization which further reducing the price,
according to Michael Wörösch. In the Widex booth at the DSE career fair it was mentioned that a
reduced feature set, less advanced signal processing, and a reduction in battery life could also be some
of the trade-offs made in order to provide a cheaper solution. From the information picked up at the
booth, Widex expects most big hearing care companies to provide an OTC solution, but not keep it as
core business.
Michael Wörösch explains that it is difficult to predict if the OTC category is good or bad for the
current hearing care industry. It can both be seen as a threat and an opportunity. On one hand, it
gives companies that are currently not in the hearing care industry an easy entry to market resulting in
more competitor. These companies can now easily develop and sell products for addressing hearing loss.
On the other hand, it also enables current companies in the industry to expand their line of products
and possible grow the market as more people can afford hearing aids and people might be more likely to
try the out. However, this might also cause a negative effect where people who would have bought an
expensive hearing aid finds the cheaper solution sufficient. This can cause a self-cannibalizing process to
start.
Solutions claiming to improve hearing (however not labeled as hearing aids) is nothing new. Personal
Sound Amplification Product (PSAP) is a classification for devices that claim to improve hearing ability
which can be found on the market today as any other electronic product [104]. However, these differ
from the OTC hearing aid category as they are not allowed to be targeted towards hearing impairment
[108]. The OTC hearing aid category is still under development, and no products can legally be sold as
an OTC hearing aid just yet [106]. How this new type of hearing aids will affect the market is hard to
say without a thorough analysis which is beyond the scope of this project. Today, barriers of entry are
high for companies as well as for the consumer. Hopefully, the new OTC category can bring innovative,
and possibly disruptive, solutions to the market while encouraging consumers that could benefit from a
hearing aid to obtain one.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion
The project set out to design and develop a solution for providing hearing aid users with a personalized
experience based on the sounds in the current environment. Hearing care solutions that allow users
to fine-tune their listening experience already exist. However, there is a lack of learning as the user’s
preferences are not generalized and only reusable to a certain degree if at all. Furthermore, some users
cannot comprehend how to make the appropriate adjustments. This project has developed a simple
prototype that abstracts the complexity such that the user only has to make a decision whether one
hearing aid adjustment sounds better than the other.
The project has taken a starting point in the ReSound Smart 3D application which provides various
functionality in order to allow the user to reduce noise, focus on speech, or fine-tune the amplification of
three frequency bands: Bass, midrange, and treble. The aim was to provide a solution which would be
capable of learning a user’s preferred adjustment of all these parameters and determine the characteristics
of the sound environment leading to this specific adjustment. Using this knowledge, it should be possible
to later recall the user’s preferences next time the user is in an environment which consist of the same
acoustic features. To achieve this, the following problem formulation was created:
– How can machine learning be utilized to learn and predict a user’s preferred hearing aid configurations for a given environment?
To determine this, the following sub-questions must be answered:
– How can a machine learning architecture be designed to accommodate prediction of multiple values
from one input?
– How can personalized machine learning models be created and made accessible to a user?
Finding the appropriate solution to answer these questions required research of multiple machine
learning techniques. It was found that a combination of a multi-task branched Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) and the reinforcement learning algorithm Sarsa(λ) seemed appropriate for solving the
problem. These two techniques complements each other by combining simplicity and good data utilization
from Sarsa(λ) with the strong generalization power of the CNN architecture. Good data utilization was
important for the project as the data is collected from interactions with hearing aid users. For this reason,
short interactions are desirable, however, this also results in less data.
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These two techniques were packaged into a solution consisting of a smartphone application and a
cloud entity. The solution was designed such that all the environment classification and hearing aid
adjustment predictions can be performed by a smartphone. An instance of a CNN model running on
the smartphone takes a Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrogram of the audio in the
environment as input. The CNN model then classifies the environment and makes a general prediction of
hearing aid adjustments. The outcome of this analysis is then used to search a state-space defined by the
user interactions with the Sarsa(λ) algorithms to recall environment dependent preferences. Training of
CNN models is only feasible if performed by the cloud entity while the Sarsa(λ) training can be performed
on the smartphone.
A prototype of this solution was implemented, however, only with a subset of the functionality. Due
to complexity, it was decided that the prototype should be limited to only predicting bass, midrange, and
treble preferences and generalize to three high-level environments: All-Around, Restaurant, and Outdoor.
Testing showed mixed results with one of the problems being the environment representation. A slight
inconsistency in the spectrograms used for training CNN models compared to the spectrograms used for
environment analysis were found to cause inaccurate predictions. With that said, the CNN model showed
high accuracy when analyzing spectrograms with no inconsistencies. The ability to adjust for changes
in user preferences seemed to be challenging for both the CNN architecture and the Sarsa(λ) algorithm.
Furthermore, recalling preferences based on the state-space also needs more work. However, it is believed
that the design is still valid and that most of the problems can be addressed by different implementation
specific configurations. A deeper analysis is needed to determine what these specific configurations should
then be.
It can be concluded that the prototype is not yet fully developed and needs more work before the
design can be fully proven. However, it is still believed that the problem formulation has been answered.
Both the machine learning components have been included into the design as learning entities. Sarsa(λ) is
oriented towards short-term learnings and changing preferences whereas the CNN architecture is oriented
towards long-term preferences and generalization. This is packaged into a solution that is predominantly
running on the user’s smartphone and only occasionally needs internet access. The solution is capable of
classifying an environment as well as suggesting hearing aid adjustments. Furthermore, both the statespace and the CNN architecture provides a link between the environment classes and the adjustments
making it possible to predict the user specific hearing aid configurations based on the environment.
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Acronyms
A# - Assumption number #
CNN - Convolutional Neural Network
CTO - Cheif Technology Officer
EEG - Electroencephalography
FR# - Functional Requirement number #
GDPR - General Data Protection Regulation
MAE - Mean Absolute Error
MSE - Mean Squared Error
MVP - Minimum Viable Product
NFR# - Non-functional Requirement #
NR - Noise reduction
OTC - Over-The-Counter
OTE - Online training entity
PSAP - Personal Sound Amplification Product
R# - Risk number #
ReLU - Rectified Linear Unit
RMSE - Root Mean Squared Error
SDK - Software Development Kit
SP - Speech focus
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STFT - Short-Time Fourier Transformation
TD - Temporal-Difference
WNR - Wind noise reduction
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Glossary
Activation function - A function contained within a neuron to transform the output of the neuron. It
makes it possible to achieve non-linear mappings.
Average Accuracy - An accuracy measure across multiple classes that increases as the number of true
positives and true negatives increases.
Branched network - A neural network architecture that splits a network in multiple branches such that
each branch can creates its own mapping from input to output.
Care seeker - Describes one of the two hearing aid user types which the project deals with. The care
seeker is careful and can be uncomfortable around new technology. This type of user is reluctant to try
new things without guidance.
Control problem - Used within the field of reinforcement learning to describe the problem of determining
the optimal policy.
Convolutional layer - A type of layer used in CNNs responsible for scanning an input and detecting
features.
Convolutional Neural Networks - A specific neural network architecture including convolutional and
pooling layers that aim to extract features from an input.
Cost function - Quantifies the prediction error of neural network such that optimization can be performed.
Decay factor - A configurable parameter specific to reinforcement learning algorithms that utilizes
eligibility traces. It defines how quickly values in the trace matrix decay. A quick decay (low decay
factor) results in past states being less affected by the current reward. Denoted by λ.
Discounting factor - A configurable parameter utilized in reinforcement learning algorithms to specify
how much emphasis should be put on expected future rewards. Denoted by γ.
Eligibility traces - A specific component of the Sarsa(λ) algorithm which keeps track of states and
actions. The information is to update multiple state-action values when receiving a reward.
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Evaluation problem - Used within the field of reinforcement learning to refer to the problem of evaluating a specific policy.
Fine-tuning - The act of adjusting individual hearing aid configurations to achieve a desired listening
experience. This can be needed in challenging sound environments.
Fitting - Describes the procedure of ensuring that a hearing aid is configured to treat the specific hearing
loss of an individual. The process is carried out by a professional.
Frequency response - The characteristics of how a microphone responds to a range of frequencies.
Fully connected layer - A layer that has connections from all the neurons in the previous layer to each
and every neuron in this layer.
Learning rate - Used to describe how quickly a machine learning algorithm adjusts. A general term,
but specifically denoted by α within the field of reinforcement learning.
Listening program - A predefined set of hearing aid configurations designed to cope with specific sound
environments.
Macro F Score - An accuracy measure that combines Macro Precision and Macro Recall. Weighting
can be applied to emphasize Precision or Recall.
Macro Precision - The ratio between correctly predicted samples for certain class compared to all
samples predicted to fit in that class. The measure is calculated across multiple classes.
Macro Recall - A ratio between correctly predicted samples for certain class compared to all samples
that should have been predicted to fit in the class. The measure is calculated across multiple classes.
Multi-task learning network - A neural network architecture for solving multiple problems using a
single network.
NAL-NL2 - A generic fitting formula for improving speech intelligibility.
Sound environment - The project defines the sound environment as the sounds surrounding a user.
This includes any audio (e.g. background noise, conversations, wind noise etc.) collected from the user’s
location.
Off-policy - Describes reinforcement learning algorithms that utilizes a behavior policy to learn a target
policy.
On-policy - Describes reinforcement learning algorithms that acts based on the same policy as the one
being optimized.
Over-The-Counter hearing aids - A new category of hearing aids that will make it possible for people
to obtain a hearing aid without seeing a professional.
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Personal Sound Amplification Product - Electronic equipment sold to improve hearing. However,
specifically not allowed to target hearing impairment.
Policy - In this project it refers to the rules that define how a reinforcement learning agent should behave.
Pooling layer - A layer utilized in the CNN architecture to reduce the size of an input while keeping
the important features.
Proactive user - One of the two hearing aid user types this project is dealing with. The proactive user
is comfortable around new technology and likes to explore.
Q-table - A matrix containing all the state-action values for the entire state-space.
Reinforcement learning - A specific branch of machine learning where an agent interacts with an
environment and learns how to achieve a goal by receiving rewards from the environment.
Sample rate - Describes how frequently a sample is taken. Used in the context of audio recording in
this project.
Sarsa(λ) - The reinforcement learning algorithm chosen for the solution developed in the project. It is
a variation of the Sarsa algorithm and differs by utilizing eligibility traces.
Short-Time Fourier Transformation spectrograms - A specific unbiased type of spectrogram used
for representing the sound environments.
Single-task learning network - A neural network architecture that utilizes one network for solving
only one problem.
Smart Buttons - Buttons from the ReSound Smart 3D application that are easily accessible. When
enabled, they apply predefined hearing aid adjustments allowing the user to quickly achieve a certain
listening experience.
Sound Enhancer - A feature of the ReSound Smart 3D application that provides the user with finetuning capabilities to achieve a desired listening experience. The Sound Enhancer makes it possible to
adjust bass, midrange, treble as well as noise reduction and speech focus features depending on the chosen
of listening program.
Sound profile - A collection of hearing aid configurations presented to a user as a pairwise comparison
during training sessions.
Soundscape - Soundscape is used to describe the sounds that make up the acoustic scene and is used
interchangeably with ”sound environment” in this project.
SoundSense Learn - An intelligent solution developed by Widex that allows a user to achieve personalized hearing aid adjustments through pairwise comparison of multiple sound profiles.
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State-action value - Used to describe the value associated with taking a specific action in a specific
state of a state-space.
State-space - Used to refer to all the states in a reinforcement learning agent’s environment. In this
project, it is used to denote the possible hearing aid configuration options for the considered environments.
Temporal-Difference Prediction - An approach to solving the policy evaluation problem. Used in
this project to contribute to the decision of when to terminate a training session.
Training session - Used to refer to the act of training a machine learning model. Mostly used to refer
to the user iteratively performing pairwise comparisons of sound profiles to teach USense SoundLearner
about user preferences.
USense SoundLearner - The name of the solution developed in this project. Mostly used to refer to
the smartphone application component.
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Appendices

Appendix A

Reinforcement learning
A.1

Q-learning - Numerical example

The section walks though a numerical example of how the action-value function is estimated in Q-learning.
Improving the estimates allows an agent to act optimally in an environment. The following example is
very simple and only goes through a few updates. Nevertheless, it should suffice to understand how the
value of a state-action pair is estimated. The example uses Q-learning, but the same process can be
applied to other algorithms as well such as Sarsa.

Figure A.1: Simple environment to exemplify how a Q-learning agent learns how to act. Made with
draw.io online tool.
Figure A.1 presents a simple environment consisting of seven states (the blue circles). S0 and S6 are
terminal states, and the agent receives a reward of −1 and 1, respectively, when reaching the states. The
goal of the agent is to maximize the return meaning the agent should try to reach S6 . The green triangle
at S3 indicates that this is the start state. When the agent reaches a terminal state, its position is reset
to S3 . To simplify the example, the agent starts in the same state on each run. Furthermore, none of the
intermediate states give the agent any reward. The agent can choose to go either left or right, and the
black arrows underneath the states indicates the optimal action in that state: The agent should always
choose to go right. Of course, the agent does not have this information. This needs to be learned by the
agent through an iterative trial and error process.
The action space and state space can be defined as follows:
Action = {←, →}
States = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, 0 and 6 are terminal, 3 is start

1

The following learning rate and discounting factor have been chosen for completeness:
Learning rate: α = 0.1
Discounting factor: γ = 1
The Q-table has one entry for every action in every state. All entries are initialized as zero, and each
row is a state and the columns represent the actions. This example has defined two possible actions for
seven states. For this reason, the following matrix has seven rows and two columns:

0

0


0

Q=
0

0

0

0


0

0


0

0


0

0

0

As the example is based on Q-learning, the Q-table will be updated using Equation A.1. Q(S, A)
denotes a specific entry in the Q-table, α and γ are as defined above, and maxa Q(S 0 , a) describes choosing
the action with the highest value for a given state S 0 .
Q(S, A) ← Q(S, A) + α ∗ (R + γ ∗ maxa Q(S 0 , a) − Q(S, A))

(A.1)

First episode
The agent starts in S3 and uses the Q-table to look up which actions is the best. However, all actions
are rated equally currently. The agent chooses randomly and picks → (denoted as 1 because A is zeroindexed). This bring the agent to state to S4 which does not bring a reward. The numbers are entered
into Equation A.1 to update the Q-table.
S = 3, A = 1, R = 0, S 0 = 4
Q(3, 1) ← 0 + 0.1 ∗ (0 + 1 ∗ 0 − 0), Q(3, 1) = 0
The agent is now in S4 and has to chose an action. Once again, the agent has to choose randomly as
the value for all actions in S4 are estimated to be zero. The agent picks → and gets to S5 which does
not return a reward.
S = 4, A = 1, R = 0, S 0 = 5
Q(4, 1) ← 0 + 0.1 ∗ (0 + 1 ∗ 0 − 0), Q(4, 1) = 0
In S5 the agent once again has to choose a random action. It decides to go right (→) and ends up in
S6 which returns a reward of 1. Since a reward has now been returned, the Q-table update is non-zero.
Due to the learning rate (α) specified earlier, going right in S5 is not valued at 1, but 0.1. Having a low
learning rate means that the agent will have to perform the same actions over and over again. However,
it also ensures that the agent does not get biased towards specific actions that are only locally good or
non-static.

2

S = 5, A = 1, R = 1, S 0 = 6
Q(5, 1) ← 0 + 0.1 ∗ (1 + 1 ∗ 0 − 0), Q(5, 1) = 0.1
The agent has now finished an episode and the Q-table has been updated and now looks as follows:

0

0


0

Q=
0

0

0

0

0




0


0

0


0

0.1

0

Second episode
The agent is reset back to S3 and the second episode starts. The Q-table is carried from the first
episode into the second episode meaning the agent can make use of what it learned in the first episode
to further update the Q-table.
The action entries in the Q-table for S3 are still only zeros. The agent chooses randomly and picks
→. The Q-table is updated accordingly.
S = 3, A = 1, R = 0, S 0 = 4
Q(3, 1) ← 0 + 0.1 ∗ (0 + 1 ∗ 0 − 0), Q(3, 1) = 0
The agent is in S4 and once again has to choose randomly among the actions. Once again it decides
to go right and ends up in S5 . Last episode, the agent learned that being in S5 and taking action →
returned a reward. That specific state-action pair has a value of 0.1 which is now used when updating
the Q-table entry for {S4 , →}. As a result, the Q-table entry for going right in S4 is valued 0.01. It is
not valued as much as going right in S5 because there is no direct reward to find in S5 . However, it does
have a non-zero value because the agent now knows that {S4 , →} will get it to S5 where it can receive a
reward if the appropriate action is taken.
S = 4, A = 1, R = 0, S 0 = 5
Q(4, 1) ← 0 + 0.1 ∗ (0 + 1 ∗ 0.1 − 0), Q(4, 1) = 0.01
Being in S5 , the agent learned in the first episode that going right returns a reward. Therefore, the
agent decides to go right again. This time it also returns a reward. The agent becomes increasingly more
sure that going right in S5 is a good choice. Hence, {S5 , →} state-action pair value is increased.
S = 5, A = 1, R = 1, S 0 = 6
Q(5, 1) ← 0.1 + 0.1 ∗ (1 + 1 ∗ 0 − 0.1), Q(5, 1) = 0.19

3

At the end of the second episode, the Q-table looks as follows:

0

0


0

Q=
0

0

0

0


0

0 


0 

0 


0.01

0.19

0

As it wants to maximize its reward, the agent has now learned, after two episodes, that action 1 (→)
is the smartest action to take in S4 and state S5 . To learn the optimal behavior for the remaining states
(the one presented with black arrows in Figure A.1), many more episodes must be iterated through.
This example, on purpose, chose to only go right to illustrate in as few steps as possible how the
Q-table evolves. In a real scenario, the agent will have to learn that going right is the best choice. When
the Q-table starts to be populated, this will become clear for the agent. However, till then, it must rely
on luck to discover which terminal state returns a positive reward and which returns a negative reward.

A.2

Dyna-Q

The Research chapter presented that Q-learning (Section 4.3.1, page 34) and Sarsa (Section 4.3.2, page
36) do not require a model to operate. Dyna-Q is a variation of Q-learning that incorporates a model
and a planning sequence [97]. The algorithm learns a model of the environment as it gains experience
(interacts with the environment). This model can then be used to plan how to act and improve the
action-value function [97].

4

Figure A.2: Illustration of policy improvement over time for Q-learning and Dyna-Q. Inspired by: [97].
Made with draw.io online tool.
To understand the differences between the regular Q-learning method and Dyna-Q, consider Figure
A.2. The arrows depict what the policy specify as being the best action in a specific state. Ordinary
Q-learning is on the left and Dyna-Q is on the right. The top example shows the policy after one
episode and the bottom example shows the policy after two episodes. An episode starts when the agent
is placed in the starting location and ends when the goal is reached. The figure describes that after one
episode, both the Q-learning agent and the Dyna-Q agent are aware of the best action to take in the
state leading up to the goal. This is known as the first episode has elapsed and the agent received a
reward when reaching the goal from that specific state. So far, both algorithms are performing the same.
The difference between the approaches is apparent after the second episode. After the second episode,
the Q-learning agent knows how to act in two states [97]. In the first episode it learned what state and
action immediately precedes the goal. Now, after the second episode, it has learned what state and action
precedes the state and action learned in the first episode. Dyna-Q, however, has learned a partial model
of what state transitions are allowed, what action can be taken to reach the state, and which state was
followed by a reward. By remembering the observations, Dyna-Q can iterate over these observations
and create a much richer policy that describes what actions to take in many more states compared to
Q-learning after this few episodes [97]. This difference is illustrated in the lower part of Figure A.2 where
only two arrows are present for Q-learning compared to significantly more in the Dyna-Q example. The
full Dyna-Q algorithm presented by Sutton and Barto in chapter 8 of their reinforcement learning book
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[97] can be found in Appendix A.6.
The benefit of using an algorithm like Dyna-Q which incorporates planning is its ability to learn
from limited experience with a real environment [97]. The limited real experience can be supported by
simulated experiences created based on previous observations and the model of the environment. However,
even though there are advantages in terms of the limited amount of real experience required and the quick
convergence, this sort of methods also have disadvantages. A model must be implemented and updated,
and the algorithm must keep track of already observed states and actions. These two elements make for
a more complex solution. Furthermore, the environment is assumed to be deterministic and problems
can occur if it changes [97]. As a result of a changing environment, the model can become incorrect. If
the changes in the environment does not affect the optimal path from a starting state to the goal, the
changes will not be discovered even though the changed environment might allow for a more optimal
policy. This is the problem of the exploration and exploitation trade-off. A version of Dyna-Q named
Dyna-Q+ tries to make it possible to detect and correct for changes in the environment [97]. This is
done by keeping track of how much time has passed since a specific state-action has been observed. In
Dyna-Q+, the algorithm gets rewarded during the planning iterations for taking an action in a specific
state proportionally to how much time has passed since such an observation was made while interacting
with the real environment. This encourages the algorithm to try state-action pairs that have not been
observed in a while [97].
The fact that limited real environment interaction is needed and that it quickly converges makes
Dyna-Q an interesting approach for this project. However, it is not the only method that is capable of
learning the value of multiple steps after just one episode. The version of Q-learning depicted in Figure
A.2 is a one-step approach. This one-step idea can be expanded to n-step approaches which updates n
steps preceding the goal [96]. This can be further developed into methods such as Sarsa(λ) which can
adjust all steps taken weighted by the distance to the goal [96]. Sarsa(λ) is presented in more details in
Appendix A.3.

A.3

Sarsa(λ)

The Dyna-Q method for reinforcement learning is presented in Appendix A.2 and is a more complex
method compared to Q-learning and Sarsa presented in Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2 of the main
report respectively. The added complexity, however, makes it possible to converge fast and learn more
from less data [97]. Alternatively, Sarsa(λ) can be considered. The following text introduces Sarsa(λ)
and presents how it is different and what advantages it provides.
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Figure A.3: Illustration of Sarsa and Sarsa(λ) and their learning ability over one episode. Larger and
more bold arrows indicate a higher value. Inspired by [96]. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure A.3 illustrates the different learning abilities for Sarsa (on the left) and Sarsa(λ) (on the right)
when an agent moves towards the goal, ”G”. Sarsa(λ) can estimate the value of multiple states and
actions during an episode while the simpler Sarsa only learns what action to take in one state [96].
Apart from estimating a value for more than just on state-action pair, Sarsa(λ) keeps track of how much
each of the states and the actions taken contributes to reaching the goal [96]. Figure A.3 shows the
contribution as the size and thickness of the arrow in each state. A larger and thicker arrow means that
this state-action pair contributed more to reaching the goal, and a smaller arrow means it contributed
less. The estimated value of the state-action pair is adjusted accordingly [96]. The full Sarsa(λ) algorithm
presented by Glavin and Madden [34] can be found in Appendix A.5.
This gradual weighting is done using eligibility traces which are a sort of short-term memory that lasts
no longer than a single episode [96]. In order to understand how these eligibility traces work, consider
the following snippets from the Sarsa(λ) algorithm [34]:
δ ← R + γ ∗ Q(S 0 , A0 ) − Q(S, A)

(A.2)

e(S, A) ← γ ∗ λ ∗ e(S, A)

(A.3)

Q(S, A) ← Q(S, A) + α ∗ δ ∗ e(S, A)

(A.4)

As can be seen, the Sarsa(λ) algorithm (Appendix A.7) differs from basic Sarsa (see algorithm in
Appendix A.5). δ serves as the error measure and is defined by Equation A.2 [34]. It is similar to the
error measure used in the basic Sarsa algorithm [94], however, the algorithm presented in Appendix
A.5 does not extract the error measure into its own variable. e is the eligibility trace matrix which has
the same dimensions as Q. It holds the eligibility value for a specific state-action pair like Q holds the
estimated value of taking a specific action in a specific state [34]. Updating e is based on prior eligibility
values for this state-action pair, a discounting factor denoted by γ, and a trace decay value denoted by λ
[96] as defined by Equation A.3 [34]. At the beginning of each episode, e contains only zeros. Whenever
as state-action pair is visited, the entry in the eligibility matrix is increased. Hereafter, the estimated
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state-action pair value is updated using Equation A.4 [34]. By substituting the definition of δ from
Equation A.2 into Equation A.4, the reader can find great similarity with the state-action pair update
done in the basic Sarsa algorithm. However, Equation A.4 makes use of the eligibility trace value which
impacts the learned estimate of the state-action pair.
Every time an agent takes a step (makes a transition from S to S 0 by action A), Sarsa(λ) iterates over
the eligibility trace (e) and the estimated state-action values (Q) using Equation A.3 and Equation A.4
respectively [34]. Neither of the equations do much for states and actions that have not been visited yet
as e(S, A) is zero in those cases. However, whenever the agent takes an action, one entry in the eligibility
matrix becomes non-zero. At this point, the agent has taken a step and both e and Q is updated. As time
passes, and the agent takes more steps, the prior eligibility values should gradually become less weighted
as depicted in Figure A.3. This is what Equation A.3 is achieving using γ and λ [96]. If the state-action
pair is not visited again (or does not lead to the goal), it slowly decays and, hence, ends up having less
importance in the final path from start to goal.
Sarsa(λ) is a more complex approach compared to other algorithms presented in this report, but it
provides a number of benefits in return. This is an approach to utilize if only limited data is available [96].
Since Sarsa(λ) learns multiple state-action value estimates for every step, it makes an effort to extract as
much information as possible to improve the behavior of the agent. Dyna-Q (Appendix A.2) also utilizes
the data well as it creates a model of the environment which is used to generate more data which the
agent can learn from. However, Sarsa(λ) does not require a model as Dyna-Q does and therefore is less
complex. The one-step approach presented in Figure A.3 requires more episodes and data before the
entire path from start to goal can be estimated. Other approaches like n-step approaches (not covered
in this report) are also able to create estimates for multiple steps before a goal, however, λ approaches
tends to generalize better [96]. As an alternative to Sarsa(λ), Q-learning also exist in an eligibility trace
variation. Research has shown that Q(λ) converges to a more optimal policy compared to Sarsa(λ), but
Sarsa(λ) converges faster [39].

A.4

Q-learning algorithm pseudocode

Initialize Q(s, a) arbitrarily
for each episode do
Initialize S
for each step in episode do
Choose A from S using policy derived from Q
Take action A, observe R, S 0
Q(S, A) ← Q(S, A) + α ∗ (R + γ ∗ maxa Q(S 0 , a) − Q(S, A))
S ← S0
Exit loop when S is terminal
end
end
Algorithm 1: Q-learning algorithm pseudocode. Source: [94].
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A.5

Sarsa algorithm pseudocode

Initialize Q(s, a) arbitrarily
for each episode do
Initialize S
Choose A from S using policy derived from Q
for each step in episode do
Take action A, observe R, S 0
Choose A0 from S 0 using policy derived from Q
Q(S, A) ← Q(S, A) + α ∗ (R + γ ∗ Q(S 0 , A0 ) − Q(S, A))
S ← S0
A ← A0
Exit loop when S is terminal
end
end
Algorithm 2: Sarsa algorithm pseudocode. Source: [94].

A.6

Dyna-Q algorithm pseudocode

Initialize Q(s, a) and M odel(s, a)
for each episode do
Initialize S
for each step in episode do
Choose A from S using policy derived from Q
Take action A, observe R, S 0
Q(S, A) ← Q(S, A) + α ∗ (R + γ ∗ maxa Q(S 0 , a) − Q(S, A))
M odel(S, A) ← R, S 0
for each planning iteration do
Sp ← Select randomly a previously observed state
Ap ← Select randomly a previously taken action in Sp
Rp , Sp0 ← M odel(Sp , Ap )
Q(Sp , Ap ) ← Q(Sp , Ap ) + α ∗ (Rp + γ ∗ maxa Q(Sp0 , a) − Q(Sp , Ap ))
end
S ← S0
Exit loop when S is terminal
end
end
Algorithm 3: Dyna-Q algorithm pseudocode. Source: [97]. Slightly modified for clarification.
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A.7

Sarsa(λ) algorithm pseudocode

Initialize Q(s, a) and e(s, a)
for each episode do
Initialize S
Choose A from S using policy derived from Q
for each step in episode do
Take action A, observe R, S 0
Choose A0 from S 0 using policy derived from Q
δ ← R + γ ∗ Q(S 0 , A0 ) − Q(S, A)
e(S, A) ← 1
for all Se and Ae do
Q(Se , Ae ) ← Q(Se , Ae ) + α ∗ δ ∗ e(Se , Ae )
e(Se , Ae ) ← γ ∗ λ ∗ e(Se , Ae )
end
S ← S0
A ← A0
Exit loop when S is terminal
end
end
Algorithm 4: Sarsa(λ) algorithm pseudocode. Source: [34].
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Appendix B

Exploratory prototype
This appendix describes the implementation of an exploratory prototype. The prototype is developed
to gain a deeper understanding of Q-learning, Sarsa, Sarsa(λ), and Dyna-Q. This makes it possible to
evaluate if there is any specific characteristics in how they behave in an implementation compared to
each other. Furthermore, such a prototype also makes it possible to validate if it is viable to implement
the mentioned algorithms as part of a smartphone application.

Figure B.1: Exploratory prototype implementing the four reinforcement learning algorithms considered
in this project as well as a module for hearing aid communication. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure B.1 depicts the architecture of the exploratory prototype. As the main focus of this prototype
is on the reinforcement learning aspect, the prototype only implements minimal functionality. The
prototype is developed as a smartphone application containing a reinforcement learning module and
a communication module for the hearing aids. The reinforcement learning module contains the four
algorithms which the prototype aims to cover. Furthermore, the hearing aid communication module
makes it possible to apply changes to a set of ReSound LiNX 3D hearing aids such that auditory feedback
is present. If no auditory feedback is present, it does not make sense to assess the reinforcement learning
methods as there is no indication whether they are performing good or bad. Moreover, input to the
algorithms is random if there is no feedback to base the input on. Random input is unlikely to make
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sense to the algorithms. As a result, they cannot determine what to do and no conclusions can be made
in relation to their performance.
Exploratory prototype findings
It can be confirmed that all four reinforcement learning algorithms (Q-learning, Sarsa, Sarsa(λ), and
Dyna-Q) run just fine on a smartphone. The smartphone used for the trail runs is a OnePlus 6T from
late 2018 making it a rather new smartphone. This can result in biased result as it might not represent
the average smartphone on the market. However, it does show that these algorithms can run on a
smartphone. With this knowledge, the project can continue as planned and implement a more complete
prototypes as smartphone applications as well. The aim of providing a solution which a user can bring
with them as a smartphone application still seems feasible.
In terms of finding user preferences, no obvious performance difference among the four algorithms is
found. Running automated test trying to achieve a gain of -6 dB for bass, midrange, and treble shows that
all four algorithms require between 61 and 101 iterations on the very first training session to reach this
state (each iteration moved ±2 dB for a single parameter). By automating the tests, user inconsistency
does not interfere with the testing process. However, as the test is trying to achieve a specific state
and not a specific auditory experience, it might not simulate real-life usage perfectly. Furthermore, this
testing is not performed as a pairwise comparison. A positive reward of one is given if the new states is
closer to the target state, otherwise a reward of negative one.
All the test findings are documented below. It can be seen that none of the algorithms seems to perform
particularly well or consistently. Using any of them in a final solution which require user interaction might
seem unacceptable. However, not much work has been put into optimizing hyper-parameters to achieve
good learning results just yet. Furthermore, the task of finding a particular state, as mentioned, might
not simulate real-life. An actual user is not aiming for particular values, but for a certain auditory
experience which might be achieve to a satisfactory level by more than a single state.
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Q-learning
Figure B.2 and Figure B.3 indicate how many iterations are needed to find a desired state using the
Q-learning algorithm. Figure B.2 starts over between tests meaning all learnings are cleared. Hence, this
figure shows how many iterations are needed the first time a user is using the solution. Figure B.3 shows
how many iterations are needed when learnings are kept. The first rerun is based off Test10 from Figure
B.2 and shows how the algorithm becomes better over time to find the same state.
It can be concluded that Q-learning needs an average of 61 iterations to find a desired states at
first time usage. However, this varies a lot and anything from 22 iterations to 110 can be expected.
Furthermore, it can be concluded that Q-learning quickly finds the desired state if it can apply prior
learnings. After a seeking the same state three times, it is capable of finding it in 8 iterations.
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Figure B.2: 10 independent runs of the Q-learning algorithm. Each bar indicates the number of iterations
to reach a specific desired states. All learnings are cleared between tests.
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Figure B.3: 10 dependent reruns based on Test10 from B.2. The bars indicate how many iterations are
needed for the Q-learning algorithms to reach a desired states. The state is kept the same for all reruns
and learnings are kept.
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Sarsa
The test for Sarsa is setup similarly to the Q-learning algorithm test. It can be found that Sarsa
needs an average of 99 iterations to find a desired state, however, this can differ from 38 to 204 iterations
(see Figure B.4). Compared to Q-learning, Sarsa is more reliable in quickly finding the same state again.
After seeking the same state twice, it is capable of finding it in just 10 iterations (see Figure B.5).
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Figure B.4: 10 independent runs of the Sarsa algorithm. Each bar indicates the number of iterations to
reach a specific desired states. All learnings are cleared between tests.
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Figure B.5: 10 dependent reruns based on Test10 from B.4. The bars indicate how many iterations are
needed for the Sarsa algorithms to reach a desired states. The state is kept the same for all reruns and
learnings are kept.
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Sarsa(λ)
Saras(λ) is tested in the same manner as Q-learning and Sarsa. It can be found that Sarsa(λ) requires
an average of 101 iterations to find a desired state the first time it is being run. However, the number of
iterations can vary from 54 to 214 iterations (see Figure B.6). When some knowledge has been gain, and
the same state needs to be found again, Sarsa(λ) is capable of doing this in just 26 iterations based on
only one prior successful search (see Figure B.5). The reruns mainly require a low number of iterations
to find a specific state again, however, a spike is observed to occur with Sarsa(λ) which might be due to
some unlucky explorations.
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Figure B.6: 10 independent runs of the Sarsa(λ) algorithm. Each bar indicates the number of iterations
to reach a specific desired states. All learnings are cleared between tests.
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Figure B.7: 10 dependent reruns based on Test10 from B.6. The bars indicate how many iterations are
needed for the Sarsa(λ) algorithms to reach a desired states. The state is kept the same for all reruns
and learnings are kept.
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Dyna-Q
Based on the same test setup as used for the other algorithms, Dyna-Q is tested and found to perform
similarly. Figure B.8 shows that Dyna-Q requires an average of 80 iterations to find a desired state.
However, anything from 24 to 180 iterations can be expected. Like Sarsa(λ), Dyna-Q has good utilization
of learnings meaning the task of finding states that have previously been searched for can be done in few
iterations. When searching the same state and utilizing the knowledge gained from one previous run,
it is found that Dyna-Q can finish the task in 20 iterations as depicted in Figure B.9. However, like
Sarsa(λ), Dyna-Q also experiences spikes where knowledge utilization seems to fail. This is likely due to
exploration bringing the Dyna-Q agent to unknown states.
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Figure B.8: 10 independent runs of the Dyna-Q algorithm. Each bar indicates the number of iterations
to reach a specific desired states. All learnings are cleared between tests.
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Figure B.9: 10 dependent reruns based on Test10 from B.8. The bars indicate how many iterations are
needed for the Dyna-Q algorithms to reach a desired states. The state is kept the same for all reruns and
learnings are kept.
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Appendix C

SoundSense Learn testing - Sound
profile preference plots
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Figure C.1: Sound profile rating at each iteration during the SoundSense Learn test in the ”Noisy venue”
context with a ”Conversation” and ”Reduce noise” intent.
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Figure C.2: Sound profile rating at each iteration during the SoundSense Learn test in the ”Nature”
context with ”Relax” intent.
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Appendix D

Requirements
D.1

Functional requirements

FUNCTIONAL

FR1 The solution must be able to predict the user’s preferred adjustments

REQUIREMENT

of bass, midrange, and treble in environments similar to previous training
sessions

SUMMARY

Based on earlier training sessions, the machine learning components of the
solution (Sarsa(λ) and the CNN model) have learned the user’s preferences.
This information must be recalled at a later time when the user is in a similar
environment.

RATIONALE

If the solution is not able to predict bass, midrange, and treble based on
previous training sessions, it is incapable of learning the user’s preferences.
As a result, the user has to go through a training session to adjust hearing aid
settings even if the environment has been visited before. This is undesirable
as it requires the user to interact with the smartphone application more often.

COMMENT

A full solution could also include Speech focus, Noise reduction, and Wind
noise reduction. However, to simplify the prototype implementation this has
been limited to bass, midrange, and treble.
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FUNCTIONAL

FR2 The smartphone application must collect audio of the user’s soundscape

REQUIREMENT
SUMMARY

Hearing aid adjustments are predicted based the audio in the user’s environment. The smartphone application must collect this audio such that it can be
processed and used to perform environment classification. This classification
can be used to infer new adjustments or as input to a training session.

RATIONALE

If the smartphone application is incapable of collecting the audio, some other
device must perform this task. However, the solution consist of very few components making the smartphone application the only viable option. Hence,
if this is not possible, no environments can be classified. As a result, the
user’s preferences in one environment (e.g. Restaurant) will be mixed with
preferences from a different environment (e.g. Outdoor).

COMMENT

In a full solution, collecting the audio should be performed by the hearing
aids and streamed to the smartphone application. However, according to
Brian Dam Pedersen, the CTO of GN Hearing, the hearing aids available for
prototype development in this project do not have this capability.

FUNCTIONAL

FR3 The solution must perform training of CNN models for environment

REQUIREMENT

classification and hearing aid adjustment regression in the cloud

SUMMARY

There is a need to assess the user’s environment based on the surrounding
sounds and the learn general user preferences. The models created by the
Convolutional Neural Networks are used for those two tasks. New models
must be trained when new information is available.

RATIONALE

Training Convolutional Neural Networks on smartphones is slow and likely
not a feasible solution. Furthermore, it puts additional stress on the user’s
smartphone which might not be able to provide the computing power needed.
Instead, CNN models must be trained on a server with the necessary resources
(here named ”the cloud”).
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FUNCTIONAL

FR4 The CNN models must be able to classify any environments into one of

REQUIREMENT

the following classes: All-Around, Restaurant, and Outdoor

SUMMARY

The environment classification is based on a finite set of labels. The three
classes mentioned in this requirement corresponds to listening programs in
the ReSound Smart 3D application. Each listening program has been created
to reduce specific acoustic annoyances. It is assumed that the user has specific
preferences in environments with these annoyances.

RATIONALE

If the solution is not able to classify into the three mentioned classes, it might
not succeed in recognizing significantly different environments that all require
unique adjustments. As a result, the solution is not able to predict optimal
and personalized hearing aid adjustments.

COMMENT

A full solution should possibly contain more environments to give a more finegrained classification. However, for simplicity, the number of environments
has been scoped as listed. The three environments have been adopted from
the prestudy [23] which showed promising classification abilities in these environments.

FUNCTIONAL

FR5 The CNN models must be able to predict the user’s environment and

REQUIREMENT

general hearing aid adjustments for that environment

SUMMARY

The models created by the Convolutional Neural Network are used for environment classification and to learn long-term general user preferences. This is
used as input to the Sarsa(λ) learning algorithm which then tries to optimize
the hearing aid adjustment suggestion.

RATIONALE

The CNN model enables the solution to perform the crucial task of environment classification. Furthermore, it makes it possible to get a long-term and
more general understanding of the user preferences which are used as a starting point for further personalization. Not having these two functionalities
would force the user to run a training session much more often in order to
ensure optimal hearing aid adjustments.

FUNCTIONAL

FR6 The smartphone application must be able to download and implement

REQUIREMENT

newly trained CNN models

SUMMARY

The models created by the Convolutional Neural Network are trained in the
cloud. The models must be downloaded to the smartphone and loaded into
the application to be used.

RATIONALE

If it is not possible to download and utilize the pretrained models locally, the
solution might not be able to provide environment classification or general user
preference predictions. Alternatively, the environment and user preference
predictions could be made in the cloud. However, this requires users to be
connected to the internet constantly which is undesirable.
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FUNCTIONAL

FR7 The cloud must provide trained models which can be used for inference

REQUIREMENT

on the smartphone

SUMMARY

FR6 mentions that the smartphone application must be able to download
pretrained models. To enable this, the cloud solution must make them available for download. When a new model has been trained, it must be possible
for the smartphone application to request it.

RATIONALE

If the cloud does not make it possible for the smartphone application to download models for offline use, internet connectivity might be required to use the
solution. Alternatively, assuming a model might already be available offline,
this will become outdated over time and provide incorrect predictions leading
to suboptimal personalization.

FUNCTIONAL

FR8 The smartphone application must be able to process the collected audio

REQUIREMENT

into STFT spectrograms

SUMMARY

A pretrained CNN model is running as part of the smartphone application
and so is the audio collection (as prescribed by FR2). As the CNN model
expects Short-Time Fourier Transformation spectrograms, these must also be
created locally.

RATIONALE

Failure to create the Short-Time Fourier Transformation spectrograms will
make it impossible to rely on the predictions provided by the CNN model.
Data input must be as the model expects to provide reliable outputs.

COMMENT

This is based on the prestudy [23] which found that Short-Time Fourier spectrograms is a viable way of representing audio data for environment classification.

FUNCTIONAL

FR9 The smartphone application must provide STFT spectrograms with user

REQUIREMENT

preferences and an environment label to the cloud as input for CNN model
training

SUMMARY

When new information is available about the user’s preferences, this must
be included in the machine learning models. The cloud is responsible for
creating an adjusted CNN model. Hence, the smartphone must provide this
new information (user preferences in a specific environment) to the cloud.

RATIONALE

If the new user preference information is not provided to the cloud, it will not
be able to adapt the CNN model. As a result, the model becomes outdated
over time. Furthermore, failure to provide spectrograms, user preference information, or an environment label makes it impossible to create an updated
model as the machine learning will not know the input and output relationship.
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FUNCTIONAL

FR10 The smartphone application must store STFT spectrograms with pref-

REQUIREMENT

erence and environment information until it can establish a connection to the
cloud solution

SUMMARY

The cloud solution is responsible for creating updated CNN models for predicting the environment and general user preferences. This is done based on
the information listed in FR9. If the user is not connected to the internet
when new preference information is captured, this must be saved for whenever
connection can be established.

RATIONALE

If new user preference and environment information is not stored while the
user is offline, this valuable information will be lost. If information is lost, the
user has to go through additional training sessions leading to a solution that
seems slow at adapting to changes.

FUNCTIONAL

FR11 The cloud solution must start training a new CNN model when new

REQUIREMENT

STFT spectrograms with preference and environment information is received

SUMMARY

The cloud solution is responsible for creating up-to-date CNN models for
offline use by the smartphone application. When new user information has
been captured as the result of a training session and provided to the cloud, it
must start adapting the CNN model immediately.

RATIONALE

User behavior can be dynamic and preferences might change over time. If
the cloud does not start creating new CNN models when new information is
received, CNN models might be outdated for longer than necessary. Models
must constantly be up-to-date to provide the optimal experience.

FUNCTIONAL

FR12 The smartphone application must ask for the user’s intent when start-

REQUIREMENT

ing a new training session

SUMMARY

User intent can affect how they would like the hearing aids to be adjusted.
Upon starting a training session, the user should select an intent from a predefined list. This intent can be used to set the trajectory of the training session
as specified by NFR7.

RATIONALE

If the user’s intent is not taken into account during a training session, the
learning algorithm might require more iterations before getting an impression
of the user’s preferences. More iterations are undesired as it takes more time
for the user to finish a training session.
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FUNCTIONAL

FR13 The training session must be a pairwise comparison of sound profiles

REQUIREMENT
SUMMARY

Widex’s SoundSense Learn solution uses a pairwise comparison of two sound
profiles. The user is supposed to listen to both sound profiles and rate which
is the best. Using this information, the optimal hearing aid configuration can
be determined.

RATIONALE

A pairwise comparison is needed for this solution to ensure ease of use and
facilitate user input consistency. Alternatively, the user could be asked if
settings improve or become worse over training iterations, but this might be
more difficult for the user to assess.

COMMENT

According to Nielsen [66], pairwise comparison is supposed to be easier for
the users to interact with and makes them perform more consistently.

FUNCTIONAL

FR14 The training session must terminate when the optimal state has been

REQUIREMENT

found

SUMMARY

The solution implements Sarsa(λ) which is used to search a state-space where
each state represent a unique hearing aid adjustment. When the optimal state
has been found, the training must terminate and the adjustment applied to
the hearing aids.

RATIONALE

Not stopping the training session when an optimal state has been found will
tie the user to the smartphone for longer than needed. Furthermore, it might
result in termination in a suboptimal state if the user starts becoming inconsistent in their inputs.

COMMENT

What constitutes an optimal state is defined by NFR9.

FUNCTIONAL

FR15 The smartphone application must allow the user to terminate a training

REQUIREMENT

session at any time

SUMMARY

Training sessions are supposed to end whenever an optimal state has been
found. However, users might not be interested in going through an entire
training session, but simply achieve decent settings. Functionality must be
implemented such that the users can terminate the training session when they
are satisfied with the settings.

RATIONALE

Not providing functionality to terminate a training session removes empowerment from the users. Furthermore, a user might realize that time does not
allow for a complete training session. In such a case the user must at least
benefit from the training till now.
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FUNCTIONAL

FR16 When a training session is terminated, the best user preference predic-

REQUIREMENT

tion must be applied to the hearing aids

SUMMARY

Whether termination happens because an optimal state has been found or
because a user prematurely decides to do so, the best prediction of hearing
aid adjustments must be applied to the hearing aids. Even at premature
termination, some user input has been received which indicates a preference.

RATIONALE

Not applying adjustments to the hearing aids after a successful training session
might create less incentive for the user to start the session in the first place.
Furthermore, even if a training session is terminated by the user before an
optimal state has been found, the information provided by the user so far can
still be used to estimate the best possible adjustments.

FUNCTIONAL

FR17 The solution must suggest new personalized hearing aid adjustments

REQUIREMENT

if the environment changes

SUMMARY

The user’s preferences are linked to a specific environment. Therefore, when
the environment changes, it is likely that the hearing aid adjustments should
as well. A suggestion must be made by the solution asking the user to apply
new adjustments.

RATIONALE

Failing to provide suggestions regarding new adjustments when the environment changes, may result in suboptimal adjustments for the environment.
Furthermore, if no suggestions are made, the solution becomes less automated
and it is up to the user to constantly ensure that optimal settings are applied.

FUNCTIONAL

FR18 The user must receive a notification on their smartphone when new

REQUIREMENT

adjustments are being suggested

SUMMARY

When a change in environment is detected, the user is suggested new hearing
aid adjustments. This suggestion must be made as a notification on their
smartphone allowing the user to easily accept or reject the suggestion.

RATIONALE

If the suggestion is not made as a notificaiton on the smartphone, the user
might not realize that a new adjustment suggestion has been made. As a
result, the new adjustments will not take effect, and the user will not have the
optimal experience.

COMMENT

A full solution could consider expanding this. In case a user has a smartwatch,
this could be utilized for notifications too. See FR19.
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FUNCTIONAL

FR19 The user must receive a notification on their smartwatch when new

REQUIREMENT

adjustments are being suggested

SUMMARY

Like the user must receive a notification on their smartphone when new adjustments are suggested, users with a smartwatch must be able to receive these
notifications on their smartwatch. This makes it possible to try, accept, and
reject suggestion directly from their wrist.

RATIONALE

If notifications on smartwatch is not enabled, the user is forced to interact
with the smartphone each time a new notification comes in. Notifications are
made to provide a better experience for the user and to collect information
about their preferences. Enabling smartwatch compatibility makes it easier
for the user to respond to suggestions. As a result, more data can be collected
which, over time, provides a better solution.

FUNCTIONAL

FR20 All notifications can be rejected by the user

REQUIREMENT
SUMMARY

Notifications with training session initiation suggestions or new hearing aid
adjustments pop up as notifications on the users smartphone.

RATIONALE

If a user does not have the time to start a training session or is happy with the
current hearing aid adjustments, it should be possible to reject the notification.
Furthermore, a user rejecting a notification can also provide information about
their preferences.

COMMENT

Adam Heleniak, Senior UX Designer at GN Hearing, suggested to test if such
a button is actually needed. Do this by creating a ”fake door”. To the user,
the button would be present but when pressed would explain that the feature
is not yet fully implemented. Collect data about how many people click the
button and how often to see if it should be implemented.

FUNCTIONAL

FR21 The user can try the new hearing aid adjustment suggestion before

REQUIREMENT

accepting or rejecting it

SUMMARY

The user is notified about changes in the hearing aid adjustments if the environment changes. This suggestion must allow the user to listen to the suggestion first before actually applying it.

RATIONALE

The user will not know if they want the suggestion or not before they have
tried it out. If it is not possible to listen to the suggestion before actually
applying it, the user might never accept suggestions. The user might be fairly
happy with the current adjustment and would not want to make it worse.
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FUNCTIONAL

FR22 Upon three consecutive notification rejections, the user must be asked

REQUIREMENT

if they would like notifications less often

SUMMARY

A user receives notifications when new hearing aid adjustments are available
(due to environment change), or when the solution lacks information about
the current environment. A user can decide to accept or decline notifications.

RATIONALE

If a user keeps rejecting notifications it might be because they are appearing
too often. When a notification is received, it requires the user’s attention.
If the solution requires the user’s attention too often, they might become
displeased with it.

COMMENT

It should be verified through user testing if three is the correct number.

FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENT

FR23 First-time users must go through an onboarding session to determine
who must initiate training sessions and how often notifications must come

SUMMARY

Different users might have different preferences in terms of how often the solution should notify about new adjustment or training session suggestions. Furthermore, some users might prefer that the solution suggests starting a training session while other users might like to initiate such a session themselves.
The onboarding session allows the user to provide notification frequency and
training session initiative information.

RATIONALE

Not having an onboarding session makes it difficult to design one solution that
fits all users. The onboarding allows for some personalization and empowerment that might be needed for the user to have a good experience with the
solution.

FUNCTIONAL

FR24 The smartphone application must allow the user to start a training

REQUIREMENT

session

SUMMARY

A user might have disabled the solutions ability to suggest training sessions.
In this case, functionality should be implemented to allow the user to take the
initiative to start a training session.

RATIONALE

If the user cannot take the initiative to start a training session, the user will
lose some empowerment. Furthermore, if the user has denied the solution the
ability to suggest training sessions, no information will be learned about the
user if the user cannot start a training session.
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FUNCTIONAL

FR25 The smartphone application must suggest starting a training session if

REQUIREMENT

the environment is new or if it is uncertain about the quality of the suggestion
it can provide

SUMMARY

When the solution encounters a new environment, the user must be asked to
provide preference details for this environment. Similarly, the solution must
suggest starting a training session if no definitive optimal state can be found
for the given environment.

RATIONALE

New environments and low quality suggestions are a result of lack of information. In order to improve the solution and make it possible to provide
adjustment suggestions next time the user is in that particular environment,
a training session must be completed. Failing to do so will result in a solution
that is not able to provide an optimized and personalized experience in all
environments.

FUNCTIONAL

FR26 A consent message must be presented and accepted by the user before

REQUIREMENT

the machine learning components of the solution are enabled

SUMMARY

The user must be made aware what sort of data is being collected, how it is
being used, and how it is being handled. Part of the solution lives in the cloud
meaning data must leave the users device for analysis somewhere else.

RATIONALE

In order to ensure the user’s trust in the solution, information about the
solution should be sufficient and transparent. Furthermore, regulations might
require the solution to ensure user consent before data can be collected and
sent for analysis in the cloud.

FUNCTIONAL

FR27 Adjustment suggestions can be applied automatically without confir-

REQUIREMENT

mation from the user if the user has agreed to this during the onboarding
session

SUMMARY

The user goes through an onboarding session such that the solution can get
basic information about the user. The aim is to inform the user and collect
information about how often the user want to interact with the solution.

RATIONALE

If hearing aid adjustments cannot be applied automatically, the user has to interact with the solution each time. This might only be in the form of accepting
a notification. However, even that might not be possible in some situations. A
user that is often busy and trusts the solution might prefer that adjustments
are just continuously applied as needed without confirmation.
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FUNCTIONAL

FR28 The system must allow a user to overwrite the old adjustments if

REQUIREMENT

a training session resolves in an unexpected outcome dissimilar to previous
knowledge

SUMMARY

The user can run training sessions in a given environment to teach the solution
what they prefer in this setting. However, user intent and preferences can
change even if the environment does not.

RATIONALE

If the user changes dramatically, a training session can be initiated (likely by
the user). If the outcome of this training session is very dissimilar to what was
predicted by the solution for that environment, the user should have a choice
to overwrite the current knowledge of the solution. The outcome might be
dissimilar because the user has genuinely changed. In that case, the solution
should learn this as quickly as possible. Maybe the dissimilarity is a one-time
occurrence, then the solution should not adapt. The user must be able to
input this.

D.2

Non-functional requirements

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR1 The solution must consist of a smartphone application and a ma-

REQUIREMENT

chine learning cloud instance

FURPS CLASS

Performance

SUMMARY

The solution consist of a reinforcement learning algorithm (Sarsa(λ)) and
a multi-task branched Convolutional Neural Network for classification and
regression. The reinforcement learning must run on the smartphone along
side a pretrained CNN model. However, the CNN models are to be trained
in the cloud.

RATIONALE

There is a need to utilize a cloud instance for this project as it is not
viable to train CNN models on a smartphone. However, the smartphone
application is still needed to ensure the solution works offline. The entire
solution cannot be cloud based.

COMMENT

The ”cloud instance” (also named ”the cloud” in order requirements) have
been named like so to give room for interpretation. The cloud instance
for this project is any internet connected server with the needed resources
to train CNN models.
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NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR2 The smartphone application must implement and use Sarsa(λ) to

REQUIREMENT

learn the user’s preferences

FURPS CLASS

Performance

SUMMARY

There is a need to implement a learning algorithm which is sufficently
advanced to understand the user preferences while also being able to run
on a smartphone. Sarsa(λ) is the algorithm of choice as it provides better
user input utilization compared to alternative algorithms.

RATIONALE

If a different learning algorithm than Sarsa(λ) is implemented, a number
of disadvantages can follow: Firstly, the alternative algortihm might be
too computationally expensive to run on a smartphone. Secondly, it might
require more interaction with the user resulting in longer training sessions.

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR3 The state-space must consist of the following dimensions: Bass,

REQUIREMENT

midrange, treble, and user environment (All-Around, Restaurant, and
Outdoor)

FURPS CLASS

Reliability

SUMMARY

Sarsa(λ) requires a state-space to be defined. Each state is a representation of a unique hearing aid adjustment. The learning algorithm can
navigate in this space to find the optimal state for the user. As context
can affect what adjustments a user might want, environment is included
as a dimension in the state-space.

RATIONALE

If bass, midrange, treble, and environment are not the dimensions of
choice, the solution might not provide a satisfactory hearing aid adjustment. Widex’s SoundSense Learn solution is adjusting bass, midrange,
and treble too. Furthermore, these three parameters are found to be
available to all users of the ReSound Smart 3D application.

COMMENT

It is possible that a full solution should include Speech focus, Noise reduction, and Wind noise reduction as dimensions as well. However, for
simplicity, the scope of the prototype solution has been limited.

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR4 The solution must determine the user’s preferences in 12 (or less)

REQUIREMENT

iterations

FURPS CLASS

Usability

SUMMARY

Users must go through training sessions to teach the system about their
preferences. A training session consist of multiple iterations where each
iteration brings a bit more information about the user and what they
prefer in the given situation.

RATIONALE

According to Anders Trier Poulsen, Machine Learning Specialist at
Widex, the SoundSense Learn solution must go through at least 12 iterations to determine a user’s preference. The solution developed in this
project must be just as good or better. The fewer iterations the better
such as not to keep the user busy with training session for too long.
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NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR5 Sarsa(λ) is allowed to adjust hearing aid configurations ±3 dB for

REQUIREMENT

each training iteration

FURPS CLASS

Usability

SUMMARY

Sarsa(λ) navigates the state-space where each state represents a hearing aid adjustment. The adjustments of bass, midrange, and treble are
measured in decibel. Changes of 3 dB are just noticeable for the human
ear.

RATIONALE

It is acceptable for Sarsa(λ) to take larger steps (3 dB of difference) as
small changes are not noticeable. In order for the user to feel a difference,
the change should be noticeable. Furthermore, it makes it possible to skip
states and more quickly gain an understanding of the users preferences.

COMMENT

Specified according to Ditlev Munk Raboel, DSP Software Developer at
GN Hearing, and Hansen [40].

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR6 Sarsa(λ) must use the environment and user preference prediction

REQUIREMENT

from the CNN model as a starting point for the training session

FURPS CLASS

Performance

SUMMARY

The smartphone application implements both Sarsa(λ) for learning user
preferences as well as a pretrained CNN model. The CNN model labels the
environment and provides a prediction for general hearing aid adjustments
for the environment. Sarsa(λ) uses this information as a starting point
for a training session.

RATIONALE

Not using the information provided by the CNN models makes it impossible to determine what environment the user is in. This makes it much
more difficult to predict a hearing aid adjustment that will fit the user.
Furthermore, having a starting point for Sarsa(λ) should provide quicker
convergence to an optimal hearing aid configuration.

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR7 The user’s intent information must bias the trajectory of Sarsa(λ)

REQUIREMENT
FURPS CLASS

Performance

SUMMARY

User intent is important for the hearing aid adjustment. However, intent
is not a dimension in the state-space. It should affect the training session
by making a specific trajectory more likely.

RATIONALE

Biasing the trajectory makes for shorter training sessions as Sarsa(λ)
knows where to search. However, it is only a bias meaning users can
still get any state they would like. Therefore, it does not limit the user,
but will provide quicker convergence in most cases.

COMMENT

The biasing information must be based on the Smart Buttons in the ReSound Smart 3D application. E.g. ”Speech focus” should favor a positive
gain in midrange and treble, but a negative gain in bass.
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NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR8 All hearing aid adjustment suggestions must be predicted by a

REQUIREMENT

Temporal-Difference Prediction routine, not by the CNN model alone

FURPS CLASS

Reliability

SUMMARY

The CNN models provide environment labeling input as well as a prediction of general hearing aid adjustments for the environment. During user
training sessions, Temporal-Difference Prediction is used to determine optimal states. It must be used to recall user preferences as well, and have
the final word in suggesting new hearing aid settings.

RATIONALE

Relying only on the CNN model output might provide hearing aid adjustment suggestions that are too generalized. Sarsa(λ) is employed to
adapt to the user’s latest behavior and preferences. Sarsa(λ) modifies the
Q-table used by Temporal-Difference Prediction to recall optimal states.

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR9 An optimal state has been found when the following are aligned:

REQUIREMENT

A Temporal-Difference Prediction run, negative state rewards, and continuous user emphasis.

FURPS CLASS

Reliability

SUMMARY

An optimal state has been found when the following conditions are equal:
At least one Temporal-Difference Prediction run has determined it as the
most valuable state, that state returns negative rewards no matter what
action is chosen when trying to leave it, and the user keeps increasing the
value of that state.

RATIONALE

It is difficult to assess that an optimal state has been reached. Not using
all three measures mentioned above might resolve in incorrect conclusion
in regard to optimal states. As a result, suboptimal adjustments are
applied to the hearing aids.

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR10 The CNN architecture must be a multi-task network with one

REQUIREMENT

classification branch and one regression branch

FURPS CLASS

Performance

SUMMARY

The Convolutional Neural Network utilized in this solution needs to do
both classification and regression. It utlizes the same input for both and
can, by using branching, utilize the information from one task to ease the
other task.

RATIONALE

Creating a branched network allows for information sharing across the
tasks. If branching is not used, multiple networks have to be created. As
a result, complexity will increase, two networks have to be trained with
the same input data, and an additional knowledge sharing mechanism
might need to be put in place.
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NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR11 The CNN regression branch must use Mean Squared Error as

REQUIREMENT

cost function

FURPS CLASS

Reliability

SUMMARY

The CNN needs a cost function to optimize for when training new models. This cost function has been chosen to be Mean Squared Errors as it
punishes big mistakes more than small mistakes.

RATIONALE

Punishing large mistakes more than small mistakes makes sense for this
project. A configuration that is off by 1 dB might not be noticeable for
the user compared to a configuration off by 3 dB. The latter case needs
to be corrected and must be reflected much more strongly compared to
the former case. Not using Mean Square Error might lead to a different
weighting of errors and cause too much focus on details.

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR12 The CNN regression branch must use ReLU in the hidden layers

REQUIREMENT

and the identity function in the output layer as activation functions

FURPS CLASS

Performance

SUMMARY

The regression branch of the CNN model needs to be able to predict
positive as well as negative numbers. Adjustments for bass, midrange,
and treble are measured in positive and negative gain.

RATIONALE

ReLU is a well proven activation function for the hidden layers. The
identity function in the output layer makes it easy to predict positive as
well as negative numbers. Using a different activation function in the
output layer might require scaling.

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR13 The STFT spectrograms must be used as input to the CNN

REQUIREMENT

model

FURPS CLASS

Reliability

SUMMARY

The Convolutional Neural Network must create models that are capable
of classifying a users sound environment. Audio information can be transformed into Short-Time Fourier Transformation spectrograms. These can
then serve as a basis for the environment analysis.

RATIONALE

If Short-Time Fourier Transformation spectrograms are not used, it might
not be possible to create a mapping from input to output. Furthermore,
all components of the solution must agree on an input format in order to
be able to rely on the output.

COMMENT

The prestudy [23] found this to be a viable way for environment classification based on audio.
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NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR14 The STFT spectrograms must cover 1 second of audio

REQUIREMENT
FURPS CLASS

Reliability

SUMMARY

A Short-Time Fourier Transformation spectrogram covers a specific
amount of time of the audio. One second has been found to be a good
amount of time for classifying an environment.

RATIONALE

If the lengths of the spectrograms deviate from what this requirement
specifies, it might capture too little information. On the other hand, if too
much information is captured, it might include contradicting information.
Both result in less reliable environment classification.

COMMENT

As specified in the prestudy [23] based on [29] and [42].

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR15 The solution must sample the environment every 5 seconds

REQUIREMENT
FURPS CLASS

Reliability

SUMMARY

The solution needs to collect an audio sample and classify the environment
regularly to see whether it has changed or not. If the environment has
changed, hearing aid adjustments might be needed.

RATIONALE

It is a trade-off between using resources on the user’s smartphone and
quickly adapting to the environment. Sampling too often wastes resources,
and sampling to rarely makes the hearing aids slow at adapting to the
situation.

COMMENT

Testing must be done to verify whether 5 seconds is an appropriate number.

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR16 The solution must determine an environment change based on 6

REQUIREMENT

samples

FURPS CLASS

Reliability

SUMMARY

The prestudy [23] found that the environment classification can benefit
from observing the environment over a period of time before making an
environment classification. Therefore, multiple samples are needed.

RATIONALE

Using too few samples to determine the environment might resolve in
incorrect environment classification. As a result, incorrect adjustments
will be applied to the user hearing aids and the solution will be the cause
of a suboptimal experience.

COMMENT

Testing must be performed to determine if 6 samples are sufficient to
reliably classify the environment.
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NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR17 An accepted hearing aid adjustment suggestion provides +10

REQUIREMENT

reward to that Sarsa(λ) state

FURPS CLASS

Performance

SUMMARY

When the solution suggests a new hearing aid adjustment which the user
likes, the reinforcement learning algorithm must be rewarded. This will
emphasize the state as a good state and make it likely to be suggested
again.

RATIONALE

If no reward is given to the system, it will not learn anything. The reward
input will teach the system what adjustments are preferable over others.
Over time, it then becomes better at making suggestions.

COMMENT

Testing must be performed to evaluate if 10 reward points are appropriate.

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR18 A rejected hearing aid adjustment suggestion provides -10 reward

REQUIREMENT

to the Sarsa(λ) state representing those adjustments and + 10
2 reward for
the state representing the current adjustments

FURPS CLASS

Performance

SUMMARY

If the user is suggested a hearing aid adjustment that is rejected, the
system should be punished. The system will learn that this particular
adjustment in that environment is not a good choice making it less likely
to be suggested again. The current adjustments must then be better than
the suggestion. Therefore, the state representing the current adjustment
should be emphasized slightly.

RATIONALE

If the learning algorithm is not rewarded and punished, it will not learn.
If the punishment and reward values differs from what is specified, the
algorithm might be rewarded or punished too much. Too extreme rewards
can bias the learning to much.

COMMENT

Testing must be performed to evaluate if negative 10 and positive 5 reward
points are appropriate respectively.
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NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR19 Each CNN model must be specific to the user

REQUIREMENT
FURPS CLASS

Reliability

SUMMARY

CNN models are trained by the cloud based on Short-Time Fourier Transformation spectrograms that represent a specific environment the user has
been in. Information about the user’s preferences in this environment is
provided with this spectrogram.

RATIONALE

Each CNN model must be user specific as they are trained based on user
specific data. If data is mixed between users, or models are shared among
users, each model does not represent the specific user’s preferences. As a
result, hearing aid adjustment suggestions might not be optimal.

COMMENT

This is a requirement specifically defined for the prototype development
of this project. According to Anders Udahl, Senior Manager for the Connected Apps team at GN Hearing, one model per user does not scale for
a company.

NON-FUNCTIONAL

NFR20 The solution must run the environment observation as a back-

REQUIREMENT

ground service

FURPS CLASS

Usability

SUMMARY

The solution constantly monitors the environment around the user to
determine if it has changed. When an environment changes, new hearing
aid adjustments are suggested to the user.

RATIONALE

The environment observer process must run as a background service. This
makes it possible to continuously monitor the environment independently
of what the user is using the smartphone for. If it is required to have
the smartphone application in the foreground at all time, the automation
aspect is lost.
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Appendix E

Use case diagrams
This appendix supports the Analysis chapter and describes the system using use case diagrams. The
system as a whole has two actors. The first one is the actual hearing aid user who is interacting with
the USense SoundLearner application. The other actor is the USense SoundLearner application which
invokes functionality in the Online training entity. As the diagrams depict, most of the functionality is
within the USense SoundLearner. Each use case is defined by a name and also lists the requirements
which it is responsible for fulfilling.
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Figure E.1: Use case diagram describing the hearing aid user (actor) interacting with the USense
SoundLearn smartphone application. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure E.1 depicts the USense SoundLearner, its functionality, and how the hearing aid user can
interact with it. It can be seen that the majority of the behavior is not directly invoked by the user.
However, the functional behavior that is exposed relies on internal functionality. As a result, the USense
SoundLearner is a complex system, however, the complexity is hidden from the user.
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Figure E.2: Use case diagram describing the USense SoundLearner smartphone application (actor) interacting with the Online training entity. Made with draw.io online tool.
The USense SoundLearner is not capable of doing everything itself. It relies on the Online training
entity to do the resource intensive process of training new Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models.
When a model is done training, it can be downloaded by the USense SoundLearner and made available
to the hearing aid user.
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Appendix F

Prototype implementation details
This appendix supplements the prototype implementation description found in Section 7 in the main
report. The following text covers the online prediction request process and the Convolutional Neural
Network model adjustment process. This is followed by a specification of the technical configurations of
the Convolutional Neural Network architecture and the Sarsa(λ) algorithm.

F.1

Online prediction request process

Section 7.2.1 describes the process of creating and processing prediction requests. This process requires
the USense SoundLearner application, the Web service, and the Training entity to all communicate.
Section 7.2.1 describes the process using a sequence diagram. This appendix is added to provide the
same description, but as process flows instead.

Figure F.1: Steps which the USense SoundLeaner application must go through in order to create an
online prediction request and receive the answer. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure F.1 depicts the steps of creating and receiving an online prediction request from the perspective
of the USense SoundLeaner application. Firstly, the environment representation in the form of a Short39

Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrogram is uploaded to the Web service. Then the application
starts to wait for the request to be processed. It continuously checks if the request has been processed
with 500 milliseconds of delay between requests. If the request has not been processed, it checks whether
it should time out. If it has been waiting for 10 seconds, the application will move on and stop checking
the prediction request. If the request has been processed, the environment class, bass, midrange, and
treble values are extracted.

Figure F.2: Steps which the Training entity must go through to process an online prediction request.
Made with draw.io online tool.
The Training entity must be constantly ready to respond to an online prediction request. As depicted
in Figure F.2, when it starts up, it loads an instance of the current CNN model. Having the instance
ready makes it possible to more quickly respond to requests. Hereafter, it starts checking if the latest
request has been processed. If it has, no new prediction request has been made. The Training entity
waits 500 milliseconds and asks again. When a new request come in, the associated STFT spectrogram
is downloaded and processed by the CNN model instance. This results in an environment class, bass,
midrange, and treble value prediction which is uploaded to the Web service such that the database can
be updated. This process continues until the Training entity is stopped.

F.2

Convolutional Neural Network model adjustment process

When a training session is carried out by the user in the USense SoundLearner application, audio of
the sound environment is recorded. The outcome of the training session can be used with the audio
to adjust the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model which is doing the environment analysis in
the smartphone application. Adjusting the CNN model requires four entities: USense SoundLearner
application, Web service, Training entity, and Model conversion entity. The following text describes the
process of updating the CNN model with the user’s latest preferences from the perspective of the Training
entity.
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Figure F.3: The steps executed by the Training entity such that it is able to provide user specific CNN
models. Made with draw.io online tool.
Figure F.3 describes the process of collecting user specific resources and information in order to return
a customized CNN model. Initially, the Training entity sends a request to the Web service to determine
if a new training session has been carried out by the user of the USense SoundLearner application. After
each training session, information about the outcome (the determined user preference) and an audio file
is uploaded. If no new information is available, the Training entity waits 60 seconds and checks again. If
new information is available, the Training entity downloads the associated resources. The audio is then
converted into Short-Time Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrograms and divided into a training set
(80% of the spectrograms) and an evaluation set (20% of the spectrograms). Each spectrogram is then
given a label which will tell the CNN model that environment representations (STFT spectrograms)
looking like this should result in the analysis outcome specified by the label. The labels are used to
reflect the user’s preference to the CNN model. Providing many spectrograms with these user specific
labels will bias the CNN model towards the user’s preference.
The spectrograms are then prepared through resizing and normalization such that the format is
as the CNN architecture expects. The latest CNN model is then loaded and retrained with the new
spectrograms and labels. This results in a new CNN model. However, this model is saved by Keras
as a HDF5 formatted file [15, 100] and must be converted to a TensorFlow Lite model to run on the
smartphone. This conversion process must be done on a UNIX-based system which the Training entity
in this prototype is not. Therefore, a specific Model conversion entity has been put in place. The
Keras model is uploaded to the Model conversion entity, converted, and a TensorFlow Lite model is
then returned which is uploaded to the Web service. On the Web service, other data as a result of this
process (number of samples, epochs, accuracy, supported environment classes and hearing aid adjustment
parameters etc.) and the new CNN model are then linked to the resources that were used to create the
new model. The Training entity then locally overwrites the old CNN model with the new adjusted CNN
model. The new adjusted CNN model is now available for download from the Web service for the USense
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SoundLearner application.
Next time the user decides to perform a training session in the USense SoundLearner application,
this process starts over again in order to always provide the user with an updated and customized CNN
model.

F.3

Convolutional Neural Network configurations

The following table outlines the specific configurations of each layer in the implemented Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) architecture. This table supplements the Implementation chapter (Chapter 7)
and is a specific case of the CNN architecture presented in Section 6.3.1 (Figure 6.3, page 83).
Layer name

Layer type

stft input

Input

Connected to
-

Layer configurations
Shape: 128x96x3
Filters: 32

conv1

Convolutional

stft input

Receptive field: 5x5
Activation function: ReLU
Padding: Yes

conv2

Convolutional

conv1

pool1

Pooling

conv2

See conv1
Pooling type: Max
Pool size: 2x2
Stride: 2
Filters: 64

conv3

Convolutional

pool1

Receptive field: 5x5
Activation function: ReLU
Padding: Yes

conv4

Convolutional

conv3

See conv3

pool2

Pooling

conv4

See pool1

conv5

Convolutional

pool2

See conv3

conv6

Convolutional

conv5

See conv3

pool3

Pooling

conv6

see pool1

model base

Flatten

pool3

Number of neurons: 1024

class fc

Fully Connected

model base

Activation function: ReLU
Dropout: 40%

regression fc

Fully Connected

model base

class out

Output

class fc

regression out

Output

regression fc

See class fc
Activation function: Softmax
Size: 7
Activation function: Identity
Size: 3

Table F.1: Outlines the configurations of each layer of the implemented Convolutional Neural Network
architecture.
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The size specified in layer class out and regression out of Table F.1 is given by the number of environment classes and hearing aid adjustment parameters the architecture supports. The current implementation can classify into seven low-level environment classes and predict bass, midrange, and treble.
Hence, the size is seven and three respectively.

F.4

Sarsa(λ) configurations

The following parameters specifies how the Sarsa(λ) implementation of this project has been configured.
These parameters supplements the implementation documented in Chapter 7.
λ = 0.5
γ = 0.9 (later changed to 0.4 during testing)
α = 0.9
 = 0.4
As found during testing, these parameters needs to be adjusted in order for the prototype to function
properly. A deeper analysis is needed to determine specifically what needs to change and by how much.
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Appendix G

Prototype testing
This appendix presents additional information in relation to the prototype testing presented in Chapter
8 of the main report. The appendix covers accuracy measures and confusion matrices which are used for
the prototype accuracy assessment presented in Section 8.1 in the main report. Furthermore, a detailed
description of the environments used for the real environment testing is presented in Section G.3 of this
appendix.

G.1

Prototype accuracy assessment - Measures

Sokolova and Lapalme [91] list a range of measures which can be used for assessing multi-class classification
problems. This projects adopts the Average Accuracy, Macro Precision, Macro Recall, and Macro F1
Score. These measure are found using Equation G.1, G.2, G.3, G.4 respectively [91]. The macro-variation
of the measures have been chosen due to their robustness to deviation in sample sizes among the assessed
classes.
Pl

T Pi +T Ni
i=1 T Pi +F Ni +F Pi +T Ni

AccuracyAverage =

l

(G.1)

Pl

T Pi
i=1 T Pi +F Pi

P recisionM acro =

l

(G.2)

Pl
RecallM acro =

F ScoreM acro =

T Pi
i=1 T Pi +F Ni

l

(β 2 + 1) ∗ P recisionM acro ∗ RecallM acro
β 2 ∗ P recisionM acro + RecallM acro

(G.3)

(G.4)

The accuracy measures use the following terminology [91]: T P denotes true positives. These are
samples that have been correctly predicted as belonging to a specific class. True negatives are denoted by
T N and describes samples that have correctly been classified to not belong in a specific class. F N and F P
denotes false negatives and false positive respectively. False negatives are samples which have incorrectly
been classified to not belong in a specific class. False positives are samples which have incorrectly been
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classified to belong to a specific class [91]. The l in Equation G.1, G.2, and G.3 denotes the number of
classes included in the analysis (three for the high-level environment classes and seven for the low-level
environment classes used in this project).
The Macro F Score (Equation G.4) is an accuracy measure that combines the Macro Precision and
Macro Recall in order to provide an accuracy measure that does not include the T N class. Choosing a
values for β makes it possible to put more emphasis on either precision or recall if desired. This project
is using the Macro F1 Score which is achieved by setting β = 1.

G.2

Prototype accuracy assessment - Confusion matrices

This section present the confusion matrices which are used as input to the four measures presented in
Appendix G.1. The confusion matrices are created in order to assess the Convolutional Neural Network
model’s classification performance. Both the low-level and high-level environment classes are assessed.
This section presents the confusion matrices for low-level as well as high-level classes.
A confusion matrix is a structured way of presenting true positives, true negatives, false positives, and
false negatives. Each class being assessed is described by such a matrix. A confusion matrix is structured
as follows:
Predicted Yes

Predicted No

True Positive

False Negative

(TP)

(FN)

False Positive

True Negative

(FP)

(TN)

Actual Yes
Actual No

G.2.1

Confusion matrices - Low-level classes
City walk

Predicted Yes

Predicted No

Actual Yes

47

79

Actual No

39

571

Driving (car)

Predicted Yes

Predicted No

Actual Yes

57

21

Actual No

1

657

Forest (sit & walk)

Predicted Yes

Predicted No

Actual Yes

142

0

Actual No

23

571

45

Train station

Predicted Yes

Predicted No

Actual Yes

5

37

Actual No

22

672

Intersection

Predicted Yes

Predicted No

Actual Yes

42

18

Actual No

75

601

Predicted Yes

Predicted No

Actual Yes

66

0

Actual No

1

669

Predicted Yes

Predicted No

Actual Yes

214

8

Actual No

2

512

Wind

Canteen

G.2.2

Confusion matrices - High-level classes
All-Around

Predicted Yes

Predicted No

Actual Yes

445

3

Actual No

8

280

Restaurant

Predicted Yes

Predicted No

Actual Yes

241

8

Actual No

2

512

Predicted Yes

Predicted No

Actual Yes

66

0

Actual No

1

669

Outdoor

G.3

Real environment test - Environment descriptions

The prototype is tested in a number of real environments in order to verify its capability of generalizing
learnings. This appendix describes each of these environments in detail. The results of the testing can be
found in Section 8.2 (starting at page 124) in the main report. The test setup consists of a Oneplus 6T
smartphone running the prototype application developed in this project. All training sessions are done
while wearing the ReSound LiNX 3D hearing aids connected to the smartphone application.
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Forest
Store Hareskov was visited on a sunny Sunday between 12:15 and 12:45. The forest has tracks of
gravel and soft forest-type soil. Both types of tracks were utilized while performing the testing. The
soundscape consisted of bird song from various birds as well as footsteps from walking on the gravel
tracks. Furthermore, some of the testing was done close to a small lake introducing sounds from ducks
and frogs. A small road goes through the forest introducing sporadic sounds from noisy cars in the
distance. Furthermore, other people had decided to visit the forest as well that day resulting in noise
from bikes, horses, and people chatting. A training session was done while walking on the gravel and soil
tracks and aimed to focus on the sound of bird tweet.
Shopping centers
Two different shopping center environments where visited. First, Rødovre Centrum was visited on
a Sunday between 13:50 and 14:50. Then environment was quite relaxed and not packed with people.
Testing was done while walking through the center, while sitting on a bench in an open area, and while
sitting at the fast-food restaurant ”Carl’s Junior” which has tables in an open area shared with the coffee
shop ”Espresso House”. Sitting on a bench in the open area introduced sounds from people walking by as
well as talk and baby cry from nearby benches. A brief conversation between family members took place
next to the test setup for a short period of the testing time. Visiting the fast-food restaurant introduced
a bit of speech from the tables owned by Espresso House. These tables were located next to the test setup
with a head-high room separator in between. The talking was located in front, right next to, and behind
the test setup. However, the talking was done in low voice and simply just added to the background
noise. A training session was performed on the bench in the open area trying to achieve a pleasant sound
experience. Furthermore, two training session were carried out at the fast-food restaurant in an effort to
improve speech intelligibility.
In order to see if the training session performed in Rødovre Centrum had an effect on the Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) model, a new model was downloaded to the smartphone which was then brought
to Field’s on the same Sunday but in the evening between 19:00 and 19:30. This adjusted CNN model
included changes based on the training sessions from both Rødovre Centrum and Store Hareskov.
The soundscape in Field’s was similar to Rødovre Centrum. The testing was done in an open area
with couches where people gathered. During the testing, three girls had a conversation behind the test
setup and other people were walking by. Testing also took place just outside the telecommunications
company ”Telia” which had music playing in their store. Furthermore, this second test location was not
far from an escalator which added to the overall background noise. A third test was done in the grocery
store ”Bilka One Stop”. In here, sounds of store music, shopping carts, and refrigeration units were
present.
Intersections
Road noise was tested out at three intersections: Toftegårds Allé and Lyshøjgårdsvej in Valby, Tårnvej
and Rødovre Centrum in Rødovre, and Bådehavnsgade and Sjællandsbroen in Sydhavnen.
The intersection in Rødovre was visited on a Sunday between 13:30 and 13:50. The road Rødovre
Centrum is an entry road to the shopping center ”Rødovre Centrum” which was open at the time of
testing. However, traffic was low and consisted of idle, accelerating, and passing cars.
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The testing in Valby was done on a Monday morning at 8:25 resulting in a lot of traffic and high noise
scenarios at times. The soundscape contained idle as well as moving cars and people on bikes. This is
similar to the intersection in Sydhavnen which was visited twice. First, Monday morning at 8:45 to 9:00
which contained very busy and diverse traffic. The noise generated here came from bikes, scooters, cars,
buses and lorries. Then, the same location was visited in the afternoon between 15:20 and 16.00. The
sound was generated by the same sources, but it seemed less busy compared to the morning. Both in the
morning and the afternoon, the prototype was tested right next to the road as well as on a parallel street
to Sydhavnsgade making it possible to keep a bit of distance. The distance kept was about 10 meters in
an effort to see if that would change the prototype’s behavior.
Office space
The office space testing was done in the group room for ITCOM and ICTE students at Aalborg
University Copenhagen. The testing was done on a Monday between 10:30 and 10:40. Only one other
project group was present. As a result, the group area was mostly silent, with some discussion from this
other group. The group was located to the right of the test setup on the other side of the group room
with only a whiteboard in between. The group was not excessively loud, but as they were the only source
of sound in the room, the conversation was noticeable. The testing was purposely performed while they
had a discussion to see how the prototype would react. It is assumed that this represents a normal office
space.
Canteen
The main canteen at Aalborg University Copenhagen was chosen as the testing location for the
Restaurant environment. The data used for training the initial CNN model was collected in IBM’s
canteen during the prestudy [23]. The IBM canteen had more people and was more noisy when the
recordings were made compared to the canteen at Aalborg University Copenhagen. With that said, the
canteen was visited between 11:30 and 13:00 on a Monday. Plenty of people were present and the noise
seemed to peak around 12:10. The test setup was located in the left side of the canteen with equally many
rows of tables in front and behind it. The noises generated was predominantly by people talking and
cutlery making contact with plates, but also sporadically contained the sound of a chair being dragged
across the floor. At the start of the testing session, only few people were present in the canteen. Around
12:20, a group of four people sat down two chairs from the test setup and started talking while eating.
During the testing, three training sessions were performed. All three took place between 11:35 and
12:00 in an effort to create a new CNN model specifically adjusted to the environment. The new model
was ready for test towards the end of the testing time frame.
Transportation – Car, bus, and train
Various different way of transportation was tried out to observe prototype behavior. First transportation method test was driving which was done for two different types of cars and road. The first car of
choice was a gasoline powered Peugeot 206 RC driving from Smørum to Bryggeri Skovlyst. The radio
was muted for the drive and no passengers were present. The speeds varied from 40 to 70 km/h and also
included a stop at a red light. Traffic was low, and the drive was done on a Sunday between 11:55 and
12:10.
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On the same day between 17:40 and 18:05, a drive in medium traffic from Smørum to Field’s was
done in a Peugeot 508 SW diesel. The speeds ranged from 50 to 130 km/h and the radio was turned
off. The drive was done with one other person in the car, but no talking occurred when samples of the
environment were taken. This testing was done with the adjusted CNN model based on the training
sessions from the testing in the forest and in Rødovre Centrum.
Second form of transportation environment tested was train from Måløv station to Valby station. The
test location was in the absolute middle of a coupé. The testing was done on a Monday morning from
7:48 to 8:10 with some talking in the coupé. Speech was isolated to a single source, however, the source
changed over time. Talking was observed on the seat to the right of the test setup and also two rows
ahead. Overall, the majority of the background noise came from the train itself and an open window
two rows in front of the setup. Testing was done with the train moving, accelerating, decelerating, and
stationary.
The third transportation methods test was bus 4A from Valby station to Bådehavnsgade in Sydhavnen.
This was done on a Monday morning from 8:30 to 8:45. The sounds encountered during testing was the bus
idling, accelerating, and driving on both smooth and bumpy road. Furthermore, the voice announcing the
next stop was captured during the test. The bus was carrying plenty of people, but no talking occurred.
Quayside
The quayside at Aalborg University Copenhagen has been used to collect the data representing the
winy environment (Outdoor). This data was collected during the prestudy [23]. During the prototype
testing days, not much wind was to be found. The quayside seemed like the best option and did have
some wind. However, nothing compared to when the initial data was collected. Furthermore, some work
was being done at the quayside. As a result, the soundscape consisted of some wind, some talking, and
some road noise in the distance from Sydhavnsgade.
Train station
Testing took place at Valby station from 8:10 to 8:25 on a Monday. The soundscape consisted mostly
of trains arriving and leaving, train doors opening and closing as well as people moving. A diesel-powered
train arrived at the station creating a high level of noise for a short period of time. Towards the end of
the testing, a group consisting of about 20 young individuals arrived at the train station which added
speech to the soundscape.
Dinner table
To test how dominant speech in an otherwise silent environment would be handled by the prototype,
a brief test was carried out at the dinner table. Five people were present of which only on spoke at a
time during testing. Only male voices were recorded during the testing. No other sounds were present.
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Appendix H

User interviews
Four different users are interviewed for the project. This is done to learn more about the user and how
they feel about their current cares solution. Furthermore, the aim is to draw conclusions in relation to
whether they would actually use a solution as the one developed in this project.
A detailed summary of each of the interviews is provided in this appendix. The users are kept
anonymous, but consists of two male subjects and two female subjects. Each user is classified according
to the two user types presented in the main report (Section 5.2.2).
UserA - The proactive user
The user is 68 years old and suffers from a symmetric moderate hearing loss. He is using the ReSound
Smart 3D application very frequently; multiple times each day. The application is a necessity for him to
use the hearing aids, and he compares it to a remote for a television.
He has thoroughly explored the features of the smartphone application and tries to customize it to fit
his preferences. He has created four Favorites (user defined listening programs) which are GPS controlled.
As an example, he mentions that one of the Favorites are for when he is at the grocery store where noise
levels are high. The Favorite helps him reduce noise from sources such as shopping carts.
Wind noise also tend to bother him. As an example, this occurs when he is out biking. Therefore, he
has a program for reducing wind noise. It was not clarified during the interview whether this was also a
Favorite or a predefined listening program.
Depending on the situation, he might also use Smart Buttons (see footnote on page 57 in Section
5.2.1). Furthermore, he uses the Sound Enhancer (see footnote on page 58 in Section 5.2.1) when listening
to music. If he does not make adjustments to bass, midrange, and treble in the Sound Enhancer, the
music is unbearable. Usually, he fully increases the bass, turns down the midrange completely, and almost
fully increases treble which results in a good sound experience. He has an open fitting allowing sound
from the environment to enter his ear without being processed by the hearing aid first. If he is listening
to music and puts his fingers in his ears, it sounds almost like if he was wearing a headset. The user
has requested that the low frequencies are amplified even more, but his audiologist does not want to
increase further. The user reports that the current adjustability is sufficient for his needs. However, more
adjustability would be appreciated. He would prefer if he could adjust e.g. the bass to a point where he
thinks it is too much. If possible, he would also like even more parameters to modify.
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He is generally very happy with the entire solution and find it difficult to mention things that could
be better. The hearing aids are almost like glasses to him. He will wear them and then forget about
them. However, he does mention a problem related to noise filtering. If a vacuum cleaner or an angle
grinder is started, the hearing aids will lower the sound from these after eight to ten seconds. He does not
agree with this behavior in all cases. He should hear noise just as a person without hearing impairment
would. As an example, this noise reduction is problematic when fixing bike punctures as the hissing noise
is removed by the hearing aids. He suggests a listening program which turns off all the noise reduction.
In situations similar to when fixing a punctured bike, he could select this specific program and be allowed
to hear noise.
Even though he finds the solution close to perfect, he still likes the idea of a personalized solution
like the one developed in this project when asked directly. He adds that it would be very helpful for a
hearing aid user. He reckons that the application should have an ”unlocked” program which would allow
the user to sit down in front of an equalizer and adjust the frequency bands to his liking. This could
then be sent off to the audiologist who would install it in the hearing aids. However, even if it is just a
solution that allows him to adjust the current bass, midrange, and treble it is also helpful.
Having to train such a solution in the annoying environment does not bother him. He would continue
training until it was just perfect for him. He did not want to specify how long such a training session
should take, but he claimed it would not take long to find the optimal adjustment. He finds it easy to
use the current Sound Enhancer interface implemented today.
When the solution has learned his preferences, he would prefer if the solution asked him if he would
like the preferences to be applied next time a similar environment is encountered. He wants to make
sure it is working as he expects. The fact that the user always has to carry the smartphone and that the
smartphone must be connected to the internet once in a while does not bother him.
When discussing Over-The-Counter (OTC) hearing aids, he claims to have already used them. However, as explained in Section 10.3 (page 147), these hearing aids does not exist yet. What he has tried
must have been a Personal Sound Amplification Product (also presented in Section 10.3 (page 147)). The
functionality of such devices did not impress him as it simply amplified all sounds. This includes sounds
that he can hear just fine already. However, he would be interested in an OTC solution if it gave him the
possibility of fitting the hearing aids himself like the audiology usually does. This could possibly replace
the solution he has today. However, he mentions that this only applies to people that are comfortable
with smartphone, computers etc. Most of the people with hearing aid that he knows would not be able
to use such a solution.
UserB - The proactive user
The user is 49 years old and has an asymmetric hearing loss: Mild hearing loss on the right ear and
a moderate severe loss on the left ear. He has been living with the left hearing loss for his entire life and
has become used to compensate for it in every day life even without hearing aid.
He does have knowledge about the ReSound Smart 3D but rarely uses it. He used to explore the
various functionality it offers, but does not find it provides value for him. As a result, he only rarely uses
the application. He reckons that he probably uses it once every month. When he does use it, he finds
himself on noisy or windy situations and he mainly just adjust the volume. He also uses noise reduction
features and mentions the predefined ”Noise filter” and ”Speech clarify” Smart Buttons.
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He has All-Around, Restaurant, and Outdoor listening programs available in the application but rarely
uses them. If he does, it is to experiment. Furthermore, he does not find the need for the application just
to change between programs. He can do that on the hearing aid itself. He mostly uses the All-Around
program.
In his opinion the hearing aid should not require him to make various changes. It should simply work
and provide him the best audio possible. If the hearing aid gets challenged too much and cannot handle
the situation (he mentions wind noise as an example), the hearing aid should simply lower the volume.
This is actually very unlike him as he likes to tinker and make adjustments. However, he does not
find that the features of the application benefit him very much. As there is no satisfying feedback, he
does not using the features.
He mentions that the reason why he is so picky with the hearing aid is likely because does not strictly
need the hearing aid. He is used to living with only one good ear and knows how to compensate for it.
However, the hearing aid does help him in noisy situation. If someone is speaking to his bad ear, he can
notice it now that he has the hearing aid. Then he can turn his good ear towards the person. According
to him, he does not require the hearing aid to work optimally as he can do just fine without it.
For him to start using the ReSound Smart 3D application it should provide a semi-automated feature
that helps him adjust the hearing aid. He finds the Sound Enhancer quite abstract and the wording is
too specific to audio. He would like something that can help him in a current situation. As an example,
he said that when he attends a presentation at work and someone is whispering behind him, he would
like a button to push in the application. The hearing aids should then automatically make adjustments
and ask him if it is better or worse. It should be clarified that this comment was unprovoked by the
interviewer. The interviewee only knew that he was being interviewed for a project about improving
hearing care solutions.
As he often finds himself on a bike or at social gatherings when he runs into problems where the above
solution would be useful, training it should not take more than 30 seconds to a minute. He does not want
to lose attention from what is going on. When he finds himself in the same environment at a later time,
the solution should simply apply his preferences. No need to ask him first. The fact that he has to carry
the smartphone at all time and allow it to connect to the internet once in a while does not bother him.
He has an interesting perspective on OTC hearing aids and is aware that the category exists. However,
it is not something he would purchase for himself. In fact, he is not willing to pay for any hearing aid.
He is currently involved in the test program at GN Hearing, but would not go out and buy a hearing
aid if the program was closed. However, if the hearing aid became a gadget and not just a hearing aid,
he would consider it. He believes the current hearing care industry is too focused on the immediate
competition and not aware of what companies like Amazon and Apple might be capable of. He believes
that companies like these will soon enter the market and provide hearing aids with digital assistants.
They will use the same technology, but provide new services.
UserC - The care seeker
The user is 69 years old and suffers from a symmetric moderate hearing loss. This is partly due to
osteosclerosis on the left ear.
She is familiar with the ReSound Smart 3D application and uses it daily. She is very pleased with
all the configurations that it provides her. Furthermore, she is enjoying the quality of the audio in the
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hearing aids. Minor adjustments are sufficient for everyday use, and she can do this fine-tuning herself.
She has the All-Around, Restaurant, Music, and Outdoor programs available. Usually, she is using
the All-Around program, and the Restaurant program is rarely used as the audio becomes too strong and
makes some weird echoing. She finds that the solution gives her good spatial awareness. As an example,
she can hear bikes coming up behind her when she is walking in the forest (what program is used in these
situations was not mentioned). Furthermore, she has a device which she can connect to her television
such that the audio can be streamed to her hearing aids which is working well, too.
She does not notice the hearing aids and it has become a habit. When asking if the hearing aids are
like glasses (wear and forget), she exemplifies with a story about her on vacation. While on the vacation
she went to the beach and wanted to go for a swim. However, she was still wearing her hearing aids when
she was about to go in the water. The hearing aids have become so natural to her that she now has to
remember to take them off in situations like this.
She uses Smart Buttons and the Sound Enhancer once in a while. The adjustments she actually uses
depends on the situations. As an example, she likes to increase the treble adjustment to hear better
(what she means by better was not specified). In noisy locations she reduces the audio (not specified
what feature is used. Volume adjustments are assumed based on later answers). In locations where the
sound is supposed to be loud (she mentions concerts and cinemas), she turns off her hearing aids as it is
too overwhelming otherwise.
When asked if she would like something automated, she mentions the volume. However, she cannot
see how this can be standardized. According to her, all people are different and even she has different
preferences in the same context depending on the situations. It is not clear to her how such a functionality
would be accomplished.
She explains that often she will enter an environment, determine that her hearing aids needs to be
adjusted and then leave the environment in order to perform the adjustment. She seems enthusiastic
when a personalized solution that can automatically adjust to the environment is suggested. She reckons
that the solution should learn over time. Such that when she has been in the same environment three or
four times, the solution should remember this. At a later time, it should then ask to apply these settings
again if she is in the same environment. However, it is important that the solution asks as her preferences
change. Furthermore, she adds that it would be great if the solution could distinguish between different
voices.
She is not sure how long time she would be willing to spend training it. Based on how long it usually
takes her to make an adjustment, she estimates 30 seconds. She follows up by expressing that such a
solution sounds very science fiction like.
When asked if she thinks differently about the solution if it is required by her to always carry her
smartphone and allow it to connect to the internet occasionally (once every day or every other day), she
does not quite understand why this would be needed. When explained that it is to extract statistics from
the data, she is fine with it.
In relation to OTC hearing aids, she has not heard about them and it does not sound like a solution
she would like to purchase. She would rather have a professional adjust her hearing aids. The fitting
quality is crucial to her. Furthermore, due to her osteosclerosis, she thinks it is better to contact a
professional and get proper hearing care.
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UserD - The care seeker
The user is 67 years old and has an asymmetric hearing loss: A severe loss on the right ear (suffers
from osteosclerosis) and a moderate loss on the left ear.
The user is familiar with the ReSound Smart 3D application and uses it frequently. At home she will
use the All-Around listening program, and when she is with other people, she applies the Restaurant
program. In noisy situations she will increase the volume of both ears, but the specific level fluctuates
a bit. She says that during an evening with other people she adjusts the volume multiple times. When
at home, the volume setting depends on how loud the television is and if the people in the television are
mumbling or not.
She has become familiar with a limit set of the ReSound Smart 3D application and thinks the whole
solution works very nicely and is easy to use. However, she does not explore new functionality. She is
not aware of how to use these other features and have a mental filter which discourages her from trying.
This was exemplified with the Sound Enhancer which is too complex to her. She is not comfortable with
unfamiliar technology.
To achieve comfortable adjustments, she uses the different listening programs, the associated Smart
Buttons, and the volume control. She also has external devices which can be used for watching television
or attached to a speaker at lectures in order to stream the audio to the hearing aids. Unfortunately, she
has not quite figured out how to use this yet and will have to talk to her audiologist about it. Furthermore,
she has a program for tinnitus.
Common problematic situations for her were she must change the hearing aid adjustments are when
she is with a lot of people and there is a lot of talk or music in the background. She can hear a person
next to her just fine, but struggles to have a conversation with someone across the table. She finds the
adjustability which she is comfortable using sufficient for her needs. However, she often gets new fittings
from the audiologist applied to increase the amplification provided by the hearing aids. She mentions that
her hearing loss is gradually getting worse (it was not directly confirmed that this is linked to the regular
fittings). Thanks to the smartphone application, she can request the new fitting over the internet. The
audiologist will then make the changes, and these will be sent back to the smartphone. The smartphone
can then apply them to the hearing aids after the user has confirmed. She is happy with this functionality.
She does not see what could be made better. She answers yes when asked if the hearing aids are like
glasses to her (wear and forget). Furthermore, she has the rechargeable hearing aids which she finds easy
to use and keep charged.
The application is already quick and easy to use so she does not see the need for automation. She
tries to guess where the interview is going and is explained that the purpose of the project is to develop a
personalized hearing aid solution. To her it is important that this does not change the size of the hearing
aid. This is not due to looks, but comfort. Having a bigger hearing aid might become uncomfortable.
Putting everything into an application seems like a good idea to her. She is not bothered with the
fact that it would force her to bring her smartphone with her at all time and connect it to the internet
occasionally.
She is not really sure how much time she would spend training such a solution. She initially mentions
one month and is then asked about the length of each training session. She would continue as long as
required and is not bothered by taking out her smartphone in public. She will tell people it is to adjust
her hearing aids to not come across as impolite. When asked to provide an actual training session time,
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she reckons that she would spend one or two minutes.
OTC hearing aids are new to her. After the concept has been presented, she explains that it is
not something for her. Before getting hearing aids, she was not really sure if she could hear or not.
It was friends and family that kept reminding her about the problem. Furthermore, it can take time
before someone accepts that they have a problem. She only trusts hearing test made by an audiologist.
According to her, for a test to be trustworthy and accurately represent the hearing loss, it must be
conducted in a sound proof room. Finally, her hearing is continuously getting worse and she would like
the professional guidance and care.
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Appendix I

Product Backlog
Period: 4/2/2019 – 6/6/2019
Usual sprint time frame: 2 weeks
Between sprints: Supervisor meetings and restructuring and reprioritization
Sprint 1 (4/2/2019 – 17/2/2019)
Initial report writing:
– Write the introduction and the problem field
• Focus the problem field on the personalization aspect
• Do research on other solutions (e.g. Widex’s SoundSense Learn)
– Ensure the validity of the problem formulation
– Present the work done in the previous semester which acts as a prestudy
Meeting with David Landwehr (GN Hearing Software Architect) to learn how to programmatically
interact with the hearing aids.
Ensure the thesis application documentation is filled out.
Sprint 2 (18/2/2019 – 3/3/2019)
Present the prestudy to GN Hearing and get input for the master’s thesis.
Report writing:
– Scope and limitations
Start the research on machine learning architectures to use to solve the problem.
– It is likely to be a regression problem based on the user’s environment. What should the environment
representation be (spectrograms?)? Determine techniques which can do this.
• New pre-processing or presentation of the audio might be needed. In that case, research that
too.
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Determine if the current audio data is sufficient or if more needs to be collected.
– Initiate the collection process if that is the case
– Furthermore, consider if the data is correctly ordered. The data might be sufficient, but should it
be categorized differently?

Sprint 3 (4/3/2019 – 17/3/2019)
Begin prototype development. Early prototyping might make it possible to try different machine
learning techniques and compare different solutions.
– Initially, just create an application that can work as a shell for the machine learning. Make it possible
to communicate with the hearing aids and to collect sound from the smartphone microphones.
A way to handle user feedback should be initiated.
– Should the machine learning be adjusted (retrained) on the smartphone?
– Should the user data be forwarded to a server that can personalize a model?
– Should the user input be a very simple weighting system such that no retraining is needed?
Continue research and document it.
– Let all this feed into an analysis

Sprint 4 (18/3/2019 – 31/3/2019)
Ensure that all data is collected and ordered as it should be.
Research on reinforcement learning continued.
Plan meetings with:
– GN Hearing Algo team to gain an understanding of good audio features for representing an environment. This should help define the reinforcement learning states.
– GN Hearing User Experience team to understand the average user of the Smart 3D application.
Define personas. Furthermore, get input on how to present a solution like this to a user and how
to get user input.
• Determine if it is possible to get in touch with actual hearing aid user’s to get user input to
the project.

Sprint 5 (1/4/2019 – 14/4/2019)
Conduct meeting with GN Hearing’s User Experience and Algo team.
Write analysis:
– Use the research and any feedback from GN Hearing
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Sprint 6 (15/4/2019 – 28/4/2019)
Make official requirements:
– Use the analysis, scenarios, empathy maps, and risk plotting
– Perform requirement verification session with GN Hearing
Make design of full prototype with all components:
– Hearing aids
– Sound collections and pre-processing
– Machine learning (both training and inference)
– Including user input
– Any other components as servers etc. that might be needed
– Document it
Start implementation:
– Create the machine learning model and train it (if initial training is needed). Iterate and adjust
hyper-parameters until accuracy is sufficient.
– Implement user feedback in application
– Connect sound collection, machine learning, and user feedback in the smartphone application
– If research determines that a server is needed for re-training a model, implement that too

Sprint 7 (29/4/2019 – 12/5/2019)
Continue the implementation.
Plan and conduct (phone) meeting with actual hearing impaired people:
– How do they find the current solution?
– How could intelligence be implemented into the current solution?

Sprint 8 (13/5/2019 – 26/5/2019)
Finish the implementation.
Build a test framework for evaluating the accuracy of the machine learning.
Document the implementation:
– Make diagrams: Architectural, activity, use cases, and sequence diagrams and describe
Document the methodology.
Perform testing. This will show if changes are needed. Testing should be done in two parts:
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– The structured test evaluating e.g. using the F1 Score
• Consider how this can be done with the user input. Maybe it cannot.
– Bring the prototype into real environments
• Ensure the solution can recognize the environments and that it can determine the appropriate
user preferences (hearing aid adjustments).
◦ It is unlikely to see an environment that is exactly the same (hence why regression is
interesting to research). However, evaluate if the behavior is as expected.
– Iterate and adjust the solution if needed based on the test results

Sprint 9 (27/5/2019 – 6/6/2019)
Present prototype improvements.
Discuss the future of hearing aids:
– Over-The-Counter, EEG etc.
– Get input from GN Hearing if possible
Finishing touches:
– Ensure prototype is ready for hand-in and demo (add missing comments and clean up)
– Write: Discussion, conclusion, abstract, executive summary
– Proof read
– Official hand in
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I.1

Gantt chart

Figure I.1: Gantt chart (7th revision. At the end of the project)
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